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WELCOME LETTER

W

e are pleased to welcome you to Guangzhou, China to attend 2022 the 12th International
Conference on Power and Energy Systems (ICPES 2022) on December 23-25, 2022,
co-sponsored by South China University of Technology, University of Electronic Science
and Technology of China, Guangdong University of Technology, IEEE PES, and IEEE.
ICPES is the premier Power and Energy Systems conference, providing a forum for researchers,
practitioners and educators to present and discuss the most recent innovations, trends, experiences
and concerns in the field of Power Engineering, Renewable Energies and Energy Systems.
We truly believe that ICPES 2022 will achieve greater success and provide a better platform for all
the participants to have fruitful discussions and to share ideas of researches. With the three days'
conference, there will be plenty of opportunities for you to showcase your work in front of
professionals in the power and energy systems sector at this hugely popular, one of a kind
conference.
We'd like to express our sincere gratitude to everyone who has contributed to this conference.
Additionally, our special thanks go to our fellow members of the organizing Committee for their
excellent work in securing a substantial input of papers from all around the world and in encouraging
participation. Much appreciation also goes to the technical committee, ICPES 2022 cannot be held
successfully without their support and rigorous reviewing works.
A word of special welcome is given to our keynote speakers who are pleased to make contributions
to our conference and share their new research ideas with us. They are: Prof. Yusheng Xue
(Academician, Chinese Academy of Engineering, Honorary President), State Grid Electric Power
Research Institute, China; Prof. Saifur Rahman (IEEE Life Fellow, 2022 IEEE President-elect),
Virginia Tech Advanced Research Institute, USA; Prof. Nikos D. Hatziargyriou (IEEE Life Fellow),
National Technical University of Athens, Greece; Prof. Chi Yung Chung (Fellow of CAE, IEEE, EIC,
IET and HKIE, IEEE PES Distinguished Lecturer), The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong
Kong, China. We also have 5 invited speakers: they are Prof. Junwei Cao, Tsinghua University,
China; Assoc. Prof. Leifei Ge, Northwestern Polytechnical University, China; Assoc. Prof. Yang Qi,
Northwestern Polytechnical University, China; Assoc. Prof. Yun Liu, South China University of
Technology, China and Senior Engineer Zhang Shiling, State Grid Chongqing Electric Power
Company Chongqing Electric Power Research Institute, China
We are dedicated to higher and better international conference experiences. We will sincerely listen
to any suggestion and comments. Welcome any suggestions. We look forward to meeting you again
next time!

ICPES Organizing Committee
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CONFERENCE VENUE
La Perle International Hotel
广州丽柏国际酒店
Address: No.28 Longkou Dong Heng Street, Gangding, Tianhe District -Teemall / East Railway
Station, Guangzhou, China
地址：中国，广东，广州，天河区，龙口东横街 28 号
Phone: +86 020-66611111

Tel: +86 13798048100

Weather
Guangzhou Forecast Temperatures during Dec. 23-25
12 ℃ - 20 ℃

Tips for epidemic prevention and control
1. Please notice and confirm the latest epidemic control policy in Guangzhou before your travel. The website of
Nanjing Municipal Center for Disease Control & Prevention: http://www.gzcdc.org.cn/.
2. Please put on a mask before entering the meeting room. Make sure your mask fits well with the nose clip.
3. Keep social distance between each other, especially indoors.
4. Avoid hands shaking and skin-to-skin contact.


In the consideration of the personal and property security belongings to conference participants, please take
care of your belongs and be sure to take the attendance cards during the conference.
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ATTENDEE GUIDELINE


ZOOM Download Link

https://zoom.us/download
https://zoom.com.cn/download (for Chinese authors)



Meeting Rooms (Password: 122325)

Room A: Meeting ID-8838 1379 253, Link-https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88381379253
Room B: Meeting ID-8278 5126 242, Link-https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82785126242
Room C: Meeting ID-8825 4297 766, Link-https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88254297766
Room D: Meeting ID-8465 0871 500, Link-https://us02web.zoom.us/j/84650871500



Time Zone

The conference is arranged based on Beijing Time (GMT+8).
Please carefully check your presentation time, and join the conference 20 minutes in advance.



Test Your Presentation

Date: Dec. 23, 2022
Prior to the formal meeting, presenters shall join the test room to ensure everything is on the right track. Please
check your test time on this program.



Online Presentation



Oral Presentation: a maximum of 15 minutes in total, including 2-3 minutes for Q&A. Please make sure your
presentation is well timed. English only during the conference.



Stay online during Keynote Speeches and your own sessions.



Please rename as:
Author: Paper ID + Name
Listener: Listener + Name
Keynote Speaker: KN + Name
Committee: Position + Name



Onsite Presentation



Oral Presentation: a maximum of 15 minutes in total, including 2-3 minutes for Q&A. Please make sure your
presentation is well timed. English only during the conference.
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Poster Presentation: Poster presenters are requested to print out posters in advance and take them to the
venue. During the poster sessions, they must stand by the posters and give speeches and answer questions in
English.
The conference committee will provide display racks. The posters are in portrait format (height > width), 80
cm wide x 180 cm high, with holes punched at the four corners.



Conference Recording

The whole conference will be recorded. We appreciate you proper behavior and appearance. The recording will be
used for conference program and paper publication requirements. The video recording will be destroyed after the
conference and it cannot be distributed to or shared with anyone else, and it shall not be used for commercial nor
illegal purpose. It will only be recorded by the staff and presenters have no rights to record.



Contact Us
WeChat ID: iconf-ee (Remark ―ICPES 2022‖)
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DETAILED AGENDA
DAY 1: DECEMBER 23 | FRIDAY (GMT+8)
Time
10:00 – 16:00

Schedule
Onsite Registration and Materials Collection
Location: Lobby of La Perle International Hotel
Online ZOOM Test

10:00 – 17:00

Keynote Speakers, Committee, Session Chairs, Invited Speakers
Room A: Meeting ID-8838 1379 253 (Password: 122325)
Link-https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88381379253
Online ZOOM Test
ES51, ES382, ES437, ES29, ES59, ES60, ES421, ES388, ES413, ES39, ES393,
ES52, ES2568, ES10, ES13, ES2158, ES372, ES2157, ES2585, ES387, ES06, ES42,

10:00 – 12:00

ES14, ES58, ES45, ES2563, ES383, ES450, ES56, ES367, ES2618, ES438, ES432,
ES392, ES30, ES36, ES2612, ES2155, ES1005, ES16, ES2584
Room B: Meeting ID-8278 5126 242 (Password: 122325)
Link- https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82785126242
Online ZOOM Test
ES2624, ES402, ES25, ES44, ES2611, ES428, ES433, ES2619, ES07, ES379,
ES431, ES2610, ES2607, ES423, ES414, ES01, ES2156, ES37, ES63, ES373,

10:00 – 12:00

ES2592, ES375, ES376, ES2603, ES430, ES2614, ES2616, ES404, ES412, ES2009,
ES2599, ES2589, ES38, ES370, ES2569, ES46, ES377, ES1004, ES2587, ES2600
Room B: Meeting ID- 8825 4297 766 (Password: 122325)
Link- https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88254297766
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Online ZOOM Test
ES40, ES396, ES411, ES2580, ES2590, ES2604, ES2570, ES47, ES446, ES384,
ES408, ES2621, ES445, ES2581, ES403, ES2588, ES2567, ES19, ES452, ES22,
14:00 – 16:00

ES436, ES2597, ES2609, ES389, ES451, ES2595, ES2630, ES57, ES442, ES407,
ES2007, ES2631, ES18, ES21, ES66, ES406, ES61, ES416, ES426, ES385, ES395
Room B: Meeting ID-8278 5126 242 (Password: 122325)
Link- https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82785126242
Online ZOOM Test
ES441, ES427, ES374, ES401, ES2154, ES394, ES380, ES434, ES2562, ES1002,
ES2625, ES2594, ES2560, ES1003, ES409, ES2622, ES27, ES26, ES2601, ES35,

14:00 – 16:00

ES2608, ES2591, ES440, ES378, ES415, ES2613-A, ES435, ES2586, ES2593,
ES2013-A, ES2010, ES424, ES49, ES41, ES2571, ES381, ES2606, ES2008-A
Room B: Meeting ID- 8825 4297 766 (Password: 122325)
Link- https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88254297766

DAY 2: DECEMBER 24 | SATURDAY (GMT+8)
Time

Schedule

Meeting Room: Mudan Hall-8th Floor (8 楼牡丹厅)
ZOOM Link: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88381379253 (Password: 122325)

Host: Dongliang Xiao, South China University of Technology, China

9:00 – 9:05

9:05 – 9:10

Welcome Message
Haoyong Chen, South China University of Technology, China

Opening Remarks
Loi Lei Lai, Guangdong University of Technology, China

Program Chair Address
9:10 – 9:15

Zhenyuan Zhang, University of Electronic Science and Technology of China,
China
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Host: Loi Lei Lai, Guangdong University of Technology, China

Keynote Speech 1
9:15 – 9:55

Yusheng Xue, State Grid Electric Power Research Institute, China
Speech Title: Coordinative Optimization of Energy Transition and Dual-carbon
Transformation Based on Whole-reductionism Thinking
Keynote Speech 2

9:55 – 10:35

Saifur Rahman, Virginia Tech Advanced Research Institute, USA
Speech Title: Challenges and Opportunities of Decarbonization in the Global
Electric Power Sector

10:35 – 10:50

Group Photo & Coffee Break
Keynote Speech 3

10:50 – 11:30

Nikos D. Hatziargyriou, National Technical University of Athens, Greece
Speech Title: The Contribution of Distributed Energy Resources in the Flexibility
and Resilience of Power Systems
Keynote Speech 4

11:30 – 12:10

Chi Yung Chung, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong, China
Speech Title: Advanced Prediction Techniques Applied to Smart Grids With High
Wind Power Penetration

12:10 – 13:30

Lunch Time (Restaurant 3rd Floor)

Meeting Room: Yulan Hall-8th Floor (8 楼玉兰厅)
ZOOM Link: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88381379253 (Password: 122325)
Invited Speech 1
13:30 – 13:50

Yun Liu, South China University of Technology, China
Speech Title: Towards Practical Implementation of Decentralized Peer-to-Peer
Energy Trading in the Active Distribution Network

POSTER SESSIONS
Meeting Room: Mudan Hall-8th Floor (8 楼牡丹厅)
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14:00 – 15:30

15:30 – 16:00

16:00 – 17:30

Poster Session 1: DC Transmission and Distribution System
ES50, ES2582, ES2576, ES24, ES391, ES2579, ES62, ES2583, ES449

Coffee Break
Poster Session 2: Comprehensive Energy System and Optimization
ES53, ES28, ES2605, ES33, ES2626, ES2617, ES2011, ES2598, ES2012

ORAL SESSIONS
Parallel Session 1: PV Module and Power Generation System
13:30 – 15:35

Invited Speech 1, ES405, ES417, ES51, ES382, ES437, ES34, ES369
Meeting Room: Yulan Hall-8th Floor (8 楼玉兰厅)
ZOOM Link: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88381379253 (Password: 122325)
Parallel Session 2: HVDC Transmission System and Line Protection

13:30 – 15:30

ES29, ES59, ES60, ES421, ES388, ES413, ES39, ES393
ZOOM Link: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82785126242 (Password: 122325)
Parallel Session 3: Microgrid Configuration Optimization and Management

13:30 – 15:45

ES52, ES2568, ES10, ES13, ES2158, ES372, ES2157, ES2585, ES387
ZOOM Link: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88254297766 (Password: 122325)
Parallel Session 4: Fault Location and Diagnosis in Power System

13:30 – 15:30

ES06, ES42, ES14, ES58, ES45, ES2563, ES383, ES450
ZOOM Link: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/84650871500 (Password: 122325)
Parallel Session 5: Fault Analysis and Protection in Power System

15:50 – 17:50

ES56, ES367, ES2618, ES438, ES2008-A, ES432, ES392, ES30
ZOOM Link: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88381379253 (Password: 122325)
Parallel Session 6: Design and Performance Simulation of Intelligent Electrical

15:45 – 17:45

Equipment
ES2624, ES402, ES25, ES44, ES2611, ES428, ES433, ES2619
ZOOM Link: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82785126242 (Password: 122325)
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Parallel Session 7: Power Control System and Performance Monitoring
16:00 – 18:15

ES07, ES379, ES431, ES2610, ES2607, ES423, ES414, ES01, ES2156
ZOOM Link: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88254297766 (Password: 122325)
Parallel Session 8: Power System Condition Monitoring and Maintenance

15:45 – 18:00

ES37, ES63, ES373, ES2592, ES375, ES376, ES2603, ES430, ES2614
ZOOM Link: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/84650871500 (Password: 122325)

DAY 3: DECEMBER 25 | SUNDAY (GMT+8)
Time

Schedule
Invited Speech 2

9:30 – 9:50

Junwei Cao, Tsinghua University, China
Speech Title: Robust Control of Full Bridge Inverter Based on Improved
High-order Sliding Mode Controller
Parallel Session 9: Distribution Network and Distribution System

9:50 – 12:20

ES2616, ES404, ES412, ES2009, ES2599, ES2589, ES38, ES370, ES2569, ES419
ZOOM Link: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88381379253 (Password: 122325)
Invited Speech 3

9:30 – 9:50

Leifei Ge, Northwestern Polytechnical University, China
Speech Title: Accurate Position Sensorless Control for Switched Reluctance
Machines based on Data Fusion with Kalman Algorithm
Parallel Session 10: Load Forecasting and Calculation in Power System

9:50 – 12:05

ES46, ES377, ES1004, ES2587, ES2600, ES36, ES2612, ES2155, ES1005
ZOOM Link: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82785126242 (Password: 122325)
Invited Speech 4

9:30 – 9:50

Yang Qi, Northwestern Polytechnical University, China
Speech Title: Synchronization of Electrical Networks with a High Penetration of
Power Electronics Converters
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Parallel Session 11: Power Demand Forecast and Market Analysis
9:50 – 12:05

ES40, ES396, ES411, ES2580, ES2590, ES2604, ES2570, ES47, ES446
ZOOM Link: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88254297766 (Password: 122325)
Invited Speech 5
Zhang Shiling, State Grid Chongqing Electric Power Company Chongqing

9:30 – 9:50

Electric Power Research Institute, China
Speech Title: Image Processing and Deep Learning Technology Help Power
Equipment Intelligent Operation Inspection
Parallel Session 12: Power System Operation and Management

9:50 – 12:05

ES384, ES408, ES2621, ES445, ES2581, ES403, ES2588, ES2567, ES19
ZOOM Link: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/84650871500 (Password: 122325)

12:05 – 13:30

Break Time

Parallel Session 13: Smart Grid Control and Reliability Analysis
13:30 – 15:30

ES452, ES22, ES436, ES2597, ES2609, ES389, ES451, ES2595
ZOOM Link: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88381379253 (Password: 122325)
Parallel Session 14: Smart Grid Operation and Dispatching

13:30 – 15:15

ES2630, ES57, ES442, ES407, ES2007, ES2631, ES18
ZOOM Link: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82785126242 (Password: 122325)
Parallel Session 15: Wind Power Grid Connected System and Power Generation

13:30 – 15:30

Forecast
ES21, ES66, ES406, ES61, ES416, ES426, ES385, ES395
ZOOM Link: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88254297766 (Password: 122325)
Parallel Session 16: New Battery Design and Energy Storage Technology

13:30 – 15:30

ES441, ES427, ES374, ES401, ES2154, ES394, ES380, ES434
ZOOM Link: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/84650871500 (Password: 122325)
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Parallel Session 17: Distributed Photovoltaic Power Generation and Grid
15:45 – 17:30

Connected Photovoltaic System
ES2562, ES1002, ES2625, ES2594, ES2560, ES1003, ES409
ZOOM Link: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88381379253 (Password: 122325)

Parallel Session 18: New Energy Power Generation and Grid Connection
15:30 – 17:45

Technology
ES2622, ES27, ES26, ES2601, ES35, ES2608, ES2591, ES440, ES378
ZOOM Link: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82785126242 (Password: 122325)
Parallel Session 19: New Energy Development and Utilization

15:45 – 17:30

ES415, ES2613-A, ES435, ES2586, ES2593, ES2013-A, ES2010
ZOOM Link: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88254297766 (Password: 122325)
Parallel Session 20: Comprehensive Energy System and Optimization

15:45 – 17:45

Configuration
ES424, ES49, ES41, ES2571, ES381, ES2606, ES2584, ES16
ZOOM Link: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/84650871500 (Password: 122325)
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KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
9:15 – 9:55 | December 24, 2022 (GMT+8)
ZOOM ID: 8838 1379 253 (Password:122325)

Prof. Yusheng Xue
Academician, Chinese Academy of Engineering
Honorary President, State Grid Electric Power Research Institute, China

Professor Yusheng Xue received his Ph.D. degree in electrical engineering from the University of Liege,
Liege, Belgium, in 1987. He has been an Academician with the Chinese Academy of Engineering, China since
1995. He is currently the Honorary President of the State Grid Electric Power Research Institute (SGEPRI or
NARI), Nanjing, China, an Adjunct Professor for dozens of Chinese universities, and an Adjunct Professor
with the Universities of Newcastle, Callaghan, NSW, Australia. Professor Xue has been the Chairman of the
Technical Committee of the Chinese National Committee of CIGRE from 2005 to 2012. Currently, he is the
Editor-in-Chief of the Automation of Electric Power System (in Chinese) and Journal of Modern Power
Systems and Clean Energy (in English).
Speech Title: Coordinative Optimization of Energy Transition and Dual-carbon Transformation Based on
Whole-reductionism Thinking
Abstract: TBA
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9:55 – 10:35 | December 24, 2022 (GMT+8)
ZOOM ID: 8838 1379 253 (Password:122325)

Prof. Saifur Rahman
IEEE Life Fellow, 2022 IEEE President-elect
President, IEEE Power & Energy Society, 2018 and 2019
Director, Virginia Tech Advanced Research Institute, USA

Professor Saifur Rahman is the founding director of the Advanced Research Institute at Virginia Tech, USA
where he is the Joseph R. Loring professor of electrical and computer engineering. He also directs the Center
for Energy and the Global Environment. He is a Life Fellow of the IEEE and an IEEE Millennium Medal
winner. He was the president of the IEEE Power and Energy Society (PES) for 2018 and 2019. He was the
founding editor-in-chief of the IEEE Electrification Magazine and the IEEE Transactions on Sustainable
Energy. He has published over 150 journal papers and has made over five hundred conference and invited
presentations. In 2006 he served on the IEEE Board of Directors as the vice president for publications. He is
a distinguished lecturer for the IEEE Power & Energy Society and has lectured on renewable energy, energy
efficiency, smart grid, energy internet, blockchain, IoT sensor integration, etc. in over 30 countries. He is the
founder of BEM Controls, LLC, a Virginia (USA)-based software company providing building energy
management solutions.

He served as the chair of the US National Science Foundation Advisory Committee

for International Science and Engineering. He has conducted several energy efficiency, blockchain and sensor
integration projects for Duke Energy, Tokyo Electric Power Company, the US National Science Foundation,
the US Department of Defense, the US Department of Energy and the State of Virginia. He has a PhD in
electrical engineering from Virginia Tech.
Speech Title: Challenges and Opportunities of Decarbonization in the Global Electric Power Sector
Abstract: China, US, India, Japan and Russia are the top five countries in terms of electricity generation
capacity. Between them they had a total capacity of 3,650 million kW in 2016. In terms of fuel sources for
electricity coal, natural gas, hydro, nuclear, renewables and oil provided 38.3%, 22.9%, 16.3%, 10.2%, 9%
and 3.3% respectively in 2017. This means almost two-thirds of the global electricity production came from
fossil fuels in that year. This is reflected in about 10 billion tons of CO2 from electricity generation or about a
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third of the global production. However, this mix is expected to change significantly in the next 10 years. By
2030 installed power generation capacities from wind, solar PV, hydro power, nuclear and thermal are going
to reach 540 GW, 420 GW, 530 GW, 160 GW and 1200 GW respectively. The top five CO2 emitting
countries are: China, United States, India, Russian Federation and Japan. However, CO2 is not the only
concern against global warming. The Global Warming Potentials (GWP) of greenhouse gases are as follows:
CO2 (1), Methane (28), Hydro fluorocarbons (138), Nitrous oxide (265), Per fluorocarbons (6,630) and
Sulphur hexafluoride (23,500).

This challenge can be addressed using a portfolio of solutions with

low-carbon generation (including renewables & nuclear), storage and demand side management with
advanced technology focusing on energy efficiency. But if emission from the transportation sector continues
to rise, the drop in power sector contributions will not be enough. Large scale Electric Vehicle deployment
will help, but question remains – how will the EV be powered.
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10:50 – 11:30 | December 24, 2022 (GMT+8)
ZOOM ID: 8838 1379 253 (Password:122325)

Prof. Nikos D. Hatziargyriou
IEEE Life Fellow
National Technical University of Athens, Greece

Nikos D. Hatziargyriou (Life Fellow, IEEE) is a Professor Emeritus of Power Systems with the National
Technical University of Athens. He has over ten years industrial experience as the Chairman and the CEO of
the Hellenic Distribution Network Operator and as the Executive Vice-Chair and the Deputy CEO of the
Public Power Corporation, responsible for the Transmission and Distribution Divisions. He was the Chair and
the Vice-Chair of the EU Technology and Innovation Platform on Smart Networks for Energy Transition. He
is an Honorary Member of CIGRE and the Past Chair of CIGRE SC C6 ―Distribution Systems and Distributed
Generation.‖ He has participated in more than 60 research and development projects funded by the EU
Commission, electric utilities and industry for fundamental research and practical applications. He is the
author of the book Microgrids: Architectures and Control and of more than 250 journal publications and 500
conference proceedings papers. He is the 2017 recipient of the IEEE/PES Prabha S. Kundur Power System
Dynamics and Control Award. He is the Past Chair of the Power System Dynamic Performance Committee
and the Editor-in-Chief of the IEEE Transactions on Power Systems. He is included in the 2016, 2017, and
2019 Thomson Reuters lists of the top 1% most cited researchers and he is the 2020 Globe Energy Prize
Laureate.
Speech Title: The Contribution of Distributed Energy Resources in the Flexibility and Resilience of Power
Systems
Abstract: The penetration of Distributed Energy Resources (DER) in the form of distributed generators,
flexible loads, distributed storage, electric vehicles, etc. is increasing worldwide, posing several challenges in
the planning and operation of modern power systems. In this lecture, the technical and commercial challenges
of Distributed Energy Resources connected at the distribution level, as well as the benefits obtained by their
coordinated control in the form of Microgrids and Virtual Power Plants will be presented. In particular, the
capability of Intelligent Distribution Networks to enhance the overall flexibility and resilience of the Power
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System and to provide local support for voltage, frequency and restoration by coordinating local distributed
resources will be discussed. Practical examples from real world applications and results from European
Research & Innovation projects will be displayed.
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11:30 – 12:10 | December 24, 2022 (GMT+8)
ZOOM ID: 8838 1379 253 (Password:122325)

Prof. Chi Yung Chung
Fellow of CAE, IEEE, EIC, IET and HKIE
IEEE PES Distinguished Lecturer
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong, China

Prof Chi-yung Chung is Head of Department and Chair Professor of Power Systems Engineering at the Hong
Kong Polytechnic University. He is a Fellow of CAE, IEEE, EIC, IET and HKIE, and an IEEE PES
Distinguished Lecturer. He was also the recipient of the 2021 IEEE Canada P. Ziogas Electric Power Award
and 2021 Saskatoon Engineering Society (SES) Educator of the Year Award.
Prof. Chung is currently a Senior Editor of ―IEEE Transactions on Power Systems‖, a Consulting Editor of
―IEEE Transactions on Sustainable Energy‖, a Vice Editor-in-Chief of ―Journal of Modern Power Systems and
Clean Energy‖, a Subject Editor of ―IET Generation, Transmission & Distribution‖, an Editor of ―IEEE Power
Engineering Letters‖, and an Editorial Board Member of ―Protection and Control of Modern Power Systems‖.
Speech Title: Advanced Prediction Techniques Applied to Smart Grids With High Wind Power Penetration
Abstract: This speech will present advanced prediction techniques for addressing the challenges posed by a
high penetration of wind power in power systems planning and operation. Specifically, we will discuss three
different applications: (1) the use of decomposition techniques for handling uncertainty in short-term wind
power prediction at the generation level; (2) the investigation of dynamic thermal line rating prediction as a
means of reducing congestion and increasing the capacity of transmission lines to accommodate more wind
power; and (3) the proposal of cutting-edge methods for predicting grid stability following a high penetration
of wind power, given the high inclusion of phasor measurement units at the transmission level.
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INVITED SPEAKERS
13:30 – 13:50 | December 24, 2022 (GMT+8)
ZOOM ID: 8838 1379 253 (Password: 122325)

Assoc. Prof. Yun Liu
South China University of Technology, China

Yun Liu is currently an associate professor at the South China University of Technology. He is also an
overseas high-level talent of Shenzhen and an IEEE Senior Member. He has published more than 20 top-tier
SCI papers and was ranked among the World’s Top 2% Scientists from 2019 to 2021. He is currently an
associate editor of the IET Smart Grid. His research interest includes distributed cooperative control of
renewable energy, peer-to-peer energy trading, security of cyber-physical systems, and small-signal analysis of
renewable power system.
Speech Title: Towards Practical Implementation of Decentralized Peer-to-Peer Energy Trading in the Active
Distribution Network
Abstract: Peer-to-peer (P2P) energy trading in an active distribution network (ADN) is an efficient way to help
accommodate the high penetration of renewable energy and achieve mutual benefit among multiple
prosumers. However, several practical issues may arise in its practical implementation, e.g., the physical
constraints of the ADN may be violated, and the operation & maintenance cost of the ADN cannot be properly
shared by different market participants. In this talk, two fundamental technologies are presented to address
these issues, i.e., a fully decentralized P2P energy trading scheme with network constraints and a non-iterative
network utilization pricing mechanism for offering P2P trading service. These two technologies are expected
to contribute towards practical implementation of decentralized P2P energy trading in the ADN.
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9:30 – 9:50 | December 25, 2022 (GMT+8)
ZOOM ID: 8838 1379 253 (Password:122325)

Prof. Junwei Cao
Tsinghua University, China

Professor Junwei Cao received the bachelor’s and master’s degrees in control theories and engineering from
Tsinghua University, Beijing, China, in 1996 and 1998, respectively, and the Ph.D. degree in computer science
from the University of Warwick, Coventry, U.K., in 2001. He was a Research Scientist for NEC Europe,
Germany and MIT/LIGO, USA during 2002-2006. He is currently a Professor of Beijing National Research
Center for Information Science and Technology, Tsinghua University, Beijing, China.
He has authored/coauthored more than 300 papers and cited by international scholars for more than 80 000
times, according to Google Scholar. He has authored or edited ten books. His research interests include
distributed computing technologies and energy/power applications. Prof. Cao is a Senior Member of the IEEE
Computer Society and a member of the ACM and CCF.
Speech Title: Robust Control of Full Bridge Inverter Based on Improved High-order Sliding Mode
Controller
Abstract: It is difficult to adjust the parameters for the controller in the stability control of a full bridge
inverter due to its unknown upper bound. To solve this problem, an improved second-order sliding mode
twisting algorithm based on adaptive parameter has been proposed and simulated. By adding the adaptive
parameter method into the original second-order sliding mode twisting controller, improved controller not
only automatically regulates its parameters according to states of system but also fully compensates the
uncertainty of upper bound. The simulation in the output control of full bridge inverter illustrates that the
system can reach the target value of voltage and current in finite time. Compared with original second-order
sliding mode twisting algorithm, this improved algorithm, though under the existence of unknown upper
bound, can effetely guarantee the finite-time stability of the system.
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9:30 – 9:50 | December 25, 2022 (GMT+8)
ZOOM ID: 8278 5126 242 (Password:122325)

Assoc. Prof. Leifei Ge
Northwestern Polytechnical University, China

Dr. Lefei Ge received the B.S. degree in measurement and control technology and the M.S. degree in electrical
engineering from Northwestern Polytechnical University, Xi'an, China, in 2013 and 2016, respectively, and
the Dr.-Ing. degree in electrical engineering from RWTH Aachen University, Aachen, Germany, in 2020.
In September 2016, he became a Research Associate with the Institute of Power Electronics and Electrical
Drives, RWTH Aachen University, Germany. Since 2020, he has been an Associate Professor with the
Department of Electrical Engineering, Northwestern Polytechnical University. His research interests include
electrical machines and drives in more electric aircraft with emphasis on switched reluctance machines. On
these topics, he has published more than 30 journal and conference papers, has written 1 technical book, and
holds 10 Chinese issued/pending patents.
Speech Title: Accurate Position Sensorless Control for Switched Reluctance Machines based on Data Fusion
with Kalman Algorithm
Abstract: This paper presents a novel model predictive control method for the switched reluctance machines
(SRMs) based on a multilevel power converter to suppress the torque ripple. First, a multilevel power
converter design is presented and the working principle is introduced. Then, a fast SRM modeling method is
presented to provide a data foundation for the model predictive control (MPC) of the SRMs. The multilevel
power converters bring more voltage vector options to the MPC, but also increase the computational effort of
the MPC method. To reduce the calculation burden, a vector optimization selection rule is proposed and the
number of states to be predicted in the commutation region is reduced from 25 to 12. Furthermore, the MPC
method is presented in detail by constructing a loss function over the torque ripple and phase current. Finally,
the experimental results under steady and dynamic conditions prove the effectiveness of the proposed MPC
method.
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9:30 – 9:50 | December 25, 2022 (GMT+8)
ZOOM ID: 8825 4297 766 (Password:122325)

Assoc. Prof. Yang Qi
Northwestern Polytechnical University, China

Yang Qi received the B.Sc. degree in electrical engineering from Xi'an Jiaotong University, Xi'an, China, in
2016, and the Ph.D. degree in electrical engineering from Nanyang Technological University, Singapore, in
2021. In 2019, he was a visiting Student with the Power Electronics, Microgrids, and Subsea Electrical
Systems Center. Since 2021, he has been an Associate Professor with the School of Automation, Northwestern
Polytechnical

University,

China.

His

research

interests

include

modeling

and

control

of

power-electronics-based power systems. Dr. Qi was the recipient of the Doctoral Research Excellence Award
from Nanyang Technological University in 2021.
Speech Title: Synchronization of Electrical Networks with a High Penetration of Power Electronics
Converters
Abstract: DC/AC power converters have been extensively used in electrical networks, which fundamentally
change the characteristics of AC power grid and pose new challenges in terms of stability. It is therefore
essential to understand the nature of synchronization when a large number of power converters are deployed.
This speech will introduce the state-of-the-art research works on this topic, starting from the implementation
of virtual synchronous generator (VSG) to the design of power-electronics transformer (PET). Through the
analogy principle, new perspectives will be provided on the future research of power converter
synchronization.
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9:30 – 9:50 | December 25, 2022 (GMT+8)
ZOOM ID: 8465 0871 500 (Password:122325)

Assoc. Prof. Zhang Shiling
State Grid Chongqing Electric Power Company Chongqing Electric Power Research Institute, China

Zhang Shiling, senior engineer, doctor of engineering. He has been engaged in scientific research and
production of high voltage and insulation technology and physical and chemical detection technology for a
long time. The development of UHV dry-type converter transformer bushing and SF6 gas insulated through
wall bushing has been applied to the construction of UHV AC and DC projects in China. Presided over and
completed the GIS fault detection sensing technology and system, won the excellent innovation achievement
award of the international innovation and entrepreneurship Expo, and was awarded the title of excellent
scientific and technological worker by Chongqing Institute of electrical engineering.
As the first author, he has published more than 90 SCI/EI search papers in domestic and foreign journals and
international academic conferences, 19 Chinese Core Journals of Peking University, won 9 provincial and
ministerial awards such as the first prize of Chongqing scientific and technological progress and the special
first prize of China Water Conservancy and power quality management Association, authorized 1 international
invention patent, 20 national invention patents and utility models, 18 software copyrights, and more than 20
reports of international and domestic conferences, As the project leader, he presided over 2 provincial and
ministerial projects at the basic frontier and 3 science and technology projects at the headquarters of State
Grid Corporation of China.
Speech Title: Image Processing and Deep Learning Technology Help Power Equipment Intelligent Operation
Inspection
Abstract: The new power system has the characteristics of "double height", which mainly includes the
introduction of wind power/photovoltaic and other power electronic devices on the basis of conventional
power equipment, and the addition of typical converter valve hall internal converter transformer/valve
tower/wall bushing/converter Bushing/super large voltage equalizing ball and other power equipment. For
example, a large number of the power equipment need real-time operation and maintenance, it is urgent to
develop efficient/practical/convenient intelligent operation and inspection technology for power equipment.
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Based on this, this paper combines image processing with deep learning technology, in which the image data
includes high-definition digital photos/UV imager/infrared imager photos, and the deep learning algorithm
mainly includes neural network and wavelet function processing. Through the above artificial intelligence
algorithm processing, automatic extraction function of power equipment in image database and the
comparative analysis function of historical image database are realized. Based on the above joint algorithm, it
can effectively reduce the number of out detection of power equipment inspectors, automatically compare and
analyze the massive image data acquisition and the historical image database, effectively discover the
gradually strengthening points of UV discharge, the gradually increasing points of infrared imaging
temperature or the gradually distorted points of displacement morphology, call high-definition digital photos
based on the above information to mine the abnormal position of the state, and enlarge it to obtain the defect
type. This paper attempts to provide the technical means for the intelligent operation inspection of the power
equipment from the perspective of image processing. This technology has the broad application space and
good theoretical research and engineering application value.
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POSTER SESSIONS

Topic: DC Transmission and Distribution System
Time: 14:00-15:30, Dec. 24, Beijing Time, GMT+8
Venue: Peony Hall-8th Floor (8 楼牡丹厅)
Session Chair: Assoc. Prof. Huangqing Xiao, South China University of Technology, China

Modeling and Application of Dynamic Compensation Devices in Active Distribution
Networks With Energy Storage Facilities
Zhuoming Deng, Yong Mei, Yinsheng Su, Wenfeng Yao, Zhifei Guo, Baoye Tian, Qian
Ma, Baorong Zhou, and Chao Hong
Presenter: Zhuoming Deng, Electric Power Research Institute, China Southern Power
Grid, China

ES50
14:00 - 14:10

ES2582
14:10 - 14:20

Abstract: Dynamic compensation devices (DCDs) such as dynamic voltage restorers,
static synchronous compensators, and unified power quality conditioners provide
significant support to the operation of active distribution networks (ADNs) with energy
storage facilities. This paper concerns on the modeling of DCDs and their application
incorporated with optimal scheme problem. Firstly, the on-load tap changer is replaced by
an ideal transformer without loss and a constant impedance to avoid frequent inversions
of Jacobi matrix. Then, the mathematical model which describes the charging/discharging
process and energy conversion of energy storage facilities is proposed. This model also
limits the charging/discharging power and initial/terminal state of energy storage
facilities. Moreover, three types of DCDs are modelled in dynamic and steady states
based on their series-connection or parallel-connection accesses to ADNs. The power
flow equations are modified accordingly to take their dynamic compensation into
account. Their applications are realized by distribution automation system incorporated
with optimal schemes. Finally, the case study is conducted on a practical 110-bus ADN of
China Southern Power Grid. With the modeling and application of DCDs, the optimal
schemes are obtained in multiple aspects such as electric energy and charging/discharging
power of energy storage facilities, et al. The charging and discharging processes of
energy storage facilities are verified to be independent. DCDs and optimal schemes
significantly improve the operating conditions of ADNs in the aspect of network losses.
Influence of Structural Characteristics for Optical Fiber Composite Overhead
Ground Wire on Current Density Distribution Under Lightning Strikes
Xinzhan Liu, Zhan Shi, Ying Zeng, Zhengfeng Zhang and Yuping Luo
Presenter: Yuping Luo, Guangdong Electric power Communication Technology CO.,
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LTD, China
Abstract: When Optical Fiber Composite Overhead Ground Wire (OPGW) is struck by
lightning, the damage or rupture accident occur. This is unacceptable for the stable
operation of the power system and the safe transmission of the communication system.
Therefore, the investigation on the lightning-induced damage mechanism of OPGW is
significant for the optimization of lightning protection measures. Combined with the
structural characteristics of OPGW, this paper calculated current density distribution of
OPGW caused by lightning strike, which provided the data support for the damage
mechanism research. Firstly, the magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) models based on
OPGW and plate structure were established. Then, the current density distributions of
OPGW and plate under lighting strikes were compared. The result shows that the
maximum current density on the surface of the OPGW is greater than that on the surface
of the plate. Moreover, the distribution range of current density on the surface of the
OPGW is smaller than that on the surface of the plate. Therefore, in order to accurately
establish the numerical modeling of thermal ablation damage of OPGW, it is necessary to
consider the influence of structural characteristics of OPGW on current density
distribution.
Application of thermal resistance dynamic characteristics on high-voltage cable
ampacity based on Field Circuit coupling method
Han Zhang, Ruirong Ding, Peng Lin, Yanqi Zeng, Dongze Lyu. Gang Liu
Presenter: Yanqi Zeng, South China University of Technology, China

ES2576
14:20 - 14:30

ES24

Abstract: IEC60287 standard is a common cable ampacity calculation method. Thermal
resistance value of each layer of cable is defined as a constant in IEC standard. But in
fact, thermal resistance is affected by many factors and cannot be maintained as a
constant value in long-term operation. This will bring error to the calculation of the cable
ampacity. Therefore, this paper proposes an ampacity calculation method by using finite
element method to study thermal resistance dynamic characteristics and combining the
thermal model to modify thermal resistance of high voltage cable with the ideas of field
circuit coupling method. This paper uses measured temperature data of a cable to verify
the field circuit coupling method. Results show that the calculation error of the method is
less than 6%, which is 30.5% lower than using IEC standard. At the end of the paper, the
field circuit coupling method is applied to cables with common cross sections. Results
show that compared with IEC standard, the error of the calculation results of the field
circuit coupling method is reduced by more than 19%, which indicates that the method
can calculate the cable current more accurately.
Broadband Measurement Scheme Based on Positive Sequence Instantaneous Power
Algorithm
LAI Zihan, DAI Yuhan, WEN Fuguang
Presenter: LAI Zihan, Guodian Nanjing Automation Co., Ltd., China

14:30 - 14:40
Abstract: Modern power system shows the characteristics of high proportion of renewable
energy and power electronic equipment (referred to as "double high"). Affected by the
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"double high" characteristics, in addition to power frequency signals, large amount of
harmonic and interharmonic signals exist in the system. Resulting in the effect of
broadband oscillation by the interaction between those signals of different frequencies
and power frequency in the system, which may severely threaten the safe and stable
operation of power system. At the current stage, the occurrence of broadband oscillation
is mainly determined by measurement of the three-phase instantaneous power. However,
the result might be confusing when three-phase imbalance occurs in the system. To solve
this, the paper provides a broadband measurement method based on the algorithm of
positive sequence instantaneous power, which significantly increases the accuracy of the
measurement. This feasibility of the proposed method is verified by implementation
results presented in the paper.
Molecular Dynamics Simulation of the Decomposition Mechanism of Alkylbenzene
Insulating Oil
Jianping Liao, Zhifeng Liu, Mingchun Hou, Fan Gao, Yufei Chen, Yongye Xu, Huaqiang
Li , Chen Zhang
Presenter: Jianping Liao, Department of Maintenance & Test Center, EHV Power
Transmission, CSG, China

ES391
14:40 - 14:50

Abstract: Alkylbenzene insulating oil is widely used in high-voltage submarine oil-filled
cables because of its low viscosity, low dielectric loss, high breakdown field strength,
excellent electric field gas evolution, but there is still a lack of research on the
decomposition mechanism of alkylbenzene insulating oil at this stage. In this paper, the
molecular model of alkylbenzene is constructed and optimized by density functional
theory (DFT), and the rationality of the optimization method of molecular model is
verified by infrared spectroscopy. In addition, the decomposition process of alkylbenzene
molecules is simulated by molecular dynamics (MD) research method, and the
decomposition mechanism of alkylbenzene insulating oil is obtained.
Research on Low-carbon Economic Dispatch of Active Distribution Network
Considering V2G and Demand Response
CHE Bi, ZHANG Zelong, YANG Yan
Presenter: CHE Bin, Economic and Technological Research Institute of State Grid
Ningxia Electric Power Co., China

ES2579
14:50 - 15:00

Abstract: With the increasing penetration of distributed renewable energy and flexible
loads in the distribution network, the traditional distribution network is gradually
transitioning to an active distribution network. Due to the vigorous development of new
power system, the economic dispatch of active distribution network faces great
challenges. Therefore, this paper introduces V2G technology while considering the
carbon emission of the system, establishes an orderly charging and discharging model for
electric vehicles and then builds demand response modeling based on transferable load
and interruptible load, and then conducts second-order cone relaxation on the branch
power flow constraints of the distribution network. Finally, With the goal of minimizing
the dispatch cost for active distribution network, this paper proposes a low-carbon
economic dispatch model for active distribution network considering V2G and demand
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response. The Case studies of IEEE 33-node power distribution system verifies that the
proposed model can effectively reduce the dispatch cost, enhance the security of system
operation and reduce carbon emission.
A Power Flow Control Measure of Across Voltage Levels Based on TCPST in
Distribution Network with DG
Weitian Lu, Yongchang Chen, Kaijun Zeng, Jiale Li, Nanxing Chen, Zhaobin Du
Presenter: Jiale Li, South China University of Technology, China

ES62
15:00 - 15:10

Abstract: In recent years, Distributed Generation (DG), represented by wind power and
photovoltaic, has been developing rapidly. However, the large-scale access of DG will
lead to the problem of incontrollable power flow across voltage levels in
medium-and-low voltage distribution networks. In this paper, we propose a power flow
control measure across voltage levels in distribution based on a thyristor-controlled phase
shifting transformer (TCPST). When the DG-injected power of the lower voltage network
exceeds the load demand of feeders connected to DG and crosses the transformer to the
upper-level network, the TCPST changes the phase of the transformer's secondary bus
voltage, so that some or even all of the excess DG power could be transferred to the
neighboring lines under the jurisdiction of the transformer, realizing the power flow
flexible control. The mechanism of the control strategy is discussed and presented with a
simplified circuit and the test is conducted on the PSCAD/EMTDC platform by building
a grid-connected DG simulation model. The simulation results demonstrate that TCPST
can effectively accomplish power flow control across voltage levels.
Numerical analysis of terminal of armor rods for ground wire based on
electromagnetic-thermal-structural coupling under the short-circuit current
Jiangang Lu, Xinzhan Liu, Zhan Shi, Ying Zeng and Yuping Luo
Presenter: Yuping Luo, Guangdong Electric power Communication Technology CO.,
LTD, China

ES2583
15:10 - 15:20

Abstract: The terminal of armor rods (TAR) of overhead ground wire (OGW) generates
high temperature under the action of short-circuit current, which affects the mechanical
properties of OGW and even causes OGW fracture failure in serious cases. Therefore, it
is necessary to analyze the thermal and mechanical behaviors of TAR. In this paper, we
propose an elliptical contact bridge model considering the coupling relationship between
electromagnetic force and contact state, and obtain the electromagnetic force and contact
area under the action of short-circuit current with different amplitude of frequency by
iterative calculation method. Then, TAR electromagnetic-thermal-force coupling model
with contact points is constructed based on the contact bridge model, and the current
density distribution and transient temperature distribution at the port are simulated and
analyzed under the frequency short-circuit current. Finally, the residual tensile strength
and internal stress distribution of OGW at the port are analyzed by combining the
simulation results. The results show that the short-circuit current is mainly concentrated
in the contact point at the port, resulting in high temperature and a sharp decrease in
tensile strength of OGW near the contact point, and the maximum decrease can reach
22.3%. Therefore, OGW at this location becomes the weak point of mechanical capacity
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under short-circuit current. The work in this paper can be extended to be applied in the
related fields of Optical Fiber Composite Overhead Ground Wire (OPGW).
Scheme Comparison of Substation Expansion and Energy Storage Station
Co-construction Based on Improved AHP-FCE
Jianhua Huang, Haohui Xie, Huilin Ouyang, Zhanyu Sun, Nanxing Chen, Zhaobin Du
Presenter: Zhanyu Sun, South China University of Technology, China

ES449
15:20 - 15:30

Abstract: With the development of the social economy, the increase in urban load density
leads to the shortage of substation power supply capacity. In order to meet the demand for
short-term peak load, two schemes are typically adopted: substation capacity expansion
and co-construction of energy storage stations. However, both schemes have their
advantages and disadvantages. In order to better select the scheme, it is necessary to
establish a reasonable comprehensive evaluation index system. This paper proposes a
scheme comparison method based on improved AHP (Analytical Hierarchy Process) –
FCE (Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation). We construct the evaluation index system for
substation capacity expansion and co-construction of energy storage stations. Then, the
comprehensive evaluation scores under the two schemes are obtained using the AHP
method to calculate the weight of each index, combined with fuzzy comprehensive
evaluation.
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Topic: Comprehensive Energy System and Optimization
Time: 16:00-17:30, Dec. 24, Beijing Time, GMT+8
Venue: Peony Hall-8th Floor (8 楼牡丹厅)
Session Chair: Assoc. Prof. Hongxia Guo, South China University of Technology, China

Multi-region decomposition-coordination robust optimization model considering
new energy uncertainty
Chunxiao Liu, Quan Yuan, Wei Wang, Yinsheng Su, Xiangyang Su, Ziqiang Wang,
Presenter: Xiangyang Su, Beijing Tsintergy Technology Co., Ltd, China

ES53
16:00 - 16:10

Abstract: With the continuous development of the power system, the multi regional
resource optimization resource allocation in large scale and large regions has considerable
prospects. In this paper, a framework of regional optimal dispatching model is proposed.
Based on the uncertainty of new energy, a two-stage robust optimization model is
proposed. The dual theory and column and constraint generation algorithm are used to
solve the two-stage robust optimization model. A multi region decomposition and
coordination mechanism based on alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM)
framework is proposed, and an engineering ADMM algorithm framework is given. The
simulation analysis proves the feasibility of the proposed model.
The CCHP pluripotent complementary optimization strategy —— takes the demand
response as an example
Guo Yue, Wang Yunfei, Liu Yanru, Bai Yu, Ding Yudi
Presenter: Guo Yue, State Grid Economic and Technological Research Institute Co.,
Ltd, China

ES28
16:10 - 16:20

ES2605
16:20 - 16:30

Abstract: The hot and cold power joint supply system (CCHP) has a high energy
conversion rate, which plays a very important role in promoting the development of
energy conservation and emission reduction work in China.However, due to the fixed
electric heat ratio, the hot and cold power supply system needs to be closely coordinated
with the power grid and ignition replenishment equipment to achieve the ideal
effect.Through the flexible load parameter and user load variable value, the
comprehensive objective function performs scheduling analysis. After a series of analysis
results prove that the optimization strategy can effectively save cost and reduce
greenhouse gas emissions.
Business operation optimization of electricity hydrogen integrated station based on
multi-agent game analysis
Xiaoqiang Jia, Guixiong He, Haijing Liu, Yangyang Ge, Xintong Ma
Presenter: Haijing Liu, Tongji University, China
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Abstract: Integrated Electricity Hydrogen Conversion and Charging Station (IEHCCS) is
a zero-carbon regulation resource of a new power system with a high proportion of new
energy as the main body, which is of great significance for the promotion and application
of grid security and clean hydrogen energy. Therefore, the choice of business model and
daily operation income of IEHCCS are affected by many factors such as power grid
fluctuation, various energy price fluctuations and market demand fluctuations. It is of
great significance for the low-cost application of IEHCCS to study the generation method
and system of IEHCCS daily operation strategy and optimize the operation mode of
IEHCCS when meeting the needs of relevant subjects. For the operation regulation of
IEHCCS internal hydrogen storage equipment, power storage equipment, electrolytic
water hydrogen production equipment, electric refrigerator, hydrogen compressor,
charging pile and other equipment, an analytical model is established to meet the needs of
all parties and optimize the operation efficiency of IEHCCS through multiple rounds of
game analysis. The case study shows that the IEHCCS operation mode determined
through multi-agent game analysis has the characteristics of transparent decision-making
process, which can enhance mutual understanding between different entities, and help
electric vehicle users, fuel cell vehicle users, and multi agents of the electric hydrogen
charging integrated station to achieve win-win cooperation.
A Data-Driven Scenario Screening Method Considering Peak Shaving and Reserve
Contribution of Power Systems With High Penetration Renewable Energy
Honglin Chen, Zhuoming Deng, Zhengmin Zuo, Zhifei Guo, Zhihua Gao, and Hao Yu
Presenter: Honglin Chen, Power Grid Planning Research Center of Guangdong Power
Grid Co., Ltd., China
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Abstract: Renewable generations are one of the most significant measures to achieve the
goal of carbon emission peak and carbon neutrality. However, high penetration renewable
energy results in massive scenarios and pressures heavily on the operation of power
systems, due to its randomness and intermittence. This paper proposes a data-driven
scenario screening (DDSS) method to figure out crucial scenarios which may lead to
insufficiency of peaking shaving and reserve contribution of power systems and release
the heavy burden of massive scenarios. First of all, massive long-term operation scenarios
including loads, network topologies, and outputs of conventional units and renewable
generations are provided from the control centers of power grids or generated by Monte
Carlo method. Three types of scenario screening rules are then summarized into Types A,
B, and C. Types A, B, and C are all considered leading to insufficiency of peaking
shaving and reserve contribution. Types A and B present scenarios with demand peak and
demand valley respectively, while Type C presents scenarios with rapid rise/decline in
demand. Each type consists of four detailed screening rules. Predetermined number of
crucial scenarios can be obtained in descending order by each rule. Furthermore, a flow is
illustrated for subtle scenario screening. The number of crucial scenarios will be double,
once potential operating risks such as wind/solar power limitation and load shedding are
found. The scenario screening comes to an end if and only if no more potential operating
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risk exists. Finally, crucial scenarios are verified by calculating a series of evaluation
indexes such as renewable energy penetration, unit ramp rate, and wind/solar power
limitation. Case studies are implemented on a provincial power grid of the China
Southern Power Grid to validate the efficiency of scenario screening method.
Performance Analysis of Gas Turbine using Hydrogen-added Natural Gas
Hua Xiao, Aiguo Chen, Shini Lai, Syed Mashruk, Agustin Valera-Medina, Xi Deng,
Weiqiang Ye, Shaowei Xu, Zhendong Chen
Presenter: Hua Xiao, Guangzhou Maritime University, China
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Abstract: The off-design performance of gas turbine system is essential for a power plant.
The present study developed an off-design simulation model to analyze a 4.5 MW level
practical power gas turbine. The gas turbine was modelled on the basis of components
models which are built with Simulink tools. Comparisons of different performance
parameters at design point are performed to verify the simulation model. Off-design
studies were performed on the gas turbine using hydrogen-added fuel to examine the
eﬀect of hydrogen ratio on key parameters, such as the power output, efficiency, exhaust
temperature, etc. It has been shown that hydrogen-added natural gas fuels can improve
gas turbine performance, as higher proportion of hydrogen leads to higher efficiency in
some power output range.The study can provide a tool for performance analysis on
natural gas/hydrogen fuel gas turbine.
Spatial-Temporal Inertia Oriented Operation Scheduling of Power System with
Offshore Wind Farms
GU Miaosong, HE Yanhua, ZHU Chao, WU Ying, LI Guoqiang, BIAN Rong, MA
Zekai, MO Weike, and QI Xiao
Presenter: Xiao Qi, Jinan University, China
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Abstract: The large-scale offshore wind farms (OWFs) penetrating into the power system
has significantly changed the inertia distribution. The spatial-temporal characteristic of
inertia leads to spatial frequency dynamics. Although the OWFs could provide inertial
support to compensate the weak inertial area though virtual inertial control technology.
While the typhoon attack happens, the OWFs should operate under typhoon mode and
even shut down. However, the spatial-temporal inertia cannot be described from the
perspective of the center of inertia, which will cause frequency security problem in the
weak inertial area. Therefore, this paper focuses on the inertia distribution and analysis
the frequency response results with different unit schedules. Then, a novel
spatial-temporal inertia oriented operation scheduling strategy is proposed to guarantee
the frequency security of the total power system. Various cases are simulated to verified
the effectiveness of the proposed scheduling strategy.
Dynamic Equivalent Impedance Calculation Method for the Collector Network of
the Renewable Power Plant
Xiaobiao Fu, Baoju Li, Lei Guo, Yao Wang
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Presenter: Baoju Li, State Grid Jilin Electric Power Supply Co., Ltd, China
Abstract: Taking a four-machine topology (2 rows and 2 columns) for example, this paper
proposed a fast-dynamic equivalent impedance calculation method for the collector
network of new energy power plants. The impedances corresponding to the
multi-machine equivalent model for more complex network topologies are deduced based
on the equivalent injection power and current of the nodal before and after the simplified.
This scheme is able to balance the accuracy and amount of calculations without network
transformations and approximations. We can obtain the dynamic equivalent impedances
of arbitrary number machines whenever and wherever, conveniently. Compared with the
impedances derived from the equivalent collector network losses and equivalent weighted
voltage differences before and after the simplified, results have shown that this method
owns the minimum relative power loss errors with the detailed model.
Economic Assessment of Energy Storage System Frequency Regulation in Thermal
Generation Station
Tianyu You, Huaye Huang, Ziming He, Sixian Yu, Haiyu Zhu and Weike Mo
Presenter: Weike Mo, Jinan University, China

ES2598
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Abstract: Frequency control of power grids has become a relevant research topic due to
the massive integration of renewable generation in power systems. Frequency control of
traditional thermal generating units with relatively slow ramp rate cannot meet the
frequency regulation requirements of power grid. Thus, the inclusion of energy storage
system (ESS) at the thermal generation frequency control output can be used to improve
the speed of load following and increase the profiles of ancillary service. In this paper, the
economic assessment of energy storage system investments in thermal generation station
is studied. A methodology has been presented here for the financial calculations of the
ESS providing frequency regulation. A numerical case study based on frequency profiles
of Yunnan power grid is constructed by Matlab/Simulink.
Clustering and Equivalent Method for Renewable Power Plants Based on Dynamic
Active Power Response Characteristics
Baoju Li, Xiaobiao Fu, Yao Wang, Guanqun Zhuang, Lei Guo
Presenter: Baoju Li, State Grid Jilin Electric Power Supply Co., Ltd, China

ES2012
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Abstract: How to cluster generators efficiently and reasonably is the prime issue for
dynamic equivalent modeling of wind and photovoltaic (PV) power plants. In this paper,
based on the transient active power response characteristics, a generic dynamic clustering
method for wind farms and photovoltaic power plants was proposed. Firstly, the transient
response characteristics of these generators working on various operating points were
simulated under three-phase short circuit faults at the point of connection and thus the
initial clustering factors were derived. Secondly, the complementary aggregated indexes
were obtained and analyzed through the typical distributions of operating cases. Finally,
various case studies have been conducted to verify the proposed method and the
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simulation results have shown that the proposed method has good adaptability to different
operating points and fault locations.
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Towards Practical Implementation of Decentralized Peer-to-Peer Energy Trading in
the Active Distribution Network
Yun Liu
Presenter: Assoc. Yun Liu, South China University of Technology, China
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Abstract: Peer-to-peer (P2P) energy trading in an active distribution network (ADN) is an
efficient way to help accommodate the high penetration of renewable energy and achieve
mutual benefit among multiple prosumers. However, several practical issues may arise in
its practical implementation, e.g., the physical constraints of the ADN may be violated,
and the operation & maintenance cost of the ADN cannot be properly shared by different
market participants. In this talk, two fundamental technologies are presented to address
these issues, i.e., a fully decentralized P2P energy trading scheme with network
constraints and a non-iterative network utilization pricing mechanism for offering P2P
trading service. These two technologies are expected to contribute towards practical
implementation of decentralized P2P energy trading in the ADN.
Adaptability Evaluation Method of Distribution Network Considering Flexibility
Yao Duan, Ye Huang, Peidong Chen, Qiang Luo, Chong Gao, Zhiwen Liu and Yi Cao
Presenter: Yao Duan, Grid Planning & Research Center, Guangdong Power Grid Co.,
Ltd. Guangzhou, China

ES405
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Abstract: As distributed energy storage, electric vehicles, adjustable loads, micro-grid
clusters, 5G base stations, data centers and other flexibility resource clusters are
connected to the distribution network, it has become increasingly important to carry out
their adaptability assessments to guide distribution network planning. First, the index
system is divided into two levels: macro demand index set and micro evaluation index
set. Among them, the macro demand index set is the macro appearance of the distribution
network, and the micro evaluation index set represents the micro factors. There is a close
relationship between them. The application analysis in the numerical example shows that
the method has strong practicability and is of great significance for evaluating the
large-scale access of flexibility resource clusters to the distribution network, and
analyzing and identifying the operation status and weak links of the power grid. Provide
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reference for construction, renovation and optimal operation.
A K-NN Clustering Based Method to Generate PV Power Series for Power system
Analysis Under Typhoon
Xun Lu, Yuxuan Tang, Zhifei Guo, Zhihua Gao, Xinmiao Liu and Qihang Zhou
Presenter: Yuxuan Tang, South China University of Technology, China

ES417
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Abstract: With the increasing proportion of renewable energy, today’s power system
become highly sensitive to the weather condition, especially the extreme meteorological
events. In order to evaluate the reliability of the power system under extreme
meteorological conditions, it is necessary to accurately simulate the power curves of wind
farms and PV stations. In this paper, a K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) clustering based
scheme is proposed to generate the multiday power curve of PV stations during typhoon.
A two-layer modeling scheme is designed to set up the weather-mode related PV daily
curve libraries and the typhoon-related multiple-day curve-mode code libraries according
to historical data analysis. In application of the model, an inverse procedure can be
carried out to generate the multi-day PV curves of different PV stations under any
specified typhoon with retaining of the randomness and diversity. Historical data from the
Guangdong power system is applied to verify the model. Results show that the multiday
PV power sequences generated by the proposed method well reflect the statistical and
time-domain characteristics of the PV stations during the typhoon event.
Robust Evaluating Approach of Distributed Photovoltaic Hosting capacity in
Uncertain Environment
Shaofeng Cui, Lin Mu, Wei Li, Junjiao Wang, Gang Li, Yuzhen Li, Xiaojun Yan,
Chengguang Liu
Presenter: Junjiao Wang, State Grid Qixia Power Supply Company, State Grid Shandong
Electric Power CO., China
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Abstract: Large scale distributed photovoltaic(DPV) integration will bring new challenges
to dispatching due to its uncertainty, and further increase the regulating capacity
requirement of power system. As a result, a robust evaluating approach of DPV hosting
capacity in uncertain environment is proposed. Based on the relationship between DPV
hosting capacity and its conditional value at risk(CVaR), a robust optimization model is
constructed, which considering the probability distribution characteristics of DPV. The
base point and regulating capacity of automatic generation control(AGC) units are
coordinated optimized to accurately evaluate the DPV hosting capacity The original
model is transformed into a deterministic linear programming problem using piecewise
linear approximation and uncertain variables eliminating. The effectiveness of the
proposed approach is verified through a 6-bus system.
Optimal Allocation Method of PV-storage System in Clustered Distribution
Network With Balanced Economy and Reliability
Hui Hui, Rui Li, Yang Zhao, Ming Wang, Ziyao Ma, Xiaoran Wang
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Presenter: Ziyao Ma, China Agricultural University, China
Abstract: With the substantial increase of the proportion of distributed power sources
such as PV in the distribution network, the original traditional distribution network has
gradually changed into an active distribution network, but it also brings about problems
such as unreasonable location and capacity determination of distributed power, low
operation reliability, poor economy and so on. The traditional location and capacity
planning schemes of optical storage system mostly focus on single or several 10kV
feeders, which may cause problems such as PV can not be effectively consumed and the
number of PV-storage is redundant. Therefore, it is necessary to optimize the location and
capacity of optical storage within a larger distribution range. Therefore, this paper
presents an optimal allocation method of PV-storage system in grid distribution network
with balanced economy and reliability. Firstly, taking the economy and reliability of the
grid distribution network as the objective function, and considering the constraints such
as PV local consumption, PV installation capacity, energy storage capacity and power
voltage balance, the planning model is established. Secondly, in order to comprehensively
consider the economy and reliability of distribution network operation, the
multi-objective genetic algorithm is introduced to solve the configuration model, and the
Pareto frontier is obtained. Then the Nash game method is used to find the equilibrium
optimal solution of the two objectives. The results show that this method can effectively
deal with various types of grids, and can greatly improve the reliability and economy of
operation compared with the traditional line based planning.
Frequency Shaping Control of Deloaded PV System Coordinated with Synchronous
Generators
Aolin Jian, Yong Sun, Lei Chen, Yong Min, Ruikuo Liu, Fangzheng Wang
Presenter: Aolin Jian, Tsinghua University, China

ES437
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Abstract: In a power system with growing proportion of photovoltaic (PV) generation and
decreasing proportion of synchronous generators, the frequency regulation capability is
becoming weak. To implement frequency control on PV, additional energy storage or
power deloading is required, which brings additional cost to the PV station. Official
technical standards and grid codes in a few countries and regions have specified the
requirements for PV frequency control. Following the typical standard of frequency
droop control, it is necessary to utilize the remaining PV power reserve to improve
frequency characteristics such as frequency nadir and rate of change of frequency
(RoCoF), and frequency shaping (FS) control is a promising solution for this task. With
parameter tuning based on system model, frequency shaping control is implemented
together with a fixed droop required by the grid code. The control strategy is tested with
simulation, which shows frequency response with nadir eliminated and RoCoF improved.
Moreover, a possible distributed and robust parameter tuning method for PV units in
multi-machine system is discussed in the paper.
Fast open-switch fault diagnosis based on model reference adaptive theory applied
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15:05 - 15:20

to inverter system
Haoran Yin, Qing Chen, Xing Guo, Xinyuan Qiu, Xuxing Duan, Xiangji Zhao
Presenter: Haoran Yin, Nuclear Power Institute of China, China
Abstract: This paper designs an algorithm for fast fault diagnosis for inverters, which
utilizes the theoretical idea of model reference adaptive systems. Firstly, the inverter
system model is established, and the estimation of rotor angle is obtained according to the
model reference adaptive theory. Then, the estimation and the actual angle are used to
obtain the residual error as a fault diagnosis variable, which is beneficial to improve the
rapidity of the algorithm. In addition, in order to increase the accuracy of fault location,
three-phase normalized currents are combined to complete location of specific fault
switch tubes. The proposed algorithm does not need to add additional hardware facilities,
and is real-time, fast, and simple. Results are shown to validate the proposed algorithm.
Solar Power Generation System Based on Signal Search Artificial Bee Colony
Optimization Algorithm for Maximum Power Point Tracking
Akwasi Amoh Mensah, Haoyong Chen, Duku Otuo-Acheampong, Tumbiko Mbuzi
Presenter: Akwasi Amoh Mensah, South China University of Technology, China
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Abstract: The use of photovoltaic (PV) systems to generate power from solar energy has
increased in recent years due to its availability and reliability. This paper proposes a
control system designed for solar power generation using a signal search artificial bee
colony (SS-ABC) optimization algorithm as the maximum power point tracker (MPPT).
The SS-ABC signals at both shorter and longer distances between the bees and their prey.
It has fast convergence and high accuracy since it interactively integrates with the
investigative evolution with the essential distinctive signal search during the maximum
power point tracking process from the PV array which increases the speed and tracks
more power. The SS-ABC was compared with conventional ABC, particle swarm
optimization (PSO), bat algorithm (BA), and perturb and observe (P&O) algorithms. The
design and simulation were performed in MATLAB Simulink and the result shows the
effectiveness of the proposed design.
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Development of Probability Estimation Method for Transmission Line Overload due
to Forecast Errors of Renewable Energy Sources
Sichen Li, Kenichi Kawabe, Taisuke Musuta
Presenter: Sichen Li, Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan
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Abstract: To achieve decarbonization, the market share of renewable energy sources
(RESs), such as wind and photovoltaic generators, is gradually increasing. However, the
outputs of RESs are hard to accurately predict, which introduces uncertainty to a stable
electric power system. This would pose a risk of violations of power system constraints,
such as thermal overloads of transmission lines. To maintain a stable power supply, it is
necessary to recognize the overload risk so that the system operators can take
countermeasures in advance to prevent them. This paper presents a probability estimation
method for transmission line overloads caused by uncertainties in the real-time outputs of
RESs. The problem is modeled as a multi-dimensional integration problem based on the
probability density function of the RES forecast output errors and be solved with a
Monte-Carlo integration-based method. In numerical analysis, the modified IEEE-RTS
24-bus system was used to obtain a ranking of the overload probabilities for the
transmission lines. It is also demonstrated that the overload probability can be
significantly reduced by modifying the unit commitment schedule.
Transient Voltage Stability Assessment Method for the UHVDC Power Grid with
High Proportion of New Energy Based on Artificial Intelligence
Wei Hu, Rongfu Sun, Yunchao Sun, Ran Ding, Yiming Yao and Kexi Qian
Presenter: Yunchao Sun, Tsinghua University, China
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Abstract: UHVDC has developed rapidly in recent years, due to its large transmission
power, large disturbances such as blocking and commutation failure will have a huge
impact on the reactive power balance of the sending power grid, resulting in large-scale
new energy off-grid. This paper establishes an improved BP neural network model based
on an adaptive genetic algorithm for transient overvoltage evaluation, and takes a
UHVDC sending power grid in northern China as an example to explore the nonlinear
relationship between transient overvoltage and system operation state and verify the
effectiveness of the method.
Design and Hardware-in-the-loop Experiment of Robust Fractional-order Control
for VSC-based HVDC Transmission Systems
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14:00 - 14:15

Chenxi Fan, Wei Du, Xingye Xu, Kaishun Xiahou
Presenter: Chenxi Fan, South China University of Technology, China
Abstract: This paper presents a robust fractional-order proportional-integral (FO-PI)
control scheme for a voltagesource converter (VSC)-based high-voltage-direct-current
(HVDC) transmission system. Based on the VSC model and fractional calculus theory,
robust controllers are designed for the current, active power, reactive power, DC-link
voltage loops of rectifier and inverter stations of VSC-HVDC. Experimental studies are
undertaken on a hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) testing platform, and the experimental results
reveal that the proposed FO-PI scheme has stronger robustness against parameter
variations and external disturbances compared with conventional PI control scheme
Research on Operating Overvoltage Measurement Based on Capacitive Current
Method
Xiao Guan, Jiandong Duan, Fengyi Li, Ming Zhao
Presenter: Xiao Guan, Xi'an University of Technology, China
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Abstract: Transient voltage not only causes power system insulation accidents to occur,
but also threatens the stable operation of power equipment. However, the current method
for measuring transient voltage is difficult to achieve real-time monitoring, so it is urgent
to improve the monitoring capability of transient voltage. Capacitor Voltage
Transformers are widely used as measurement devices for systems with voltage levels
above 66 kV. But when the primary system is subjected to transient voltage disturbance,
it will lead to serious distortion of the CVT secondary output voltage and affect the
accuracy of transient voltage measurement. This paper explores the feasibility and
accuracy of using capacitive current method to measure transient voltage. The simulation
model of overvoltage measurement of no-load line under all working conditions is built in
ATP, and the feasibility of measuring overvoltage by capacitive current method is
verified by simulation analysis. This method is compared with the secondary side voltage
inverse algorithm. The results show that the error of overvoltage reduction based on
capacitive current method is smaller than that of secondary side voltage inverse algorithm
and meets the requirements of measurement standard. Therefore, it is feasible to use the
capacitive current method to measure transient voltage. This method can provide a
reference for accurate transient voltage measurement using CVT.
Research on AC/DC harmonic transfer characteristics of Hybrid HVDC System
Fei Kong, Dongxiao Cai, Jie Li, Zhu Guo, Jiang Yu and XiaoBing Ding
Presenter: Fei Kong, Power Dispatching and Control Center China Southern Power Grid,
China
Abstract: For the hybrid HVDC(High Voltage Direct Current) transmission system
composed of LCC (Line-commuted Converter) and VSC(Voltage Source Converter)，it
was found that when the asymmetric fault or inrush current occured in the LCC rectifier
station, the current and voltage of VSC inverter station would perceive large harmonic
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components in AC and DC side, and the high-frequency harmonic protection configured
in VSC converter station had the risk of maloperation. In order to analyze the mechanism,
the sequence component dynamic phasor mathematical models of LCC and VSC are
established respectively, and then the harmonic transfer characteristics of the hybrid
HVDC system composed of LCC rectifier and VSC inverter are studied. Based on the
electromagnetic transient model of hybrid HVDC system, the simulation verifies the
above AC/DC harmonic transfer characteristics, reveals the reasons for the maloperation
of VSC converter station high-frequency harmonic protection. The protection can be
optimized by adding the braking locking criterion or filtering the 2-7th components in the
harmonic calculation.
Combined frequency and voltage support by wind farm with linear quadratic
regulator under converter blocking
Xudong Li, Hua Li, Yichen Yan and Peng Kou
Presenter: Yichen Yan, Xi'an Jiaotong University, China
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Abstract: When converter blocking occurs on the high voltage direct current (HVDC)
transmission systems, the resulting excess active power and reactive power lead to the
rise in grid frequency and bus voltage, which seriously endangers the safe operation of
the power system. The traditional control methods mainly focus on the separate control of
frequency and voltage, which cannot regulate them cooperatively. To address this issue,
this paper proposes a combined voltage and frequency optimal control method. For the
prediction of frequency and voltage, the state space models are established based on the
swing equation and the voltage sensitivity matrix. Using the linear quadratic
regulator(LQR), the frequency control and voltage control are inherently integrated.
When blocking occurs, the grid frequency and voltage increase, and the LQR controller
adjusts the wind farm’s active and reactive power output to achieve a cooperative control
of grid frequency and bus voltage. Simulation results verify the effectiveness of this
method.
An Intelligent Cable Temperature Abnormal Data Cleaning Method Considering
Current-carrying Temperature Rise Characteristics
Ran Hu, Bing Li, Jinyang Wang, Siyong Huang, Yihang Lu, Xianghao Li, Ling Yang and
Zhidong Wang
Presenter: Jinyang Wang, South China University of Technology, China
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Abstract: With the digitalization, informatization and intelligent development of the
power grid, the data transmission quality requirements of electrical equipment are getting
higher and higher. Intelligent cable technology of distribution network based on
innovative sensor technology is gradually emerging and developing. It realizes on-line
monitoring of cables and early warning of operational defects through high-speed
communication network. Temperature data is a vital indicator of the operating conditions
of the cable, and communication "pollution" such as data missing、 errors and omissions
will be generated during the transmission and communication process. This paper
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proposes a data cleaning method for the abnormal temperature data of intelligent cable
that considers the characteristics of the temperature rise of the cable. Based on the
characteristics, the interpolation method is used to complete the missing data, and then
through the consistency comparison of the temperature and current fitting curves, the
processed temperature data is supplied to the operation and maintenance platform after
passing through the filter circuit to ensure the accuracy of the data.
Study on Grading Standards and Replacement Strategies for Rust Defects of
Overhead Ground Lines of Transmission Lines
Jun Hou, Yuanjun Wang, Sen He, Gang Zhao, Weifeng Ding, Peicai Wei, Shouxin Li
Presenter: Weifeng Ding, Maintenance and Test Center CSG EHV Power Transmission
Company, China
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Abstract: At present, the overhead ground cables of Tian-guang No.1 and No.2 circuit
under the jurisdiction of China Southern Power Grid UHV Company have been in
operation for more than 20 years. Due to the influence of operation life, natural
environment and external forces, aging and rust are gradually occurring. Various
operation and maintenance units are also carrying out the replacement of aging and rust
overhead ground cables. However, there is no mature experience and standard for the
corrosion grade and replacement strategy of galvanized steel strand. According to the
previous experience of replacing old and corroded aerial ground wire of our bureau,
combined with the appearance inspection of steel strand, stretching, wire splitting
stretching, three point bending of steel strand, three point bending of wire splitting,
winding of wire splitting, torsion of wire splitting and other test results, the technical
paper is formed by referring to relevant literature. The grading standard, replacement time
limit and key points of risk control of rust defects of aerial ground wire were clarified,
and the daily maintenance, overhaul and replacement of old rusted aerial ground wire of
the company and the industry were guided.
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Optimized EMS Real-time Simulation and Validation for Singapore Pulau Ubin
Microgrid
Ziyuan Qian, Shuyu Cao, Hao Jiang, Sivaneasan Bala Krishnan, Kuan Tak Tan, King Jet
Tseng
Presenter: Ziyuan Qian, Singapore Institute of Technology, Singapore
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Abstract: This paper presents a cost-optimized Energy Management System (EMS)
algorithm developed for Singapore Palau Ubin Microgrid islanded mode operation. The
microgrid comprises two PV MPPT DC/DC inverters, one battery DC/DC converter, one
grid-forming DC/AC inverter, one diesel generator (DG), and a few distributed loads. The
proposed microgrid EMS utilizes the PV irradiation profile and the load profile to
distribute the power between DG and the battery storage system to meet the load demand
at a minimal cost. The OPAL-RT real-time simulation is implemented to validate the
optimized microgrid EMS power distribution. The real-time simulation results prove that
the battery power profile matches with EMS calculation results even though the battery
power reference cannot be controlled directly in the hybrid DC/AC microgrid. The stable
transient performance is achieved in the microgrid real-time simulation.
A Local Energy Transaction Strategy for Networked Microgrids under Coalitional
Game Theory
Yanbin He, Qian Yu, Zengxin Cao, Yuncheng Chen, Ziyin Shen, Kai Zhang
Presenter: Kai Zhang, University of Jinan, China

ES2568
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Abstract: With the large-scale application of microgrid technology in the power system, a
large number of single microgrid independent operation mode is not conducive to
improving the economic benefits of microgrid, but will also harm the safe operation of
the power system. Therefore, in this paper, a coalition-game-theory-based local energy
transaction strategy is developed to solve the above problems. Firstly, the traditional
model of microgrid in grid-connected mode and the coalitional transaction model are
analyzed and established. Moreover, a typical matching method and the Shapley value are
applied to calculate and allocate the utility of each valid coalition. And the optimal
partition in the network is found by using coalition merge and split operations, a
coalition-game-theory-based local energy transaction algorithm is proposed. Compared
with the traditional operation mode, the simulation results show that the power
transaction scheduling algorithm can effectively promote the cooperative transaction
between microgrid, reduce the energy transmission loss, improve the individual utility of
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microgrid, and help maintain the coalition stability.
Resilient H∞ Load Frequency Control for Uncertain Isolated Microgrid under
Stealth Attack
Yi wei Feng, Wen Jia
Presenter: Wen Jia, LanZhou University of Technology, China
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Abstract: Stealth attacks and parameter uncertainties are becoming a compelling issue on
load frequency control (LFC), directly affecting the resilience of the isolated microgrid.
Due to the randomness of renewable power generation and the vulnerability increased by
the stealth attack on the system, a resilient H-infinity LFC method is presented to endure
and quickly recovery system stability during disturbances. Based on the LFC model, a
fake data injection (FDI) attack model is considered in the problem formulation to make
the system robust against external attacks. To protect against the parameter uncertainties
and FDI attack in the isolated microgrid, with the help of the least square rational
function approximation method and the Gerschgorin circle theorem, H-infinity controller
is employed, the stability of the controller is proved by LMI inequality, and the existence
condition of the system stability is also given. And their robustness characteristics are
compared through various performance indices. The proposed control schemes are
validated through a real-time software synchronisation environment.
Stability Analysis in the Stabilization-free DC Microgrids with CPLs
Kaimao Zhou, Zhangjie Liu, Jiawei Li, Mei Su
Presenter: Kaimao Zhou, Central South University, China
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Abstract: It is well known that constant power loads(CPLs) will lead to system instability
due to their negative impedance characteristics. This paper studies the stability of the DC
microgrid with multi-converters and CPLs. It is proved that the heterogeneity between the
DC-DC converters can overcome the instability of CPLs. Specifically, if the natural
frequencies of converters are not all the same, i.e., the converters are heterogeneous, the
system without stabilization measures may be stable. Moreover, simulations are
performed using MATLAB to verify the effectiveness of the proposed theorem.
Comprehensive energy planning method based on multi-energy complementarity of
user side
Yun Zhao, Wei Wang, Yanbo Wang and Xinhe Chen
Presenter: Xinhe Chen, Institute of Electrical Engineering, Chinese Academy of Sciences,
China
Abstract: The planning and design of multi-energy complementary energy system is the
primary key technology to ensure its safe, economic and reliable operation. Since the
multi-energy complementary micro-grid contains various energy sources such as heat
source and power source, and various types of energy-using loads such as heat load and
electric load, the source, network and load have strong coupling relationship, and the
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renewable energy sources such as solar and wind have strong volatility, and the system
operation scenarios are complex and diverse, it is difficult to apply the conventional
planning methods directly. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a multi-energy
complementary micro-grid planning method that considers the coordinated interaction of
source, load and storage in detail, fully accounts for the uncertainties on the source and
load sides and the coordinated coordination of multiple energy flows, establishes a
user-side demand response model, which fully considers the operational constraints of
interruptible load, transferable load and user satisfaction; proposes a dual-layer planning
method, and proposes a black-box time-consuming solution method for the solution of the
dual-layer optimization model, which effectively ensures the rapid solution to obtain the
planning capacity of renewable energy sources, cogeneration units, thermal and electrical
energy storage systems and other devices.
Interval Coalition Game-Based Peer-to-Peer Energy Trading Method for
Multi-Microgrids
Kai Zhang, Luhao Wang, Shengnan Zhao, Shiyuan He, Fengchen Song, Xiuhan Lin
Presenter: Kai Zhang, University of Jinan, China

ES372
14:45 - 15:00

Abstract: Multi-microgrids (MMGs) are derived from microgrids (MGs) penetration into
the distribution networks. To promote the local consumption of renewable energy and
reduce the power transmission losses of distribution networks, an interval coalition
game-based peer-to-peer energy trading method for MMGs is proposed in this paper.
First, an interval optimization-based many-to-one sealed bid auction mechanism is
designed to determine the coalition for MGs and alleviate the impacts of uncertainties in
peer-to-peer energy trading processes. Second, the interval Shapley value method is
applied to fairly allocate the utility of each MG in the corresponding coalition. Finally,
compared with the traditional transaction methods, simulation results verify the feasibility
and effectiveness of the proposed method.
Static Risk Assessment Method for Smart Microgrid Considering False Data
Injection Attacks
Zhicheng Han, Shufeng Dong, Weifeng Liu, Guangsen Shi, Xinan Guo
Presenter: Zhicheng Han, State Grid Zhejiang Jiande Power Supply Company, China

ES2157
15:00 - 15:15

Abstract: Smart microgrids (SM) can be seen as unified agents after traditional
microgrids empower autonomy. Different from the static risk assessment of traditional
microgrids, the autonomy of SM makes it difficult to evaluate with classic static risk
assessment indicators such as load loss risk, voltage or power flow overrun risk. What’s
more, it is prone to false data injection attacks and makes its normal operation invalid
since SM has lots of IoT facilities. Therefore, it is necessary to conduct static risk
assessment on SM considering false data injection attacks. In this paper, voltage overrun
risk, power flow overrun risk and comprehensive risk are taken as indicators of static risk
assessment, and a set of static risk assessment process is designed against the background
of clearing SM internally by false transaction data injection attacks. Further, a 7-node SM
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with multiple renewable energy is taken as an example to verify the effectiveness of the
proposed static risk assessment method.
Research of intelligent solution method for microgrid cluster operation optimization
problem under multi-agent game
Jie Tian, Sheng Chen, Xinying Wang and Qi Zhao
Presenter: Jie Tian, China Electric Power Research Institute, China

ES2585
15:15 - 15:30

Abstract: The operation optimization of microgrid cluster (MGC) is an effective approach
to improve the consumption of renewable energy and ensure the economic and stable
operation of the system. Therefore, the intelligent solution method of optimization
process has become the key technology of microgrid (MG). Centering on the theme of
MGC operation optimization, firstly, the basic concepts and interconnection modes of
MGC are summarized. Then, based on the game theory, the mixed integer optimization
model of MGC is established, including the system architecture model , typical
equipment model and system operation constraints. Finally,This paper focuses on the
application of traditional optimization solver, heuristic method and artificial intelligence
method in MGC optimization, in order to maximize the balance of payoffs of
multi-agents.
Study on Master-slave Game Strategy of Integrated Energy System Considering
Users Demand Response and Energy Balance
Fangzhao Deng, Dexin Meng, Zhenli Deng, Hujun Li, Jianan Si, Junpeng Zhu
Presenter: Dexin Meng, Hohai University, China

ES387
15:30 - 15:45

Abstract: The traditional single form of energy supply can no longer meet the needs of
development. The integrated energy system has significant advantages in improving the
energy utilization rate, but the participation of multiple subjects brings some difficulties
to the operation optimization of the system. In this paper, a park-level integrated energy
system composed of integrated energy operators and users is proposed and their benefit
models are constructed, and the users’ model is linearized. Since they influence each
other when pursuing the maximum of their own interests, the master-slave game idea is
adopted to analyze the interaction mechanism of them, and the particle swarm
optimization algorithm and linear programming are used to solve the problem. Finally,
the feasibility of the proposed method is verified by simulation.
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A Prediction Model Towards the Cascading Failure of Power Grids
Beibei Li, Aohui Jia and Linfeng Chen
Presenter: Beibei Li, Northwestern Polytechnical University, China

ES06
13:30 - 13:45

Abstract: Power grids are closely related to people's daily life, and cascading failure plays
a vital role in their reliability, which has attracted intensive research interests in the past
few years. Numerous researches concerning cascading failure in dynamic power grids,
still, most of them focus on the prediction of cascading failure and recovery after failure
while Time-of-Arrival (TOA) of cascading failure is rarely concerned. The TOA -based
prediction of cascading failure often needs to consider the entire cascading process of the
target network during the entire cascading failure process, which brings great loss in
network reliability and computational overhead. In light of this, we propose a prediction
model of cascading failure based on TOA to implement the prediction of cascading
failure in dynamic power grids. We successfully perform our model on two artificial
synthetic networks and one real-world network by comparing against four widely used
prediction models. We further analyze the non-negligible superiority of our scheme
overall benchmarks. As far as we know, we are the first to introduce the conception of
TOA for cascading failure prediction in the dynamic power grids.
Single-pole Ground Fault Location Method for Multi-terminal Flexible DC
Transmission Lines Based on LSSVM
Ke Wei, Sheng Lan, Zhichuan Li
Presenter: Ke Wei, Fuzhou University, China

ES42
13:45 - 14:00

Abstract: In order to ensure the safe and stable operation of multi-terminal flexible DC
system and improve the accuracy of single-pole grounding fault location of transmission
lines. This paper proposes a single-pole grounding fault location method based on Least
Squares Support Vector Machine (LSSVM). When the ground fault occurs, the line mode
voltage of different sections in series is combined with the classification mechanism of
least squares support vector machine to identify the fault section. Then, the frequency
domain characteristics of the line mode voltage in this section are extracted by wavelet
packet decomposition combined with Pearson correlation coefficient, and the LSSVM
model is established based on the characteristic results to realize fault location. The
sparrow search algorithm is used to optimize the parameters of LSSVM model. This
paper established ± 500kV four-terminal flexible DC simulation model for testing. The
results show that the method has good anti-transition resistance ability, and the location
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error is within 0.37 km at the sampling frequency of 50 kHz.
Detection of decomposition products of SF6/N2 gas based on laser spectrum
detection and AC-ISODATA-SA fault clustering algorithm
Zhang Shiling, Jiang Xiping
Presenter: Zhang Shiling, State Grid Chongqing Electric Power Company Chongqing
Electric Power Research Institute, China

ES14
14:00 - 14:15
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Abstract: Fault diagnosis method of SF6/N2 gas insulation equipment based on
convolution neural network is established. five decomposition products (SO2F2、SOF2、
HF、H2S、CS2) are used as characteristic input, and four typical defect types of metal
protrusion, free metal particle, insulator air gap and pollution are used as output. For the
identification of four typical defect types under PD: metal protrusion, free metal particle,
insulator air gap and pollution, the characteristic components are selected by using the
maximum correlation and minimum redundancy criterion, the weight is optimized by
using Gaussian mixture model, and finally three groups of characteristic quantities
(CS2+SOF2), (4SO2F2) and (H2S+ SOF2) are selected to construct "AC-ISODATA-SA
algorithm diagnosis method" which can be used to identify four typical defect types under
PD. The accuracy of the method test using test data is 92.50%. Four kinds of optical path
cells made of aluminum alloy, stainless steel, PTFE and PVDF are designed for gas
adsorption experiments. The analysis of the experimental results shows that there are
differences in adsorption saturation time of optical path cells made of different materials,
but it does not affect the accuracy of measurement results. In practical application, the
adsorption of SO2F2 and SOF2 gas by cell materials can not be considered. The ICL
laser and high-power QCL laser with the output center wavelength in the alternative
detection band were investigated and purchased, and the tuning characteristics of the
purchased laser were studied. With help of TracePro ray tracing software, the theoretical
research and the simulation of Herriott multiple reflection gas absorption cell are carried
out. Thermal viscous acoustic theory simulation of photoacoustic cell is carried out by
using multi physical field FEM. Two photoacoustic cells are designed, and the resonance
conditions, the intrinsic oscillation frequency, sound pressure, temperature and other
parameters are obtained by simulation. TDLAS experimental system and photoacoustic
spectrum system are built respectively, and the detection experiments of SO2F2 and
SOF2 were carried out.
Influence of Distributed Generation On Power Frequency
Characteristics of Transformer Neutral Point
Changhao He, Rui Qin, Baojun Xu, Yuyin Zhan, Haifeng Li
Presenter: Yuyin Zhan, South China University of Technology, China

Overvoltage

Abstract: Distributed generation (DG) will bring various problems to the relay protection
and automation of distribution network, which may also lead to serious consequences of
the ungrounded transformer neutral point overvoltage. This paper analyzes the
mechanism of power frequency overvoltage at the ungrounded transformer neutral point
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under single-phase grounding fault. Based on it, this paper studies the influence of DG on
neutral point overvoltage after 110kV line fault in detail. Considering that there are
rotational DGs and inverter-interfaced DGs (IIDGs) under different control modes, test
results show that PQ-controlled DG makes the transformer neutral point voltage exceeds
its rated value easiest, and it also has the greatest insulation threat to neutral point
overvoltage.
Local Interlock control System with Fail-safe PLC for PF Converter System Based
on CODAC Core System
Shiying He, Liansheng Huang, Xiaojiao Chen, Xiuqing Zhang, Zejing Wang, Lingpeng
Li, Ying Zuo
Presenter: Shiying He, Chinese Academy of Sciences Institute of Plasma Physics, China

ES45
14:30 - 14:45

Abstract: The poloidal field AC/DC converter system, the one of the core system of the
ITER fusion device, has many abnormal situations during its operation. A stable and
reliable local interlock system is an essential facility for its safe operation. In this paper,
the fail-safe PLC is used as the core controller, fail-safe module as I/O interface, and the
CODAC core system based on EPICS provided by ITER organization as the development
platform to realize the development of the local interlock control system. The system
collects the status of the transformers, converters, and water cooling system, etc. of the
poloidal field converter system in real time. When the core controller of the interlock
system detects a fault or abnormality, the fail-safe PLC will respond in time to ensure that
the converter system enters a safe state. The system designed by this paper has been
successfully tested on ITER PF test platform and supplied to IO.
NILT-based transient traveling wave calculation method for lightning stroke on
coupled transmission lines in DC systems
Ziqiang Ouyang, Zheng Yan, Tonghua Wu, Wei Dai, Xindong Li, Xiaofan Hou
Presenter: Ziqiang Ouyang, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, China

ES2563
14:45 - 15:00
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Abstract: Overhead lines are the main way of power transmission in HVDC system. The
fault traveling wave propagates along the line after lightning stroke, which may cause
accidents. Fault identification and protection design rely on traveling wave analysis and
calculation. The time domain solution of transmission line telegraph equations is
complicated. Analysis in the complex frequency domain can reduce the computational
difficulty. Firstly, this paper decouples the DC transmission line through phase-mode
transformation and establishes the model. Then, the post-lightning boundary conditions
are introduced and the calculation network is established. On this basis, it solves the
expression of traveling wave based on nodal analysis method. Finally, with the numerical
inverse Laplace transform, calculation results in complex frequency domain are converted
into time domain. The proposed method can reflect the transient process after lightning
stroke, which has engineering value for protection design
Single Pole Ground Fault Location Method for LCC-MMC Hybrid DC
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15:00 - 15:15

Transmission Lines Based on Extremely Randomized Trees
Zhichuan Li, Sheng Lan, Ke Wei
Presenter: Zhichuan Li, Fuzhou University, China
Abstract: Aiming at the difficulty of locating single pole ground fault in LCC-MMC
hybrid DC transmission lines, a single pole ground fault location method for transmission
lines based on Variational model decomposition (VMD) - Decision Tree (DT) feature
selection and Extremely randomized trees (Extra-Trees) is proposed. First, the collected
two terminal fault waveforms are connected in series, sent to the VMD algorithm for
decomposition, and then the decomposed modal components are connected in series with
the original waveform. Then, the importance of features is calculated using the feature
importance quantification method of DT algorithm, and the features with higher
importance are constructed into a new feature set. Finally, the Extra-Trees model is built
and trained with the new feature set to make it have the ability of fault prediction. A
±800kV LCC-MMC hybrid DC transmission system is built to verify the proposed
method. The simulation results show that the proposed method can accurately locate the
single pole ground fault location.
Modeling method of the overhead power line failure rate based on meteorological
factors
Zhanglei Zheng, Baoyu Hou, Xiao Hua, Yang Yu, Hui Zheng, Yuxuan Ren
Presenter: Yuxuan Ren, Nanjing University of Science and Technology, China

ES450
15:15 - 15:30

Abstract: The problem of the overhead power line failures caused by extreme weather is
more and more frequent. Based on this background, this paper uses clustering by fast
search and find of density peaks (DPC) algorithm to simplify and classify scenarios based
on weather data and overhead power line failure data. The comprehensive meteorological
index is obtained by processing weather data such as temperature, precipitation, wind
speed and humidity. The polynomial fitting method based on the least square method is
used to fit the data between the comprehensive meteorological indicators and the failure
rate of the corresponding scene set. Through the above steps, the grid failure rate model
based on meteorological factors is established. To verify the effectiveness of the method
of establishing the overhead power line failure rate model based on meteorological
factors, the practical line data of a city in eastern China is modeled and analyzed, which
proves the effectiveness of the model establishment method.
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NTP-based Precision Time synchronization Scheme for Differential Networks
Xiaohui Li, Zhigang Ni, Siting Lv, Wei Han, Feng Zhang and Deyu Cai
Presenter: Zhigang Ni, Xidian University, China

ES56
15:50 - 16:05

Abstract: The key to implementing longitudinal differential protection in the distribution
network lies in high-precision time synchronisation. Due to the large synchronisation
error of traditional longitudinal differential protection schemes, the protection effect is not
satisfactory. This paper analyses the time synchronisation problem of longitudinal
differential protection in distribution networks based on 5G networks and proposes a time
synchronisation algorithm based on the NTP protocol. In order to reduce the
synchronization error caused by network fluctuation, the Lagrangian interpolation method
is used to estimate and compensate for the network delay; in addition, a synchronization
timer is set in the differential protection terminal to avoid the loss of synchronization
messages. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm can greatly improve the
real-time performance and reliability of time synchronisation in differential protection,
and it can have good synchronisation performance in the environment of more differential
protection terminals.
Fault Feature Parameter Extraction Method for Wind Turbine Based on Relief
Algorithm
Zhengyu Wang, Chao Gong, Yu Gong, Yangfan Zhang, Weixin Yang
Presenter: Wang Zhengyu, State Grid Jibei Electric Power Research Institute, China

ES367
16:05 - 16:20
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Abstract: With the rapid development of wind power technology, the capacity of wind
power is growing rapidly and monitoring data of SCADA system is also becoming more
comprehensive. Faults of wind turbine components are closely related to work condition,
so the overall availability of whole wind farm could be improved by focusing on the wind
turbines operating in harsh condition. In this paper, a method based on SCADA data to
judge harsh condition is proposed. According to historical data of SCADA and fault
record, the fault characteristic parameters are selected by Relief algorithm, as the
characteristic quantity of failure rate of wind turbine. Taking pitch fault and yaw fault as
example, the SCADA data of the actual wind farm are simulated and the effectiveness of
the method is verified.
Pilot protection for transmission line of offshore wind power based on directions of
fault current variation and cosine distance
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16:20 - 16:35

Naihao Liu, Houlei Gao, Bin Xu, Yunchi Zhang, Haoran Song
Presenter: Naihao Liu, Shandong University, China
Abstract: The grid-connected offshore wind farm via voltage source converter based high
voltage direct current transmission （VSC-HVDC） is an important part of new energy
power generation.When its AC transmission line fault, it presents a fault characteristic
that is obviously different from the traditional power grid. This makes the traditional pilot
protection face the risk of decreasing sensitivity or even refusing to operate.Therefore, the
fault current on both sides of the line will change in the same direction when an internal
fault occurs.When an external fault occurs,the fault current changes in the opposite
direction. This paper forms the protection principle according to this characteristic.The
cosine distance algorithm is selected as a method to measure the correlation between the
direction of fault current changes on both sides. A new pilot protection method for
transmission line of offshore wind power based on directions of fault current variation
and cosine distance is proposed.The feasibility of the protection method under different
fault types and transition resistances is verified by simulation.
Research on Distribution Network Topology and Fault Planning Knowledge Graph
Fusion and Reasoning Based on Graph Database
Zhuang Tang, Bo Chai, Mingyue Wei, Feng Sai
Presenter: Zhuang Tang, North China Electric Power University, China

ES438
16:35 - 16:50

Abstract: The fault handling pre-plan of the power distribution network has important
guiding significance for the emergency handling of the distribution network. In order to
make the historical fault handling pre-plan text better exert its value, this paper firstly
designs the knowledge graph ontology of the distribution network and the fault handling
pre-plan based on analyzing the distribution network topology and accident handling plan
text. Following this, the knowledge graph fusion is realized. Finally, based on the power
outage range analysis algorithm and the power transfer range analysis algorithm, the
power distribution network fault protection auxiliary decision-making scheme is designed
in this paper.
Application of a novel generative adversarial network K-CGAN to industrial
maintenance: A case study of Electrical Fault detection and classification
Emilija Strelcenia, Simant Prakoonwit
Presenter: Emilija Strelcenia, Bournemouth University, UK

ES2008-A
16:50 - 17:05

Abstract: In recent years, data-driven maintenance has become a popular topic in the
industry, as sensors have increased visibility in factories.
Though machine learning has been useful for detecting errors, a current issue is that
there's significantly less data on faults than there is on what's normal. This creates an
imbalance in the amount of available data.
We created a new K-CGAN generative adversarial network for fault detection and
diagnosis and compared the oversampling by a generative adversarial network against
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standard oversampling techniques.
The results of the simulation showed that our proposed generative adversarial network
works well under the given conditions and is effective in classifying faults with high
accuracy.
Research on Terminal Layout Method of Lightning Current Distributed Monitoring
for Multi branch 10kV Distribution Lines
Ruifa Feng, Yang Zhang, Minchuan Liao, Xiaomeng He, Lu Qu, Huapeng Li, Longgui
Li, Qingyuan Jin, Xinyi He
Presenter: Ruifa Feng, Electric Power Research Institute, China Southern Power
Grid(CSG), China

ES432
17:05 - 17:20

Abstract: For a long time, China has paid more attention to transmission lines than
distribution lines, but the multi-level branch lines of distribution networks make lightning
fault location more challenging. For this reason, this paper proposes a distributed current
monitoring terminal layout method for multi branch distribution lines. First, collect the
parameters of 10kV distribution network in a mountain area to build the electromagnetic
transient simulation model of the line, and set the monitoring intervals. Then, the
propagation law of lightning current on the line when three typical lightning faults occur
in each monitoring area is extracted by simulation, and the factors affecting lightning
fault location and identification are analyzed. Secondly, based on the propagation law of
lightning traveling wave in distribution network and its influencing factors, the layout
principle of distributed monitoring terminals in distribution network and the line layout
scheme are proposed. Finally, the layout scheme is verified and optimized by lightning
fault location simulation. This method provides support for the application of distributed
monitoring terminals in lightning fault location and identification of distribution
networks, and is conducive to improving the intelligent and digital level of distribution
lines.
A design of crossover protection device for corroded overhead ground wire tension
replacement
Gang Zhao, Sen He, Peicai Wei, Weifeng Ding, Jinling Huang, Jun Hou , Ningan He
Presenter: Weifeng Ding, Maintenance and Test Center CSG EHV Power Transmission
Company, China

ES392
17:20 - 17:35

Abstract: In order to improve the safety of the tension replacement of the corroded
overhead ground wire in the spanning gear, avoid the failure of the sealing wire rope and
make the spanning facility damaged after the broken wire of the corroded overhead
ground wire. A crossover protection device is designed by analyzing the reasons for the
failure of the sealing rope in this paper. Before the tension replacement, install multiple
protective devices while arranging the sealing rope above the facility to be crossed. The
sliding system designed by the protective device does not affect the traction and sliding
during the replacement of the corroded overhead ground wire, and can break the corroded
overhead ground wire. Afterwards, it carries its breaking impact load, and transmits it
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through the sliding system, so as to prevent the sealing rope from being directly rubbed
and cut and broken and fail, and ensure the safety of the facilities being crossed. The
protective device has been verified by the actual engineering on site and can meet the
needs of on-site use. The design of the protection device provides a feasible solution for
the tension replacement of the corroded overhead ground wire for the broken wire
protection, and has important reference significance for the future similar operations.
An Optimalized Power System Stability Control Structure Based on Breaker
Failure Protection as Backup
Yiqi Dang, Hua Wang, Lei Liu, Wenzhe Chen, Hongxiang Xu, Wei Han and Weidong
Ma
Presenter: Yiqi Dang, State Grid Henan Electric Power Research Institute, China

ES30
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Abstract: In the process of stability controlling such as load shedding, if breaker failure
occurred, current solutions cannot resection enough load to balance the generation and
consumption to keep frequency and voltage stability. The same question also exists in
other control processes such as out-step splitting, etc. In this paper, the authors analyzed
the potential measures available in the field substation and discussed the feasibility of
using breaker failure protection as the backup solution to handle the problems. Based on
the analysis, the author put forward an optimized power system stability control structure
and explained its availability, feasibility, and merits. Besides, the authors researched the
logic of breaker failure protection, and come up with a method to prevent the breaker
failure protection from malfunctioning. The simulation proved the correction of the
authors’ views.
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Performance Analyses of a Diesel Engine Fueled with Diesel-biodiesel Mixture
Zhaochun Lyu, Zan Huang, Hua Xiao, Wenxuan Ying, Youyi Li, Ziming Chen
Presenter: Zhaochun Lyu, Guangzhou Maritime University, China
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Abstract: With the continuous turmoil in the traditional energy market and the serious
environmental problems caused by the overuse of fossil fuels, it is urgent to find
sustainable alternative energy sources. Biodiesel has aroused great interest because of its
renewability, biodegradability and environmental friendliness, as well as its feasibility
and adaptability as an alternative fuel. In this paper, a four-stroke model of the QC490GP
diesel engine is established. The accuracy and reliability of the model are analyzed and
verified by comparing the simulation results with the experimental data. The free
regulation of mixed fuel components is realized by establishing a biodiesel model, and
the variation curves of power, torque, brake specific fuel consumption (BSFC) and NOx
emissions are obtained. The results show that power and torque increase with the increase
of biodiesel blending ratio, and BSFC decreased with the increase of biodiesel blending
ratio.
ITER PF in Series AC/DC Converters Starting Mechanism Assisted by External
Bypass
Xiuqing Zhang, Liansheng Huang, Xiaojiao Chen, Shiying He, Zejing Wang, Ying Zuo,
Ya Li, Lingpeng Li
Presenter: Xiuqing Zhang, Institute of Plasma Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences,
China

ES402
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Abstract: The International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) Poloidal Field
(PF) in series AC/DC converters are composed by three converter units in series to supply
megawatt energy to PF coil. With the characteristics that high power, complex operating
mode, large amount of snubber capacitors and thyristor branch busbar inductances,
starting failure could give rise to overvoltage and damage the converter. Therefore, it is
imperative to analyze the starting mechanism of ITER PF in series AC/DC converters. In
this paper, assisted by the external bypass the starting mechanism is proposed to activate
the ITER PF in series AC/DC converters securely and reliably. The starting failure
overvoltage of three starting mechanisms including the impact of resistance-capacitance
absorption is calculated. According to the calculated results, a starting mechanism that
starts two converter units firstly and then start the third one is optimal for ITER PF in
series AC/DC converters. The effectiveness and superiority of the proposed starting
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mechanism is testified by the simulation.
Feasibility Analysis of Full Power Variable Speed Operation of Pumped Storage
Power Station Based on M3C Converter
Youzong Jian, Lei Zhong, Feng Yi, Haishan Guo, Hemin Yang, Wei Xu, Jing Hu and
Yanfei Wu
Presenter: Haishan Guo, NARI Technology Co., Ltd, China

ES25
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Abstract: The unit of variable-speed pumped storage can realize the stepless regulation of
peak shaving and valley filling in power grid, improve the hydraulic performance of
pump turbine, expand the operation range and improve the operating efficiency of the
unit. The realization method of high-power variable-speed pumped-storage unit has been
one of the key and difficult research works at this stage. In view of the complex excitation
system of the AC excitation unit and only suitable for new applications, this paper
proposes a full-power variable speed scheme in which multilevel matrix converter (M3C)
topology converter are connected in parallel on both sides of the main circuit breaker of
the existing pumped-storage unit. From the three dimensions of voltage stress, current
stress and thermal stress of power electronics, the feasible scheme of using M3C
converter to realize full power variable speed operation of pumped storage unit is
analyzed. The feasibility of the proposed full-power variable-speed scheme is shown by
comparing the pumping-storage starting strategies at constant speed and full-power
variable-speed pumping-storage and the converted starting time of the water pump. The
correctness of the proposed scheme is verified by the dynamic model experiment.
Recognition of Partial Discharge in Medium Voltage Switchgear via Gray-scale
Diagram and Support Vector Machine
Xutao Wu, Lei Jin, Weifeng Liu, Bo Niu, Zecheng Li and Yunlong Ma
Presenter: Lei Jin, Xi’an Jiaotong University, China

ES44
16:30 - 16:45
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Abstract: Partial discharge (PD) has been proved to be a sensitive indicator to reveal the
insulation condition of medium voltage (MV) switchgear. Since the influence of a PD on
MV switchgear strongly depends on its type and location, accurate recognition of the PD
is crucial to improve the efficiency of on-site measurement and optimize the maintenance
strategy. Accordingly, this paper develops a PD recognition method based on gray-scale
diagram and support vector machine. Labeled signals including many PD pulses are
transformed into a gray-scale diagram via a two-dimensional maximum margin criterion,
significantly reducing the dimensionality of the PD data thus improving computing
efficiency. Models of different types of PD defects are then trained by applying the
support vector machine to the labeled gray-scale diagrams. Eventually, the type of a PD is
identified via the trained models. The effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed
method are verified on four artificial PD models and three simulated PD defects on a real
10-kV switchgear.
Charging Behavior Analysis Based on BIRCH Clustering
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Dong Yan, Chong-Yang Luo, Yulan Li, Bin Zhu, Miao-Long Yan, Shu-Li Yao
Presenter: Dong Yan, Chongqing University of Posts and Telecommunications, China
Abstract: Many charging pile statistics have been produced as a result of the increased
popularity of electric vehicles and the ongoing growth in the number of charging stations.
In order to obtain a typical charging user profile, this paper collects and cleans the
charging data from 2021 to 2022 in Banan District, Chongqing. It then uses the BIRCH
clustering method to group the charging power, SOC, and RFM data into
one-dimensional, two-dimensional, and three-dimensional cluster groups. According to
the clustering results, 75% of users in the Banan District charge at low and medium
power levels. Some users exhibit overt signs of anxiety about their mileage or refuse to
wait for charging. RFM clustering categorizes the level of user demand for charging in
the Banan District into three types, demonstrating how frequently users charge there.
Finally, this research offers several recommendations based on the three clustering traits.
The user profile and recommendations can successfully aid distribution networks and
operators in better understanding users, and they can serve as useful resources for creating
better charge configuration plans and marketing campaigns.
Optical E-Field Sensor Based on the Pockels Effect of LiNbO3
Shangpeng Sun, Feiyue Ma, Bo Wang, Bo Niu, Hui Ni, Lei Chen
Presenter: Shangpeng Sun, Electric Power Research Institute, State Grid Ningxia Power
Co., Ltd

ES428
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Abstract: Optical Electric field measurement is widely applied to various research areas.
In this paper, an intensive optical electric-field (E-field) sensor for time-domain
measurement has been studied comprehensively, which is based on the pockels effect of
lithium niobate. The principle and the key issues of the sensor design are presented. After
fabrication, the input/output characteristic was obtained and the calibration was
implemented between two parallel square metal planes under power frequency. The
presented novel sensor was suitable for insulated, intensive (> 801 kV/m), wide
frequency band (10Hz~50MH) small size (65 mm x 15 mm x 15 mm) electric field
measurement.
Study on anti-pollution flashover durability of superhydrophobic insulating coating
surface
Jinyu Chen, Wenxin Chen, Hanxing Lin, Zihan Chen, Simin Chen and Guansan Chen
Presenter: Jinyu Chen, Power Economic Research Institute of State Grid Fujian Electric
Power Company, China
Abstract: The anti-pollution flashover performance of superhydrophobic coatings is one
of the key factors that determine whether it can be further applied and promoted in the
field of external insulation of power systems. However, there is a lack of theoretical and
experimental research on the anti-pollution flashover durability of the superhydrophobic
coating surface. This paper introduces the influence of corrosion on the anti-pollution
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flashover performance of the superhydrophobic coating surface, comprehensively
analyzes the corrosion resistance mechanism of the coatings from both physical structure
and chemical properties, and proposes a method to improve the anti-pollution flashover
durability of the coatings. Furthermore, the anti-pollution flashover durability of the
superhydrophobic coating surface was evaluated through experiments. The results show
that the leakage current of the corroded superhydrophobic coating surface is still far less
than that of the RTV coating and uncoated surface.
Performance and Emission Characteristics of a Diesel Engine using Ammonia/Diesel
Wenxuan Ying, Hua Xiao, Aiguo Chen, Zhaochun Lyu, Yushi Lin and Xiuhua Ma
Presenter: Wenxuan Ying, Guangzhou Maritime University, China

ES2619
17:30 - 17:45

Abstract: With the increasingly serious environmental pollution caused by the use of
traditional fossil fuels, the development of new green energy has become an important
issue. In the present study, the combustion of ammonia/diesel dual-fuel in the diesel
engine are investigated numerically. Performance characteristics and emission
characteristics are analyzed with different proportions of ammonia mixed with diesel. The
results show that with the increase of ammonia ratio, the output power of the engine and
the temperature in the cylinder are reduced. Though the NOx emissions increase, the COx
emissions are greatly reduced. In general, ammonia has the potential to be used in diesel
engine effectively as an alternative fuel.
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Design of emergency control decision system for new power system with strong
uncertainty
Zhao Ming, Dai Yuchen, Zhou Rui, Sun Zelun, Zhang Jiabin
Presenter: Zhao Ming, NARI Group Corporation(State Grid Electric Power Research
Institute), China & State Key Laboratory of Smart Grid Protection and Control, China

ES07
16:00 - 16:15

Abstract: This electronic document is a ―live‖ template and already defines the
components of your paper [title, text, heads, etc.] in its style sheet. *CRITICAL: Do Not
Use Symbols, Special Characters, Footnotes, or Math in Paper Title or Abstract.
(Abstract) Abstract—Security and stability control system is the second-defense-line to
maintain the safe and stable operation of power system. Aiming at the problem of control
strategy failure and mismatch in security and stability control system under strong
uncertainty, a new emergency control decision system architecture is proposed to adapt to
the strong uncertainty of power system. The system adopts a parallel interactive
architecture composed of data processing and interaction subsystem, safety and stability
simulation calculation subsystem and emergency control strategy optimization subsystem,
dynamically adjusts the margin control target value so that the system can adapt to the
rapid changes of power grid mode and control measures, and quickly evaluates the
adaptability risk of emergency control on duty strategy to deal with AC and DC
cascading faults. Based on the convex and concave coefficients of the safety and stability
margin control target value, the emergency control strategy is sliced and verified by
simulation, so as to realize the rapid optimization of the emergency control strategy
coupled with multiple types of safety and stability problems. The application case of the
actual power grid verifies the effectiveness of the system, and can adapt to the uncertain
changes of the power grid operation mode and control measures.
Design of Power Supply System of Asteroid Exploration Spacecraft
Lei Yingjun, Han Yue, Yang Yi
Presenter: Lei Yingjun, CAST, China

ES379
16:15 - 16:30

Abstract: The mission targets of the Chinese asteroid exploration are an earth co-orbiting
celestial body 2016HO3 and the main-belt comet in the asteroid belt. Compared with
Lunar Exploration and Mars Exploration missions, asteroid exploration mission is
special. The light intensity varies widely during the mission, resulting in a large change in
the output power range of the solar array, which seriously affects the power system
design and the load design during the mission; the spacecraft uses a high-power electric
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propulsion system; the power system has strict weight requirements, the existing power
supply system design cannot meet the requirements. Aiming at the design constraints of
the large variation of solar wing light intensity, the large difference in power requirements
between the electric propulsion and the platform, and the lightweight design of the
spacecraft, a dual-bus power supply system is proposed. High-voltage bus power the
electric propulsion system. The solar cell array directly converges to form a high-voltage
bus, which supplies power for the electric propulsion system. The low-voltage bus adopts
a semi-adjustable bus, and the solar cell array adopts a circular flexible solar wing. The
main detector and return cabin are equipped with lithium-ion battery pack and lithium
fluorocarbon battery pack respectively. Aiming at the requirement of long-term on-orbit
operation of electric propulsion system, a solar wing output power measurement system is
designed. Product test results show that the power system design can meet the working
requirements of electric propulsion and platform loads. The power system design can
provide reference for the other deep space exploration power system.
Calculation of characteristic parameters of short-circuit current of power
transformer based on MPM
Qin Yan, Xianqiang Li, Kang He, Qi Wang
Presenter: Qin Yan, Wuhan University of Technology, China

ES431
16:30 - 16:45

Abstract: The short-circuit current waveform is a typical waveform widely used in
short-circuit impedance test of power transformer. The three-peak method and the
exponential curve method are recommended in IEC 62475 to analyze characteristic
parameters of short-circuit current. However, these two methods may result in significant
errors when there is more noise. To solve this problem, the matrix pencil method (MPM)
is adopted which uses discrete signal to solve the defined state space signal model and
calculate dynamically characteristic parameters of short-circuit current, including the
initial phase angle, amplitude, and frequency. The results show that the errors of
three-peak method, exponential curve method and MPM are 11.40 %, 11.38 % and
0.40 % respectively when the short-circuit current waveform is contained with 20dB
Gaussian white noise. MPM effectively suppresses the interference and the calculation
accuracy is significantly higher than methods recommended by IEC.
The principle and prospect of AC power standards
Jingfen Bai, Jing Meng, Dongfang Zhao, Shisong Li and Meimei Duan
Presenter: Jingfen Bai, China Electric Power Research Institute Co., Ltd, China

ES2610
16:45 - 17:00

Abstract: As the core element for electrical energy traceability, AC power standards play
a crucial role in ensuring fair and equitable electrical energy trade settlement. This article
summarizes the methods commonly used to construct high-precision AC power
standards, including the related traceability paths. The major measurement uncertainty
components during the calibration of the electric energy meters via different the AC
power standards are analyzed. By reviewing the technical aspects in existing AC power
standards and the new requirements of power system measurement, the future
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development trends for electric power and energy standards are prospected.
Experimental study on vibration characteristics of iron core under harmonic
excitation
Guowei Zhou, Hong Zheng, Xishan Jiang, Jiaxu Liu, Jing Zheng
Presenter: Xishan Jiang, Zhejiang University, China

ES2607
17:00 - 17:15

Abstract: Under the excitation of harmonic wave, the vibration characteristics of power
transformer core show different characteristics compared with the working conditions. In
this paper, the experimental transformer is taken as the experimental measurement object,
and an iron core vibration measurement platform with adjustable harmonic excitation is
built. Then we measured the surface vibration of the iron core under different harmonic
excitation. The spatial distribution characteristics of the surface vibration of the iron core
under different harmonic excitation are analyzed. Compared with the experimental mode
analysis of the iron core, the results show that the existence of harmonic excitation can
greatly increase the vibration of the iron core and stimulate more vibration modes of the
structure. The research in this paper can provide reference for the modeling of core
vibration under harmonic excitation.
Staged Solution Strategy for Reducing Active Network Loss Based on Transmission
Switching
Zhengwei Shen, Huadong Sun, Wuzhi Zhong, Guangru Zhang, Changsheng Chen
Presenter: Zhengwei Shen, China Electric Power Research Institute, China

ES423
17:15 - 17:30

ES414
17:30 - 17:45

Abstract: In view of the system active network loss has been neglect while using
transmission switching control measures to solve the static problems such as line
overloads, voltage violations, the reduce of active power loss is considered as a
sub-problem of the above-mentioned static problems, and a staged solution strategy
including screening and detailed analysis is proposed in this paper. This methodology
firstly uses sensitivity method to screen the pre-switching scheme with high reliability,
and then based on Newton-Raphson method to analyze in detail the transmission
switching scheme which can meet the requirements of base-case system operation and
reduce the active power loss of the system. The performance of the proposed
methodology for transmission switching reduce system network loss is tested the
IEEE300 node system. The advantages of the proposed methodology in terms of
computational efficiency and accuracy are compared and the satisfactory results are
obtained.
A HVRT Control Strategy for DFIG Considering Dynamic Changes of Stator Flux
and Dynamic Reactive Power Compensation
Jie Chen, Jiandong Duan, Zhenghao Qi, Tong Gao, Zhang Yang
Presenter: Jie Chen, Xi'an University of Technology, China
Abstract: In recent years, the proportion of wind power generation in the grid has become
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higher and higher. Doubly-fed induction generator (DFIG) has become the mainstream
wind turbine of distributed wind farms. For DFIG, large rotor currents and DC bus
voltages will be generated when the grid voltage swells. Without protection, the converter
may be damaged. It is essential to enhance the fault ride through capability of DFIG and
reduce the impact on the stable operation of power grid. Therefore, a high voltage
ride-through (HVRT) control strategy considering dynamic reactive power compensation
is investigated to address this problem. Firstly, the original control strategy is described.
Secondly, variation of the stator flux is considered during the grid fault. Thirdly, the
grid-side converter (GSC) and the rotor-side converter (RSC) output reactive current to
provide reactive power compensation. Finally, simulation results analyses are conducted
by MATLAB/Simulink to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed strategy.
Design and Application of Intelligent Management and Control System of the
Installation of UHV Oil-Immersed Main Transformer Based on Internet of Things
Ran Dong, Xiaosong Wang, Yan Wang, Zhen Liu, Lei Hou, Xuan Dong, Sha Yang,
Donghong Cao and Chengwei Zhang
Presenter: Xuan Dong, NARI Group (State Grid Electric Power Research Institute) Co.,
Ltd, China

ES01
17:45 - 18:00

ES2156

Abstract: Aiming at the problems in the installation process of UHV (ultra-high voltage)
oil immersed main transformer, such as lack of visual monitoring means and low degree
of automation, this paper designs an intelligent management and control system for the
installation of UHV oil-immersed main transformer based on Internet of Things. The
configuration of key index monitoring sensors in the perception layer and the
modification scheme of primary equipment are given, a local monitoring and control
system based on PLC control logic is developed, a long-distance communication scheme
based on the combination of broadband and narrowband wireless networking technology
is proposed, and a substation background monitoring system with WEB remote access
function is developed. It realizes the whole process online monitoring and recording of
the key indicators of quality control and key processes of the main transformer
installation, and the automatic control of part of the installation processes. The practical
results show that the application of the system effectively guarantees the quality of
equipment installation and improves the construction efficiency.
Research on Transformer Saturation Mechanism and Restraining Measures in
VSC-HVDC Black Start Process
Fei Kong, Jie Li, Mengjun Liao, Shuyong Li, Xuehua Lin, Xiaobin Ding
Presenter: Fei Kong, Power Dispatching and Control Center of China Southern Power
Grid, China

18:00 - 18:15
Abstract: Voltage Source Converter based High Voltage Direct Current technology has
the ability of power supplying for passive loads in black start mode. The transformer at
VSC-HVDC black start side will bear the voltage boosting process at the converter valve
side during the black start process. If the saturation characteristic of transformer and the
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control function for black start is inadaptive, the transformer will be deeply saturated
during the black start process, which will threaten the safety of transformer equipment
and even cause HVDC tripping. In order to identify the major factor impacting the
transformer saturation during black start process, this paper analyzes the saturation
mechanism of the transformer at the black start side in view of a practical VSC-HVDC
tripping event. Meanwhile, the saturation phenomenon consistent with the project is
simulated based on the RTDS simulation platform. Then the research on the suppression
measure of increasing the rated voltage climbing time from 0.2s to 60s and changing the
tap changer position into the specified position for black start process, is carried out and
proposed. Finally, the method proposed in this paper is verified by simulation and applied
in practical projects, which proves the effectiveness of the method proposed in this paper
and provides an effective solution to the transformer saturation problem during
VSC-HVDC black start process.
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Methods for the tower fatigue loads to cumulative based on wind direction
probabilistic
Hongwu Jiang, Dan Luo, Siyao Deng
Presenter: Hongwu Jiang, CRRC Zhuzhou Institute Co., Ltd, China

ES37
15:45 - 16:00

Abstract: The wind turbine tower bears alternating fatigue load with a life of 20 years.
The fatigue load mainly comes from turbulence. The turbulence intensity changes with
the wind direction as the influence of surface roughness and wake. The general tower
fatigue loads to accumulate does not consider the influence of the wind direction. It is
assumed that the wind direction is always in one direction for load calculation and
simulation. However, the wind turbine will yaw according to the main wind direction to
always make the wind turbine in the optimal wind direction at a specific wind turbine
site. Three methods are discussed in this paper for the tower fatigue loads to cumulative
based on wind direction probabilistic. The calculation efficiency of equivalent fatigue
accumulation for the tower of the wind turbine based on wind direction probability
distribution is greatly reduced as the innovative use of the ranking method to simplify the
engineering application.
A Novel Electrothermal Combined Aging Test System for High-power Thyristor in
the Converter Valve of HVDC Power Transmission Title
Longchen Liu, Yuexiao Yu, Kang Zhang, Lei Pang, Fenglian Liu, Chenmeng Zhang
Presenter: Longchen Liu, State Grid Sichuan Electric Power Research Institute, China

ES63
16:00 - 16:15

Abstract: Thyristor converter valve is the core equipment of HVDC power transmission
system, and its operation reliability is directly related to the safety and stability of the
HVDC power grid. Under the Operating conditions of high current and strong
electromagnetism, some thyristors are prone to develop the performance degradation,
device damage, breakdown or other problems, which lead to commutation failure, chain
breakdown and other serious faults of converter valves. Therefore, in order to deeply
understand the degradation law and aging mechanism of characteristic parameters during
the aging process of the converter valve thyristor, it is first necessary to build a thyristor
aging test device that simulates the operation process of the converter valve required for
the test. The paper first analyzes the actual operating conditions of the thyristor of the
converter valve, and designs the main circuit of the thyristor's electric and heating
combined aging based on this, and then designs and builds the control units involved in
the circuit, including the driving circuit of the IGBT and the trigger circuit of the
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thyristor, and the thyristor junction temperature control system is designed based on the
actual operating conditions of the thyristor. In order to obtain the degradation law of
characteristic parameters in the aging process of thyristor, an online monitoring system
for thyristor leakage current and an offline measurement system for reverse recovery are
designed. It’s found that each module and the main circuit can maintain long-term stable
operation based on the inspection and test, which has laid a good foundation for the aging
test of the high-power thyristor.
Migration Dynamics of Gas Bubble Excited by External AC Electric and
Mechanical Vibration Stresses
Niyomugabo Emmanuel Ladislas, Qingmin Li, Qiushi Liu, Yunpeng Li, Wu Jie, Huang
Weimin
Presenter: NIYOMUGABO EMMANUEL LADISLAS, North China Electric Power
University, China

ES373
16:15 - 16:30

Abstract: The development of gas bubbles is normal and nearly unavoidable in power
transformer operation. Bubbles are the result of different stresses such as thermal,
electric, and vibration that may lead to insulation failure in oil transformers. Recent
studies emphasised on the dynamic effects of bubbles under different non-electric fields
in engineering. However, additional investigations are desirable on the behaviours and
mechanisms of bubbles under combined stresses of mechanical vibration and electric
field. The present study investigates numerically the dynamic behaviours of a
monodisperse bubble swelling in an oil transformer exposed to vibrations and an electric
field. An established two-dimensional model was used to solve the Navier-Stokes,
vibrational and electric field equations. The level-set approach was adopted to track the
trajectory and shape of the soaring bubble. The influence of the electric field, vibration
frequency, amplitude, and bubble size on air bubble motion and deformation sifted. The
outcomes reveal that the bubble size, electric field, and vibration amplitude influence
dynamic bubble characteristics. The electric field revealed its contribution to the bubble
deformation rising from the initial point. The bubble rising rate showed a dependence on
bubble size and vibration parameters.
Research on evaluation method of composite insulator shed aging state based on
Terahertz time domain spectroscopy
Yibin Cheng, Zhensheng Wu, Yuping Yang, Haitao Yang
Presenter: Yibin Cheng, Beijing Jiaotong University, China

ES2592
16:30 - 16:45

Abstract: Silicone rubber composite insulators are widely used in modern power system
due to its excellent performance, but with the increase of operation time, the aging
problem of composite insulator is increasingly prominent. In this paper, the molecular
simulation method is used to analyze the structure of methyl vinyl silicone rubber (MVQ)
molecules with a degree of polymerization of 10 under an applied electric field. It is
found that the chemical properties of the short chain are unstable, and condensation
polymerization may occur, which makes the internal cross-linking of molecules produce
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traps, resulting in polarization charges on the surface of the material. At the same time,
this paper selects insulators to conduct partial discharge experiments to classify the aging
degree, and then uses the terahertz time-domain spectrum (THz-TDS) to obtain the
absorption coefficient spectrum of these samples. The number of absorption peaks
between 0.5-0.8 THz increases, which is considered to be caused by the increase of
alcohol groups and hydroxyl groups in the composite insulator with the growth of the
operating years. Finally, an evaluation model of insulator aging degree based on support
vector machine (SVM) is established, the classification accuracy rate is 91.6667%.
Inverse problem of oil pipeline dynamic operation based on model-free adaptive
control theory
Lei He, Ming Zhang and Jing Gong
Presenter: Lei He, CNOCC Reserach Institute Ldt, China

ES375
16:45 - 17:00

Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to solve the inverse problem of the dynamic
operation of dispatchers in oil pipeline system based on the real-time system process
parameters. To realize online solution of system dynamic operation inverse problem,
model free adaptive control theory is introduced for the first time. In particular, the
frequency domain analysis method is adopted to prove that the oil pipeline system meets
assumptions of the control theory. The dynamic state model suitable for solving the
control process of the pipeline system is established by using the field data, and the
inverse problem of the controlled components dynamic process is solved by using the
model free adaptive control method. By analyzing the characteristics of pipeline flow
process and comparing different linearized models, the full from dynamic linearization
method is selected to model the system state. Single-input-single-output system model
and Multi-Input-Single-Output system model are adopted to solve the single station and
multiple stations joint operation process respectively. This method is verified with
SCADA data of a real pipeline system. The results show that the proposed method can
realize the online twining of valve dynamic operation process, and improve the accurate
of system state parameters estimation during dynamic operation.
Human Reliability Analysis in Probabilistic Safety Assessment of Multi-unit Nuclear
Power Plants under External Impact
Dalin Liu, Shuting Wang, Yiquan Zhou, Zhen Yan, Ling Zhao, Zhuangye Wang
Presenter: Dalin Liu, Nuclear Power Operations Research Institute (NPRI), China

ES376
17:00 - 17:15

Abstract: The Latest assault on Zaporizhzhia nuclear power plant in Ukraine drew
worldwide attention on nuclear safety of nuclear power plants under external impact.
Nowadays, most power plants around world combine multiple units, and nuclear safety
concerns severe accidents in multi-unit sites. Under heavy external impact, reactors safety
relates a lot to performance and decision-making of operators along with related
organization and work devices. This complicated problem can be analyzed and predicted
through probabilistic safety assessment which is widely practiced in nuclear power plants.
In this paper, an approach to calculate core damage rates considering human reliability
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effect among units under external impact was brought up, which also presents a practical
way to analyze similar scenarios.
Identification of construction vehicles under high voltage transmission line based on
improved YOLOv5s
Shaojun Liu, Yitian Sha, Yuhang Yang, Hanlin Guan, Yue Wu and Jingya Li
Presenter: Shaojun Liu, State Grid Nanjing Power Supply Co., China

ES2603
17:15 - 17:30

Abstract: To achieve accurate recognition of construction vehicles under high-voltage
transmission lines and eliminate the influence of external environmental influences on the
recognition effect, it is essential to use effective target detection methods to achieve
real-time detection of construction vehicles under transmission line scenes. Some current
methods have good results in target detection accuracy, but they do not meet the
lightweight requirements and cannot respond in time. To address the existing problems,
based on YOLOv5s, we propose a new target detection
method. The method not only improves detection accuracy but also has a small model
computation, which facilitates lightweight deployment and response. A guided filtering
algorithm is first used to noise-reduce the images in the dataset and enhance the texture
features of the images. Then based on YOLOv5s, the receptive field module (RFB) is
embedded after the spatial pyramid pooling module (SPPF) to enhance the feature
extraction capability of the network. The experimental results show that compared with
the traditional YOLOv5s algorithm, the improved algorithm improves the detection
accuracy by 4.6%, and the recognition effect is significantly improved, which verifies the
effectiveness of the proposed new algorithm.
Object detection of overhead transmission lines based on improved YOLOv5s
Juping Gu, Junjie Hu, Ling Jiang, Zixu Wang, Xinsong Zhang, Yiming Xu and Jianhong
Zhu
Presenter: Junjie Hu, Nantong University, China

ES430
17:30 - 17:45

Abstract: Given that the aerial image to scan overhead transmission line contains complex
backgrounds and small objects, it is difficult for traditional algorithms to accurately
identify the details of power transmission lines, so this paper develops an object detection
method based on improved
YOLOv5s. To improve the detecting accuracy of small objects, the network structure is
optimized by adding a larger scale detection layer and jump connections. Then, a
self-attention mechanism is introduced to merge the feature relationships between spatial
and channel dimensions. The self-attention mechanism could suppress the interference of
complex backgrounds and boost the salience of objects. In addition, this paper proposes a
small object enhanced complete intersectionover-union as the loss function of the
bounding box regression. This loss function could adjust the derived loss for objects of
different sizes automatically, therefore, improving the detection of small samples. The
experimental results demonstrate that compared to classic YOLOv5s, the detection
accuracy of our algorithm is improved by 4.2%.
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Intelligent substation equipment condition detection method based on infrared
thermal imaging technology and temperature probability density
Lin Yang, Changle Yu, Wenwen Li, Su Zhang, Zhanpeng Jiang, Ao Xiao
Presenter: Zhanpeng Jiang, Skill training center of State Grid Liaoning Electric Power
Co., Ltd, China

ES2614
17:45 - 18:00

Abstract: Aiming at the problem that the existing substation equipment status detection
methods are single and the detection effect is poor, a new intelligent substation equipment
status detection method based on infrared thermal imaging technology and temperature
probability density is proposed. Firstly, the kernel function estimation is used to extract
the temperature probability density function of the infrared image. Secondly, the
detection objects are preliminarily classified according to the temperature distribution in
the infrared image; Finally, the K-means clustering method based on the improved
artificial bee colony algorithm is used to extract the fault part in the infrared image. The
research results show that the method proposed in this paper can improve the accuracy of
fault location identification and reduce the number of iterations required for clustering.
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Huaying Zhang, Yan Li, Zhenzi Wang, Jie Yang, Junwei Cao
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Abstract: At present, some identity authentication schemes of intelligent terminals in
distribution networks need to install additional hardware or issue digital certificates, and
are vulnerable to replay attacks, impersonation attacks and other malicious attacks. To
solve the above problems, this paper proposes a dynamic password authentication scheme
based on SM2, SM3, SM4 algorithm combined with terminal ID, hardware address MAC,
and shared password value PW. This scheme can realize the two-way identity
authentication between the power distribution master station and the intelligent power
distribution terminal. Experiment simulation and security analysis show that this scheme
can resist the common malicious attacks such as replay attack, man in the middle attack
and impersonation attack. Compared with other schemes, this scheme has more security
features and improves the security of identity authentication while reducing the hardware
cost of authentication schemes and avoiding the difficulty of digital certificate
management and maintenance.
Design of Dynamic Password Authentication Scheme Based on SM Algorithm
Xiaoqi Liang, Yong Wang, Xichao Yue
Presenter: Xiaoqi Liang, Shanghai University of Electric Power, China

ES2616
9:50 - 10:05

Abstract: At present, some identity authentication schemes of intelligent terminals in
distribution networks need to install additional hardware or issue digital certificates, and
are vulnerable to replay attacks, impersonation attacks and other malicious attacks. To
solve the above problems, this paper proposes a dynamic password authentication scheme
based on SM2, SM3, SM4 algorithm combined with terminal ID, hardware address MAC,
and shared password value PW. This scheme can realize the two-way identity
authentication between the power distribution master station and the intelligent power
distribution terminal. Experiment simulation and security analysis show that this scheme
can resist the common malicious attacks such as replay attack, man in the middle attack
and impersonation attack. Compared with other schemes, this scheme has more security
features and improves the security of identity authentication while reducing the hardware
cost of authentication schemes and avoiding the difficulty of digital certificate
management and maintenance.
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Flexibility Evaluation Method of Active Distribution Network Considering Flexibility
Resource
Juncheng Zhang, Jing Tan, Zhiwen Liu, Min Li, Yigang Tao and Tianlu Luo
Presenter: Zhiwen Liu, Energy Development Research Institute, China Southern Power
Grid Guangzhou, China

ES404
10:05 - 10:20

Abstract: As distributed energy storage, electric vehicles, adjustable loads, micro-grid
clusters, 5G base stations, data centers and other flexibility resource-scale clusters are
connected to the distribution network, it has become increasingly important to carry out
their flexibility evaluation to guide distribution network planning. First, the connotation of
distribution network flexibility and its influencing factors are analyzed. Second, establish
the flexibility evaluation index of distribution network considering the large-scale cluster
access of flexibility resources. Then, a calculation method of the flexibility evaluation
index of the distribution network considering the large-scale cluster access of flexibility
resources is proposed. Finally, the method proposed in this paper is verified by the IEEE
33-bus standard example system.
Optimal Scheduling Method for the Distribution Network Integrated with
Multi-Energy Systems Considering Flexible Regulation Abil
Hui Hui, Li Rui, Zhao Yang, Wang Mig
Presenter: Hui Hui, China Electric Power Research Institute, China

ES412
10:20 - 10:35
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Abstract: With the increasing demand for clean and low-carbon energy in society, the
distribution network will face the continuous integration of multiple energy systems in the
future. This phenomenon brings great challenges to the safe operation of the distribution
network. To solve this issue, this paper proposes an optimal scheduling method for the
multi-energy integrated distribution network considering flexible regulation ability. Firstly,
the flexible regulation ability is defined in this paper for the distribution network integrated
with multi-energy systems. Secondly, various flexible regulation resources and regulation
characteristics in the distribution network are analyzed. Then, the flexibility index is
analyzed based on the interval variation model for multiple objects, such as sources, loads,
energy conversion and storage, and pipeline network. Finally, the system optimization
model considering flexible regulation ability is established and solved by the conventional
particle swarm optimization (PSO) method. By the proposed method, system flexibility
and operation economy can be simultaneously improved in the multi-energy integrated
distribution network. Case studies of an urban model verify the effectiveness of the
proposed method.
A Novel adjustment Strategy for Reducing Three-phase Unbalance in Low-voltage
Distribution Area
Jun Lai, Jianliang Shen, Yi Zhang, Zan Zhong, Guangsheng Liu
Presenter: Guangsheng LIU, SiChuan University, China
Abstract: The three-phase currents unbalance in the distribution area will increase the line
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loss in the distribution area. The existing adjustment strategies of three-phase unbalanced
current focus on ensuring the balance of low-voltage side of distribution transformer,
which may lead to the failure to achieve the minimum line loss. In this paper, a novel
three-phase current unbalance adjustment strategy is proposed, which starts from the
balance of the current in the user meter box, followed by branch line current balance, trunk
line current balance and low-voltage side current balance of the distribution transformer.
The example results show that the proposed method can better achieve the purpose of
three-phase unbalance mitigation and effectively reduce line loss.
Topology Identification of Medium Voltage Distribution Network Based on Copula
Entropy
Yingjie Tian, Fan Li, Yi Wu, Haoran Chen, Chengze Li and Xiu Yang
Presenter: Haoran Chen, Shanghai University of Electric Power , China

ES2599
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Abstract: In order to solve the problems of frequent changes in distribution network
topology and difficult topology identification, a topology identification method for
medium voltage distribution network based on Copula entropy (CE) is proposed. First, a
Copula function containing multivariable dependencies is established. Second, the CE
defined by the Copula function is estimated by using the nonparametric method to obtain
the Copula entropy correlation matrix between nodes. Finally, the maximum spanning tree
algorithm is used to complete the topology identification of the medium voltage
distribution network. The method measures the precision of the dependency of global
variables, and the measured dependency is not related to the attributes of a single variable,
and the local optimal problem is avoided. At the same time, this method has no linear and
Gaussian assumptions, which is more conducive to the application in the actual distribution
network in the future. The effectiveness and robustness of the proposed method are
verified by IEEE33 bus distribution network simulation, and it shows some advantages
over the existing methods.
Coordinated Voltage Control Strategy of Active Distribution Networks with
Consideration of Power to Hydrogen
Yongxiang Zhang, Jian Chen, Leiqi Zhang, Qiliang Wu
Presenter: Yongxiang Zhang, Shandong University, China

ES2589
11:05 - 11:20

Abstract: The connection of high penetration of distributed renewable energy sources, e.g.
photovoltaic (PV), will bring great challenges to the voltage control of active distribution
network (ADN). To better solve the problem of voltage violation caused by massive
connection of PV, this paper explores the voltage regulation potential of power to
hydrogen (P2H) devices and proposes a coordinated voltage control strategy of AND with
P2H. Firstly, the models of PV, on-load tap changer (OLTC), capacitor bank (CB), energy
storage systems (ESS) and other traditional equipment in ADN are established. Secondly,
P2H is modeled with consideration of start-stop constraints, output constraints, power
constraints, etc. Finally, a voltage coordination control strategy of ADN with P2H is
proposed considering both the voltage control effect and regulation cost. The proposed
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strategy is tested on the improved IEEE33 distribution network, and the simulation results
verify its effectiveness in reducing voltage deviation and regulating cost.
Analysis of Harmonic Overvoltage Caused by Inrush Current of Closing No-load
Transformer
Han Yanan, Zhou Peipeng, Xiang Zutao, Shen Lin, Xiang Weihua, Du Ning
Presenter: Han Yanan, China Electric Power Research Institute, China
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Abstract: The excitation inrush current generated by the closing no-load transformer
propagates in the power grid, and may cause a temporary overvoltage rise of the bus node
after being injected into the system, and the harmonic content is rich. In this paper, the
simulation analysis of 500kV and 1000kV typical systems in different system operation
modes and different annual modes were carried out, and the suppression effect of measures
such as phase selection closing, closing resistance, and adjustment operation mode were
studied. The conclusion showed that the phase-selective closing and closing resistors
installed in the circuit breaker can reduce the inrush current, but the effect of suppressing
such overvoltage was very small. Adjusting the operating mode was the best for
suppressing such harmonic overvoltages.
Analysis of Vibration Characteristics of Dry-Type Transformer Iron Core and
Windings Based on Multi Physical Field
Zaihua Wang, Shulian Liu, Ling Zhang
Presenter: Zaihua Wang, Electric Power Research InstituteState Grid Zhejiang Electric
Power Co.Ltd, China
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Abstract: Vibration and noise are problems that cannot be ignored in the normal operation
of transformers, the vibration of transformers is coupled by windings and cores, how to
distinguish between vibration caused by cores and vibration caused by windings are more
critical in transformer vibration fault diagnosis. The vibration of the transformer caused by
magnetostriction of the iron core under no load and the vibration of the transformer caused
by a short circuit are two typical working conditions. Therefore, in this paper, based on
SB20-400VA three-phase three-pillar dry-type transformer, the electric-magnetic-force
multi-physical field model of the dry-type transformer is built by COMSOL software, and
the vibration characteristics under different working conditions are extracted by simulation
under no-load and short-circuit. By analyzing vibration characteristics of the fundamental
frequency and harmonic frequency signals, the identification method to distinguish the
transformer short-circuit and no-load vibration is found, which lays the foundation for the
fault diagnosis of transformer vibration.
Optimal Calculation of Current Carrying Capacity of Cables in Distribution
Network by Probability Method Considering Parameter Uncertainty
Tengfei Li, Liming Wang, Qingming Lin, Yang Zhao, Aiqing Ma, Mingyang Zheng
Presenter: Mingyang Zheng, Shanghai University of Electric Power, China
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Abstract: In the design stage of Cables in Distribution Network, the maximum allowable
current carrying capacity of cables is usually designed in consideration of extreme weather,
resulting in low utilization rate of the whole cable in most cases. Taking the three-core
cable in the distribution network as an example, in this paper，Firstly, based on Monte
Carlo method, probability statistics of relevant factors affecting cable ampacity and
historical load are carried out. Secondly, the calculation process of the most reasonable
allowable cable load based on probability method is designed. Finally, the cable allowable
load is obtained by counting the uncertain parameters such as soil thermal resistance,
environmental temperature, historical load in a certain period of time in a certain area of
Shanghai. The results show that the cable allowable load exceeds 347A specified for the
worst environment in 94% of the time period, which verifies the effectiveness of the
calculation method.
An Intelligent Optimal Location Method for Booster Transformer of Offshore Wind
Power System Based on GIS Geometric Algorithm
Xiaojiang Guo, Xiaofeng Pan, Caixin Sun, Dunwen Song, Kaixin Liu, Xiangtao Xiao,
Xuetao Yang, Hegege Guan
Presenter: Xuetao Yang, China Electric Power Research Institute, China
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Abstract: Offshore wind power is one of the most potential power generation methods in
the field of renewable energy. The current method of booster station location based on
manual experience cannot accurately consider various constraints, and it is difficult to
achieve the optimization of submarine cable distance. In order to fill in the shortage of
scientific location of offshore substations, an optimal location method of offshore wind
power booster stations based on GIS geometric algorithm and grid segmentation is
proposed. Based on the longitude and latitude coordinates of the upper fan in GIS, the
public feasible area for the location of the booster station is intelligently obtained through
geometric measurement and intersection calculation. Grid segmentation is conducted for
the public feasible site selection area, and the shortest cable connection length is taken as
the optimization objective to screen the optimal site of the wind power booster station. The
GIS based optimization location technology of offshore wind power booster stations has
laid a foundation for scientific and rapid optimization location and network adjustment of
offshore wind power booster stations.
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Accurate Position Sensorless Control for Switched Reluctance Machines based on
Data Fusion with Kalman Algorithm
Dongpeng Zhang, Yixin Sun, and Lefei Ge
Presenter: Assoc. Prof. Lefei Ge, Northwestern Polytechnical University, China
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Abstract: As the third line of defense equipment to prevent the frequency collapse of the
power system, with the wide access of renewable energy, the under frequency and under
voltage automatic load shedding device has the risk of miss and mal operation due to the
change of power grid characteristics. Firstly, this paper aims at the risk points of incorrect
tripping of the power reverse transmission line, the failure of the device due to excessive
RoCoF and voltage suspension under fault, On the basis of combing the existing criteria,
the causes of incorrect action of the device are analyzed, A comprehensive improved
criteria is proposed for judging allowable cut state by multi-path acquisition line load, the
RoCoF unlocking condition and the under voltage special wheel unlocking condition.
Finally, the validity of the proposed criterion is verified by simulation test.
Under Frequency and Under Voltage Load Shedding Criterion for high-penetration
new energy power system
LI Zhukun, YAN Yunsong, CHEN Yonghua
Presenter: LI Zhukun, State Grid Electric Power Research Institute, China
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Abstract: As the third line of defense equipment to prevent the frequency collapse of the
power system, with the wide access of renewable energy, the under frequency and under
voltage automatic load shedding device has the risk of miss and mal operation due to the
change of power grid characteristics. Firstly, this paper aims at the risk points of incorrect
tripping of the power reverse transmission line, the failure of the device due to excessive
RoCoF and voltage suspension under fault, On the basis of combing the existing criteria,
the causes of incorrect action of the device are analyzed, A comprehensive improved
criteria is proposed for judging allowable cut state by multi-path acquisition line load, the
RoCoF unlocking condition and the under voltage special wheel unlocking condition.
Finally, the validity of the proposed criterion is verified by simulation test.
Residential load forecasting based on CNN-LSTM and non-uniform quantization
Qiyao He, Yongxin Su
Presenter: Qiyao He, Xiangtan University, China
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Abstract: Accurate residential load forecasting plays an important role to improve the
economy and security of power system operation. However, as the unbalanced
distribution of residential load and the intertwined effects of multiple factors, it is difficult
for a single neural network to make accurate predictions and its ability to generalize is
limited. In this regard, this paper proposes a CNN-LSTM and non-uniform quantization
based method for one-hour ahead residential load forecasting. First, we solve the
unbalanced distribution of residential load by non-uniform quantization, which converts
the load to an approximately normal distribution and fits the learning of neural networks.
Then, the equivalent load after non-uniform quantization and its influencing factors are
interwoven to form intertwining diagrams to facilitate the extraction of nonlinear
relationships. Next, considering the intertwined effects of multiple factors, we use
CNN-LSTM to extract temporal and spatial characteristics between multiple factors and
cope with complex load patterns. We train and validate the proposed method using a
real-world dataset, and the experiment results show that the proposed method
outperforms the existing load forecasting methods.
Analysis and Prediction of Bus Load Flexibility in Demand Side Substation
Hao Xue, Hui Huang, Yanjun Li, Ying Zhang, Tao Yue, Rui Ma
Presenter: Hui Huang, Changsha University of Science and Technology, China
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Abstract: At present, due to the extreme weather and the sound of the seasonal peak, there
are local and phased tensions in power in many places. In order to solve this problem, the
research and analysis of demand side is a very important and critical step. Firstly, the
concept of flexible load flexibility is put forward. The flexibility of reducible load,
shiftable load and interruptible load is defined and quantified by mathematical model.
The definition of flexible load flexibility is extended, the flexibility model of flexible
aggregate load of substation bus on demand side is proposed, and several cases that have
great influence on substation flexibility are analyzed. Finally, a prediction model of
substation flexibility based on radial basis function neural network is proposed. The
accuracy of the model is verified by simulation, which provides a key basis for the
two-way interaction of demand response and source load.
Multi-objective optimal scheduling strategy of microgrid based on V2G technology
Lingxin Zhang, Yang Liu, Lichao Hao, Xiyue Zheng, Xiaozhen Liu, Jialu Li
Presenter: Lichao Hao, Shenyang University of Technology, China
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Abstract: Aiming at the problem of large fluctuation of microgrid output and the need for
large-scale energy storage equipment to stabilize load fluctuations, this paper uses V2G
technology to replace some energy storage equipment with electric vehicle batteries to
realize the optimal scheduling of electric vehicles participating in the microgrid. Firstly, a
bi-objective cooperative scheduling model of battery and V2G considering economy and
grid-connected load fluctuation rate is established, and EV schedulable period constraint,
power constraint and capacity constraint are given. Then, an improved cuckoo search
algorithm is proposed to compare the economy and security of V2G electric vehicle users,
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grid and microgrid dispatch centers under the two operation modes of disorderly and
orderly scheduling of V2G electric vehicle loads. Finally, an example simulation is
carried out. The results show that EV can effectively suppress the fluctuation of microgrid
and further improve the economic benefits of the three parties by replacing part of the
capacity of energy storage equipment, which proves the effectiveness of the method.
Study on the Influence of Frequency Regulation Control on Load of Wind Turbine
Kai Liang, Yangfan Zhang, Yaohan Wang, Linlin Wu, Weixin Yang, Yu Wang, Yuan
Ma, Xianmiao Huang
Presenter: Kai Liang, State Grid Jibei Electric Power Co. Ltd. Research Institute, China
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Abstract: With the increasing number of wind turbines in the power grid, the problem of
frequency stability has been widely concerned. It has become a consensus in the
renewable energy industry that wind turbines should have frequency regulation
capability. The frequency regulation process of wind power calls active power, and the
change of active power may affect the load of wind turbine. Furthermore, it will harm the
reliability of wind turbines and the safety of renewable energy power systems. In this
paper, a wind turbine model was built through MATLAB-Bladed co-simulation, and the
influence of frequency regulation process of wind turbine on mechanical load was
studied. The results showed that the effect on load of hub Mx of wind turbine by
frequency regulation control is severe and should be paid more attention to.
Medium and short-term power load forecasting based on parallel temporal
convolutional neural network
Yue Zhang, Chunguang Hu and Gang Zhao
Presenter: Yue Zhang, Zhenjiang Power Supply Company, State Grid Jiangsu Electric
Power Co., Ltd, China
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Abstract: The medium and short-term forecast of power load can reasonably determine
the operation mode of unit and the overhaul plan of equipment, arrange the daily
dispatching plan and the weekly dispatching plan, improve the measurement accuracy,
which is of great significance to realize the power balance and ensure the safe and
economic operation of the system. When using neural network to predict load in medium
and short-term, the learning ability of the model will be greatly reduced if the training
data is insufficient. At the same time, due to the characteristics of hourly cycle, daily
cycle, weekly cycle and seasonal cycle of power load data, the conventional neural
network training model cannot reflect the different cycle characteristics of load, which
will also have a certain impact on the accuracy of prediction results. Therefore, this paper
first proposes a data enhancement method to effectively solve the problem of insufficient
training data in power load forecasting. Secondly, according to the periodic
characteristics of load, a fusion scheme of parallel temporal convolutional neural network
model with different periodic features is further proposed, which effectively reflects the
multi-periodic characteristics of load data, and thus improves the accuracy of medium and
short-term prediction of power load. Through the modeling and training of load data in a
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certain city, the effectiveness and superiority of the proposed method in medium and
short-term forecasting are verified.
Current Situation and Development Suggestions of Load Side Resources
Participating in Electricity Market Trading Mechanism
Huaiyu Zhang, Jianyu Lu, Li Chang, Linlin Liu, Jing Zhu, Fan Xu
Presenter: Jing Zhu, Southeast University, China
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Abstract: In the summer of 2022, extreme high temperature and drought climate
anomalies occurred in China, which had a serious impact on the economy, agriculture and
people's lives, and the demand for electricity soared. At the same time, the drying up of
rivers led to insufficient hydropower output, leading to tension between power supply and
demand. However, it can effectively relieve the pressure of power supply guarantee by
transferring load side resources to participate in power balance. Under the background of
rapid development of China's electricity market construction, it is crucial to build a load
side resource participation market mechanism which is compatible with China's
electricity market system. This paper summarizes the current situation of load side
resources participating in the electricity market trading mechanism in China this summer,
analyzes the problems based on the actual situation, and puts forward suggestions.
Optimal Regulation of 'Source-Grid-Load-Storage' Interaction Based on State
Based Potential Game
Bo Li, Weinian Ouyang, Tianlun Wang, Zhirui Tang, Tingwei Chen, Zefu Wang
Presenter: Tianlun Wang, School of Electric Power Engineering South China University
of Technology, China
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Abstract: Under the new power system, the traditional source-follow-load model has
changed. With the access of high penetration of renewable energy, more flexible
resources need to be explored from the source-side grid side and load side to increase the
consumption
of
renewable
energy.
Therefore,
the
optimization
of
'source-grid-load-storage (SGLS)' interaction is a hot topic of current research. Because
of the different interests belonging to different parties and their willingness to participate,
the adoption of a centralized algorithm cannot coordinate the interests of all parties well.
The state based potential game (SPG) method can coordinate the consistency of
individual interests and subject interests, and has higher solution accuracy and solution
efficiency compared with the general potential game (PG). Therefore, this article designs
the SGLS interaction optimization model as a SPG problem, solves it using a distributed
algorithm, and verifies the effectiveness of the proposed method through simulation.
Research on aggregation motor model based on statistical synthesis method
Hao Xue, Hengxiang Gou, Yanjun Li, Ying Zhang, Tao Yue, Hu Cheng
Presenter: Hengxiang Gou, Changsha University of Science and Technology, China

11:50 - 12:05
Abstract: With the continuous development of power system, the accuracy of load
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modeling is required to be higher and higher. Aggregated modeling of motors is very
important for integrated load modeling. Due to the deficiency in traditionalaggregation
method that static loads and induction motors are assumed to be connected to the same
bus, an aggrega-tion method of load considering distribution network is presented. In this
method, according to nodal voltage equartion of distribution network, connection nodes
were removed, while load nodes were retained. Then, according tothe principle that active
and reactive power losses were equivalent before and after aggregation, equivalent
distriburtion network impedance was calculated with the retained nodes voltages and
admittances of the reduced distributionnetwork. Moreover, voltage of the fictitious bus
was obtained with the voltage and injecting current of the powersupply point and the
equivalent distribution network.Furthermore, static loads and induction motors were
displacedto the fictitious bus. Finally, according to the electromagnetic model,induction
motors displaced to the fictitious buswere aggregated into a single one, and static loads
were aggregated to a composite one.Because the distribution net-work impedance is
considered，the aggregation model well preserves the characteristic of composite load
model ofdistribution network. The active and reactive fitting errors are small. A case is
also taken to validate that the pro-posed method can improve the simulation precision.
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Synchronization of Electrical Networks with a High Penetration of Power Electronics
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Yang Qi
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Abstract: In view of the rising cost, low equipment utilization and operation efficiency
faced by most traditional power systems at present, and the growing demand for power
data centers, a multi-station integrated containerized power data center construction
scheme is proposed, which integrates substations, energy storage stations, charging
stations, data centers and distributed energy stations to achieve energy complementarity.
First, the importance and advantages of multi-station integration are analyzed, and the
architecture of data center energy supply based on multi-station integration is proposed.
Then it introduces that the containerized data center has better performance than the
traditional data center. Finally, the specific implementation and construction effect of this
scheme are introduced in detail, which shows that it has good center characteristics, and
proves that the multi-station integrated containerized power data center has excellent
centralized advantages, and will lead the future development trend of power data center.
Containerized power data center with multi-station integration
Xionghua Tan, Jinman Luo, Chunjie Yi, Xiangnv Wang and Xu Zhongxin
Presenter: Zhongxin Xu, South China University of Technology, China
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Abstract: In view of the rising cost, low equipment utilization and operation efficiency
faced by most traditional power systems at present, and the growing demand for power
data centers, a multi-station integrated containerized power data center construction
scheme is proposed, which integrates substations, energy storage stations, charging
stations, data centers and distributed energy stations to achieve energy complementarity.
First, the importance and advantages of multi-station integration are analyzed, and the
architecture of data center energy supply based on multi-station integration is proposed.
Then it introduces that the containerized data center has better performance than the
traditional data center. Finally, the specific implementation and construction effect of this
scheme are introduced in detail, which shows that it has good center characteristics, and
proves that the multi-station integrated containerized power data center has excellent
centralized advantages, and will lead the future development trend of power data center.
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Sichuan Power Ancillary Services Market Demand Analysis and Construction Plan
Research
Liang Guo, Yi Lu, Chang Xiao and Zhihua He
Presenter: Liang Guo, State Grid Sichuan Electric Power Company , China
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Abstract: Under the background of high proportion of new energy access, power ancillary
services are of great significance to ensure the reliable operation of power system. This
paper analyzes the construction background and necessity of the ancillary services market
in Sichuan Province, analyzes the market demand of Sichuan ancillary services from the
aspects of power supply and demand characteristics and power ancillary services demand,
and proposes the construction scheme of Sichuan ancillary services market in stages and
markets.
Analysis on the Evolution of Industrial Structure Based on Industrial Electricity
Correlation Topology
Junhong Tian, Junbo Wu, Lu Gao, Zixun Zheng, Bo Wu, Bingxu Hou, Zhuo Yang and
Haobo Ma
Presenter: Zixun Zheng, Beijing SGITG Accenture Information & Technolog Center Co.,
Ltd, China
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Abstract: With the promotion of the national carbon neutrality policy, GS's energy
consumption structure and industrial structure have changed dramatically. Timely and
reliable prediction of the changes of regional industrial structure plays an important role in
regional development planning. Industrial electricity consumption characteristics are
real-time and objective feedback of production and operation status. Therefore, analyzing
the correlation law of industrial electricity can obtain the evolution trend of industrial
structure. This paper excavates the socio-economic value of electricity data and establishes
a set of analysis framework of regional industrial structure based on industrial electricity
correlation topology. Firstly, based on centrality analysis, the regional industry center is
obtained from the perspective of power consumption correlation. Secondly, the trends of
development in different industries are obtained by curve clustering analysis. Finally,
through the topological analysis of industrial electricity, it provides a power perspective to
analyze the transformation and upgrading process of regional industrial structure in
different periods. The analysis results of the electricity consumption of GS's industries
from 2010 to 2020 show that with the promotion and implementation of the national policy
and carbon neutrality policy, most industries in GS shows an overall upward trend, and the
diversified and Clustered Development Characteristics of the manufacturing industry are
obvious. At the same time, on one hand, the national economy is still highly dependent on
traditional high energy consuming industries. On the other hand, the elimination of highly
polluting industries has achieved remarkable results. The research conclusion can provide
energy assistance for the government's precise governance.
BFFBM: A Bloom Filter based Full-link Blacklist Monitoring Method on AMI
Microservice
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Chengfei Qi , Chaoran Bi, Tongjia Wei, Yaoyu Wang, Jiachen Zhong, Peisen Yuan
Presenter: Jiachen Zhong, Nanjing Agricultural University, China
Abstract: The emergence of microservices architecture effectively relieves the single node
load pressure of traditional AMI electricity information collection system, as well as
improving the reliability and maintainability of electricity services. Nevertheless, the
increasingly complex business requirements make the security of microservice invocation
links face great risks. To solve this problem, this paper proposes a bloom Filter based
microservice full-link blacklist monitoring method to quickly identify and reject illegal
service requests to secure system operation and user data. Firstly, the microservice
architecture and the basic principle of bloom filter are introduced. Then the blacklist
monitoring method and workflow are designed. Finally, experimental analysis and
optimization are performed. The experimental results show that our method is practical and
effective.
Economic analysis of hydrogen production from electrolytic water considering
carbon emissions
Qin Fang, Zhoubin Liu, Yuqing Pan, Danlu Xu, Tieyi Chen, Zhiliang Zhang, Bin Li
Presenter: Yuqing Pan, North China Electric Power University, China
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Abstract: Hydrogen production from electrolytic water can realize the absorption of new
energy, and hydrogen production from new energy electricity has no direct carbon
emissions, but the electricity production process will produce different degrees of indirect
carbon emissions to hydrogen production from electrolytic water according to different
power generation sources. Therefore, this paper takes the carbon price into account in the
cost of hydrogen production from electric water, and analyzes the levelized cost of
hydrogen production from electrolytic water under different power sources, It is concluded
that the total cost of hydrogen production in the low valley electricity electrolysis water
hydrogen production process is most sensitive to the carbon price, and the cost of hydrogen
production under each power source increases with the carbon price, and gradually slows
down.
Application Scenario Analysis and Prospect of Electricity Emissions Factor
Yang Yang, Guang Tian , Fan Li, Xin Hao Wang and Xiao Dan Huang
Presenter: Xiao Dan Huang, China Center for Information Industry Development, China
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Abstract: The electricity emissions factor is the link between electricity sector and carbon
emissions. An appropriate selection of the electricity emissions factor could align the
development of the electricity sector with the goal of carbon peaking and neutrality. At
present, China uses electricity emissions factors in five application scenarios: greenhouse
gas (GHG) inventory compilation, national and local statistical accounting, sector and
enterprise accounting, product carbon footprint accounting, and voluntary emissions
reduction accounting. This paper introduces the development history and current situation
of five application scenarios, and introduces the current use of electricity emissions factors.
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Based on the global and China’s emissions reduction trends, this paper raises four
principles, and puts forward short-, medium- and long-term policy suggestions for the
development of electricity emissions factors.
Demand-side Response Crowdsourcing Model and Its Subsidy Allocation
Optimization Method
Tingyi Zhang, Rongheng Lin, Hua Zou, Wei Zeng
Presenter: Tingyi Zhang, Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications, China
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Abstract: The paper proposes a demand-side response crowdSourcing model, combining
crowdSourcing and demand-side response and providing a smooth channel to help
demand-side users participate in electric market transactions. The model reduces the
uncertainty of the users' behavior and is conductive to maintain the balance of power
supply and demand. Considering the influence of subsidies on demand-side users'
willingness to participate in electricity market transactions, the paper supposed an
improved multi-objective particle swarm optimization algorithm to calculate electricity
market transaction crowdsourcing task subsidy allocation scheme. And successfully
improve the completion rate of demand-side response crowdsourcing tasks in the dataset
by 25.4% and the high-quality task completion rate by 30.0%. When compared with other
algorithms, the convergence speed of this algorithm is also faster.
Regional Spot Market Clearing Model for Multi-terminal High Voltage Direct
Current Tie-line with Bidirectional Transmission
Yaping Hu, Huafeng Zhou, Shuhao Sun, Yubin He, Jialei Wang, Cheng Dong, Jie Liu
Presenter: Jie Liu, Beijing Tsintergy Technology Co., Ltd, China
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Abstract: China's resources and load centers are distributed in reverse, and high voltage
direct current (HVDC) technology is utilized to optimize the allocation of resources in the
maximum range. Multi-terminal HVDC power can be freely controlled, and its
characteristics of bidirectional transmission, network losses in the transmission process,
power transmission restrictions, and power change restrictions in adjacent periods bring
challenges to the spot market clearing model in the new power system environment. So,
this paper proposes a HVDC tie-line model considering the characteristics including
bidirectional transmission and transmission network loss. On this basis, this paper further
proposes a regional spot market clearing model that also considers the transmission price
of the tie-line in the spot market. With the goal of minimizing the overall cost of the
region, the DC tie-line power, unit on and off state, and unit power are used as decision
variables in the proposed model, and integer and nonnegative continuous variables are
introduced to optimize and determine the tie-line transmission direction. Then the DC
tie-line transmission power schedule, the AC tie-line transmission power schedule, unit
start-up and shutdown schedule, and unit power schedule of the regional power grid are
obtained on the premise of ensuring the security of the regional power grid. The proposed
model finally realizes the synergy of wind, solar, water, and fire resources in the region.
The three-region IEEE RTS-96 system is used for calculation, and the results verify the
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validity of the proposed model.
Research on the scenario design and business model analysis
source-grid-load-storage collaboration for zero-carbon big data industrial park
Yunli Yue, Jianmin Ding, Dan Chen, Ruixue Fan, Yong Fang, Zhonghua Liu*
Presenter: Zhonghua Liu, Beijing University of Chemical, China
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Abstract: The green energy transformation of big data centers with high energy
consumption is important in promoting carbon neutrality. With zero carbon as the goal,
this paper designs three scenarios of source-grid-load-storage collaboration in big data
industrial park, namely, company-centric, user-centric, and market-centric. Then, the
optimal allocation model of energy storage in zero-carbon big data industrial park with
maximum profit is established, and
its business model is analyzed with the financial evaluation method. Finally, this paper
takes Zhangbemiaotan Big Data Industrial Park as an example, discusses the economy of
the
three scenarios combined with national policies, and puts forward suggestions on
establishing a feasible business model of zero-carbon big data industrial Park.
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Abstract: With the proposal of the carbon peaking and carbon neutrality goals. The use of
new energy sources such as wind and photovoltaic has become the main direction of
energy development in China in the future. New energy sources will gradually replace
traditional fossil energy sources and dominate the power generation in the electricity
system. In this context, the construction and development of new power systems has
become an important means of ensuring a clean, reliable, economic and efficient supply of
power systems, it is also an effective measure to achieve the carbon peaking and carbon
neutrality goals. How to achieve a reasonable assessment of the development status of new
power systems has become a major challenge that constrains the development of new
power systems. Therefore, the paper starts with four dimensions of the new power system,
namely"reliability, cleanliness, economy and interactivity" By establishing the index
evaluation system, use the analytic hierarchy process to assign weights to the indicators.
Secondly, the cloud model is used to construct a cloud diagram of indicator criteria levels
by means of expert scoring to provide criteria for determining the development status of
new power systems. Finally, the validity of the indicator system and the cloud model
evaluation method is verified through arithmetic examples.
Evaluation Methods for the Development of New Power Systems Based on cloud
model
Yongping Wang, Weiting Xu, Chang Liu, Ke Xu, Yang Liu and Minqi Cao
Presenter: Yongping Wang, State Grid Sichuan Electric Power Company, China
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Abstract: With the proposal of the carbon peaking and carbon neutrality goals. The use of
new energy sources such as wind and photovoltaic has become the main direction of
energy development in China in the future. New energy sources will gradually replace
traditional fossil energy sources and dominate the power generation in the electricity
system. In this context, the construction and development of new power systems has
become an important means of ensuring a clean, reliable, economic and efficient supply of
power systems, it is also an effective measure to achieve the carbon peaking and carbon
neutrality goals. How to achieve a reasonable assessment of the development status of new
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power systems has become a major challenge that constrains the development of new
power systems. Therefore, the paper starts with four dimensions of the new power system,
namely"reliability, cleanliness, economy and interactivity" By establishing the index
evaluation system, use the analytic hierarchy process to assign weights to the indicators.
Secondly, the cloud model is used to construct a cloud diagram of indicator criteria levels
by means of expert scoring to provide criteria for determining the development status of
new power systems. Finally, the validity of the indicator system and the cloud model
evaluation method is verified through arithmetic examples.
An economic dispatch model of wind power for optimal reserve capacity of electric
power system
Wenyuan Xu, Qi Wu, Yuan Tao, Siqi Qiu and Zhifeng Qiu,
Presenter: Qi Wu, Central South University, China

ES408
10:05 - 10:20

Abstract: The wind power time series is easily affected by external environmental factors,
showing a high degree of volatility and uncertainty. In order to ensure the safe and stable
operation of the power system, it is necessary to increase the auxiliary reserve capacity,
and the resulting economic problems need to be solved urgently. This article evaluates the
wind power forecast error economically, analyzes the increase in the reserve capacity of
the power system caused by the uncertainty of wind power, and establishes an economic
optimization with a wind curtailment penalty factor on the basis of the dynamic
determination method of the reserve capacity scheduling model. The simulation results of
an example show that under the condition of ensuring the safe operation of the system, the
smaller the wind power prediction error, the less spare capacity required and the better the
economy. In the case of a certain error, using the dynamic method to determine the spare
capacity is an economical and reliable method.
Multi-time scale coordinated optimal scheduling for power balance capability
enhancement
Lili Li, Li Chang, Rongzhang Cao, Bingxiang Wu, Zhongming Xiang and Si Zhang
Presenter: Lili Li, NARI Group, China

ES2621
10:20 - 10:35

Abstract: Under the background of carbon peaking and carbon neutralization strategy, the
proportion of new energy power generation is increasing, and its randomness and volatility
are increasingly prominent. At the same time, extreme weather frequently increases load
fluctuation, and the development of new power system is faced with problems such as
insufficient balance support capacity and power supply shortage. Various resources
involved in power dispatching have their own characteristics of multi time scale response.
The longer the time scale considered by power dispatching, the greater the response
capacity provided by dispatching resources. By extending the scheduling cycle to weeks
and months, scheduling resources can be configured in advance. This paper analyzes the
response characteristics of dispatching resources, and introduces the multi-time scale
coordinated optimal dispatch framework. Then optimal dispatch model is proposed. The
case study based on the actual data of provincial power grid shows the effectiveness of the
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proposed method and model.
Transmission Congestion Management with Generalized
Distribution Factors
Shutong Pu, Guangchun Ruan, Xinfei Yan, and Haiwang Zhong
Presenter: Shutong PU, Tsinghua Universiter, China

ES445
10:35 - 10:50

Generation

Shift

Abstract: A major concern in modern power systems is thatthe popularity and fluctuating
characteristics of renewable energy may cause more and more transmission congestion
events in
power systems. This paper proposes a congestion management approach incorporating a
specially-designed generalized generator shift distribution factor (GSDF) to derive a
computationallyefficient and accurate management strategies. This congestion
management strategy involves multiple balancing generators for generation shift operation
under linearized AC power flow equations. The proposed model is superior in a low
computational complexity (linear equation) and versatile modeling representation with full
consideration of voltage amplitude and reactive power. During the congestion management
process, the
generalized GSDF instructs the selection of target generators while linearized AC equation
reduces the modeling complexity. We use the IEEE 118-bus system to validate the
proposed model and approaches, whose outcomes are found to be more accurate than the
baseline sensitivities calculated by DC power flow.
Research on Whole Process Quality Control Technology of UHV Main Equipment
Based on GIM and Internet of Things
Baoliang Fu, Lei Hou, Xiaosong Wang, Haitao Jiang, Fangyi Xie, Bo Liu and Chengwei
Zhang
Presenter: Fangyi Xie, Beijing North-Star Technology Development Co., Ltd., China

ES2581
10:50 - 11:05

ES403
11:05 - 11:20

Abstract: In view of the problems of asymmetric multi-professional management of main
equipment information in UHV project, untimely updating of equipment information,
uncontrollable state of transportation process, and lack of unified platform for management
of main equipment at all stages, Grid Information Model (GIM), Internet of Things
technology and big data technology are introduced into the main equipment management
of UHV project. The technical scheme of quality management and control of UHV main
equipment in the whole process of installation is designed, and the control points and
implementation methods of the key links in the whole process of planning, production,
transportation, installation and commissioning, and testing are described in detail. The
analysis results show that the scheme can meet the management and control needs of UHV
project main equipment and reduce the cost of UHV main equipment management. It
provides the ability of enterprise operation.
Distributed Operation Strategy of Electricity-Gas Integrated System Based on
Improved ADMM
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Pan Bo, Tian Yun
Presenter: Tianqi Liu, Key Laboratory of Power System Intelligent, Dispatch and Control
of Ministry of Education, Shandong University, China
Abstract: The coupling degree of electricity and gas systems is deepening nowadays. This
paper proposes a distributed operation strategy based on improved alternate direction
multiplier method (ADMM). Firstly, the gas turbine and energy storage equipment models
are established, in which the radial distribution network and the natural gas network model
considering dynamic characteristics are considered. Secondly, a day-ahead scheduling
model with operating cost as the objective function is established. And the uncertainty of
renewable energy is handled with chance constraints. In addition, a distributed optimal
operation method based on ADMM with adaptive step size is proposed with consideration
of the information opacity between the electricity and gas systems. Finally, the rationality
and effectiveness of the proposed model and optimization framework for the electricity-gas
system are verified through case studies.
Study on the selecting closing resistance method of 1000 kV ac filter four-break
circuit breaker
FanXueyou Zhang, Xiangyu Dong, Peipei Fan, Wei Ruan, Yuxiang Chen, Pingping Han
Presenter: Yuxiang Chen, Hefei University of Technology, China

ES2588
11:20 - 11:35

ES2567

Abstract: In UHVDC systems, AC filter circuit breakers need to be switched frequently to
meet system operation mode and system load changes. When the AC filter circuit breaker
switches the filter bank, it will produce severe closing inrush current and closing
overvoltage, resulting in electrical shock and degradation of circuit breaker performance.
In order to specifically analyze the closing characteristics of 1000kV AC filter circuit
breaker, the paper first builds a simulation model of four-break circuit breaker, introducing
the principle of closing resistance input, analyzing the inrush current and closing
overvoltage waveforms of different types of filters. Then analyzes the influence of using
different closing resistors on closing inrush current for HP(Hodrick-Prescott) type filters.
The results show that when the closing resistance exits, a large closing inrush current will
occur. Reducing the closing resistance value can effectively reduce the size of the closing
inrush current. Considering the closing inrush current and closing overvoltage, using
conventional closing operation, the closing resistance of HP24/36 filter circuit breaker is
optional 600 ohm.
Dynamic Characteristic Analysis of a Pump-turbine Unit under the High Pressure
Pulsation Operating Condition --- Fluid Dynamics Analysis
Dehao Zhang, Yunfeng Xiao, Xingxing Huang, Qiang Quan, Zhen Jia, Zhengwei Wang
Presenter: Xingxing HAUNG, Tsinghua University, China

11:35 - 11:50
Abstract: The pumped storage power plants play an irreplaceable role in optimizing the
energy structure of various countries, promoting the development and utilization of new
energy sources, and protecting the ecological environment. The water heads of the pumped
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storage power plants are very high and generate high pressure pulsations on the
pump-turbine units. The pressure pulsation of rotor-stator interaction is one of the major
pressure excitations, which can induce high stress on the rotating structures and stationary
structures of the pump-turbine units. This paper investigates the dynamic characteristic of
unsteady flow of the high-head reversible pump-turbine unit under a high pressure
pulsation operating condition by means of computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
simulations, and analyses the characteristics of pressure pulsation caused by rotor-stator
interaction (RSI) in the time domain and the frequency domain. The results reveal that high
pressure pulsations in the pump-turbine flow channels are related to the rotational
frequency, the number of runner blades, and the number of guide vanes. The design
improvement suggestions are proposed to reduce the pressure pulsation of the turbine unit
and provide references for other pump turbines. The calculated pressure files can be used
to perform flow-induced dynamic stresses in both rotating and stationary structures of the
pump-turbine unit.
A Two-Stage Annual Dispatch Model of Multi-Region System Considering Daily
Typical Periods Calibration
Ziqiang Wang, Luyao Ye, Wei Wang, Jinbing Liang, He Huang and Lizhang Cong
Presenter: Luyao Ye, Xi'an Jiaotong University, China

ES19
11:50 - 12:05

Abstract: As the proportion of renewable energy increases, the adjustment capacity of the
system becomes insufficient. Therefore, how to realize the optimal allocation of resources
in a wider range is an important topic in the power system. In this paper, to conduct more
accurate power electricity balance measurement on medium and long-term time scales, a
two-stage annual dispatch model of a multi-region system considering daily typical periods
calibration is established. In the first stage, the maintenance scheduling of each region and
tie-line scheduling of the system are arranged. In the second stage, the decision variables of
the first stage are used as the boundary, and the generation plan of every region’s units is
formulated. Then, we add four daily typical periods calibration constraints to this basic
model to ensure the feasibility of the annual plan within a day. Finally, the model is
validated by the XJTU-ROTS system with high renewable energy penetration.
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Topic: Smart Grid Control and Reliability Analysis
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Transient Stability Analysis of AC-DC Hybrid Power Grid under Topology Changes
Based on Deep Learning
Hanxing Lin, Zihan Chen, Jinyu Chen, Wenxin Chen
Presenter: Hanxing Lin, Power Economic Research Institute of State Grid Fujian Electric
Power Company, China

ES452
13:30 - 13:45

Abstract: Methods based on physical models are difficult to adapt to the current complex
power grids, while methods based on traditional deep learning models have insufficient
generalization ability to topologically changing scenarios. The development of graph
deep learning provides a new idea for transient stability analysis and control under
topology changes. Based on the graph convolution aggregation (GraphSAGE) network,
this paper proposes a transient stability assessment method for AC-DC hybrid power
grids. According to the principle of the graph neural network, the input features are
selected and the graph data processing method is designed, and multiple evaluation
indicators are established. Based on GraphSAGE network, a model that can effectively
learn the topology information of the power system is constructed. Simultaneous
evaluation of power angle stability and voltage stability by the model. Example analysis
shows that the proposed method has better performance in the face of running scene
datasets with frequent topology changes, and has a stronger generalization ability to new
unlearned topologies.
Optimal Coordination of Distance Protection Considering Multiple Setting Groups
Strategy Based on Sideline Current Addition Coefficient
Kangjie Ren, Yinhong Li
Presenter: Kangjie Ren, Huazhong University of Science and Technology, China

ES22
13:45 - 14:00

Abstract: In order to improve the adaptability of distance protection settings to extreme
operation modes, an optimal coordination method of distance protection considering
multiple setting groups strategy is proposed, which is based on sideline current addition
coefficients(SCAC). A clustering model based on K-Medoids algorithm is established,
with the SCAC as the characteristic of the operation mode. With the goal of the minimum
action time of the whole network and the lowest loss of selectivity probability, the
Multiple Objective Particle Swarm Optimization (MOPSO) algorithm is used to optimize
coordination of distance protection under the operation mode in each cluster group. The
IEEE 39-bus system verifies the effectiveness of the proposed method
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Research on reactive power planning for power grid with the integration of UHV
AC system
Tao Luo, Dezheng Zhang, Kui Wang, Zhenchuan Ma, Wenbo Xuan and Haozhong
Cheng
Presenter: Zhenchuan Ma, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, China

ES436
14:00 - 14:15

Abstract: UHV AC transmission has the characteristics of large capacity, long distance,
low loss and effective utilization of transmission corridor. It is an inevitable choice for the
development of power grid in China. The operation of UHV AC system will have a
considerable impact on the operation economy and stability of power grid, and also put
forward new requirements for reactive power planning. In this paper, a two-stage reactive
power planning model is proposed, in which the first-stage reactive power planning
model aims at the minimization of system operation cost, active power loss and traversing
reactive power under normal conditions. The second-stage model is to obtain the optimal
reactive power planning scheme with the goal of minimizing the investment cost and the
constraint of voltage stability margin under severe faults based on the first-stage planning
scheme. Finally, the effectiveness of this model is verified through numerical results.
Break-even analysis of reactive power compensation in power grid enterprises
Haijing Zhang, Xiaohui Liu, Chang Cheng, Ranran Li, Shen Xiao, Zhicheng Sun and
Hongjian Ding
Presenter: Hongjian Ding, North China Electric Power University, China

ES2597
14:15 - 14:30

ES2609
14:30 - 14:45

Abstract: Reactive power compensation improves system voltage levels, enhances grid
stability margins, reduces line losses and results in economic benefits. This paper
examines reactive power compensation in grid enterprises from a break-even perspective,
firstly by analysing the whole life cycle costs of using power capacitors as compensation
devices from three aspects, then by introducing two methods of calculating reactive
power compensation to reduce line losses, and finally by conducting a break-even
analysis of three different reactive power compensation schemes using a 110kV urban
substation as an example, with the aim of improving the benefits of reactive power
compensation in the grid. The aim is to improve the reactive power compensation
efficiency of the grid and to achieve the expectation of loss reduction and power saving,
and to provide a reference basis for the grid enterprises to make more economical and
superior compensation performance project decisions.
Research on the automatic control of grid peak regulation units to improve the new
energy consumption level
Kaihui Feng, Chenhui Song, Bibin Huang, Jing Hu, Hu Yan and Zihan Meng
Presenter: Kaihui Feng, State Grid Energy Research Institute Co., Ltd. China
Abstract: While China’s new energy maintains a rapid development momentum, grid
consumption capacity is facing great challenges. In-depth peak regulation of grid peak
regulation units represents a powerful measure for raising the new energy consumption
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level. This paper proposes an automatic control method for grid peak regulation units to
improve the consumption level of new energy power generation. In this method, the
relationship between new energy consumption and grid power regulation units is
constructed. On this basis, considering the new energy consumption and related costs of
various factors involved in grid power regulation unit control, the grid peak regulation
unit control method and model are established and a multi-objective particle swarm
optimization algorithm is adopted. The simulation results show that the proposed method
can refine the control of the output of grid peak regulation units, effectively increase new
energy consumption, and urge the grid toward a high security margin.
Modeling and Simulation Verification of Broadband Oscillation in Actual Grid of
Doubly-Fed Generator Based on PSCAD
Junjie Zhang, Tong Wu, Yan Hao, Ruxin Zheng, Ruxin Zheng, Chong Jiao
Presenter: Junjie Zhang, China Huaneng Group Clean Energy Technology Research
Institute Co., Ltd, Beijing, China

ES389
14:45 - 15:00

Abstract: With the increasing proportion of doubly-fed units in wind power generation,
domestic and foreign research institutions have conducted extensive research on them and
built system models under the ideal grid. Firstly, This paper briefly introduces the control
strategy of doubly-fed unit. Based on the analysis of the simulation software
PSCAD/EMTDC, and based on File Reader, Current Source and circuit theory in the
component library, a method of simulating the actual power grid with broadband
oscillation is proposed. Secondly, A controlled voltage source model is built to simulate
the actual power grid, and the control effect of doubly fed wind power generation system
under broadband oscillation is studied. Finally, by comparing and analyzing the
simulation and measured results, it is verified that the above model can simulate the
actual power grid well, which lays a foundation for the study of the control strategy and
adaptability of the doubly-fed unit under the condition of broadband oscillation.
Emergency Control of Power Grid under Topology Changes Based on Graph
Reinforcement Learning
Hanxing Lin, Jinyu Chen, Wenxin Chen, Zihan Chen
Presenter: Hanxing Lin, Power Economic Research Institute of State Grid Fujian Electric
Power Company, China

ES451
15:00 - 15:15

Abstract: The current power grid topology changes frequently, and power angle
instability and voltage instability often occur at the same time. Emergency control
methods based on physical characteristics are usually difficult to model in complex power
systems, and have poor adaptability to power system structural changes. The traditional
analysis methods based on the physical characteristics of the power grid can no longer
meet the requirements of power grid control, and new methods need to be found to solve
this problem. In this paper, an emergency control method based on graph reinforcement
learning (GRL) is proposed for the emergency control problem of AC/DC hybrid grid.
The graph neural network is used to extract the environmental features, and the state
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space, action space and reward function of reinforcement learning are designed for the
emergency control task. Combined with the transient stability analysis, the emergency
control strategy framework is constructed, and the effective emergency control decision
after failure is realized. The effectiveness of the method in the topology change scenario
is verified.
Current Secondary Circuit Anomaly Detection Based on ROD Algorithm
Longmin Bu, Rendong Zhang, Hong Chen and Shengwei Yang
Presenter: Shengwei Yang, Nanjing Agriculture Uinversity, China

ES2595
15:15 - 15:30

Abstract: During the operation of the power grid system, abnormal current often occurs
due to equipment failure or improper operation by technicians. Timely detection of
abnormal current sections plays a significant role in maintaining the safe operation of the
power grid. In view of the low accuracy of current abnormal section detection methods, a
robust Rotation based Outlier Detection algorithm that is parameter-free, requires no
distribution assumptions is used to detect abnormal current segments. The preprocessed
current data are used to train the model. The experimental results show that the method
can detect abnormal current segments well.
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Research on Intelligent Extraction Technology of Key Information in Power Grid
Operation
Chenying Feng, Fei Chang, Yuanyuan Wang, Ran Xu and Yuan Gu
Presenter: Yuan Gu, Southeast University, China

ES2630
13:30 - 13:45

Abstract: The management of power grid operation and maintenance generates a large
amount of unstructured text data, of which the text records contain knowledge related to
grid topology, assets and equipment. Its data value is difficult to be fully explored. This
paper uses natural language processing techniques to analyze power grid operation and
maintenance text records. Firstly, the keyword frequency of the preprocessed text is
calculated, and the keyword weight is analyzed by TF-IDF. Then the Word2Vec
algorithm is adopted to extract features from the text and generate word vectors. Finally,
the topic clustering analysis is performed based on the K-Means algorithm. In the
example analysis part, 570 pieces of power grid operation and maintenance text records
were adopted as sample data. The test results show that TF-IDF algorithm can reflect the
importance of high-frequency keywords in power grid operation, and the topic
classification model can effectively summarize the topics of text records. This proves that
the proposed key information intelligent extraction model can improve the management
efficiency of power grid operation and maintenance work.
Research on Smart Grid Policy and Technical Support
Hongli Su, Mengjie Zhao, Ziwei Hong, Zhifeng Wei, Haiyang LIU
Presenter: Ziwei Hong, Beijing SGITG Accenture Information Technology Center CO.,
China

ES57
13:45 - 14:00

Abstract: With the digital transformation of the power grid and the orderly construction of
the energy Internet, the traditional power grid is steadily evolving towards a smart grid.
Smart grid covers all aspects of power generation, transmission and transformation,
power distribution, load, etc. The business runs through the whole link of
"source-grid-load-storage". A key platform for China realizes a new energy strategy and
optimize the allocation of resource supply. In the context of energy transition, this paper
summarizes the conceptual driving factors and development policies of smart grid at
home and abroad, studies and proposes future-oriented technical development
suggestions.
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Research on Carbon Emission Optimization Strategy of Regional Power Grid Based
on Interior Point Optimization Algorithm
Cong Ji, Zhiying Zhong, Fei Yin, Quan Sun and Zuo Chen
Presenter: Zhiying Zhong, Jiangsu Frontier Electric Power Technology Co., Ltd., China

ES442
14:00 - 14:15

Abstract: Under the background of the national dual carbon strategy, it is very necessary
for power enterprises to give full play to their subjective initiative and carry out the
research on the optimization strategy of carbon emission reduction based on the allocation
of existing power generation resources. Based on the full study of the relationship
between power grid power flow and carbon emission, this paper puts forward the
indicators such as carbon emission per kWh and electricity carbon neutralization index,
constructs the regional power grid carbon emission optimization model as a link, and uses
the primal dual interior point method to optimize the unit output. Taking a typical day of
a regional power grid as an example, the carbon emission reduction calculation is carried
out according to the two stages of unified dispatching unit optimization and self owned
power plant optimization. The relevant results show that the carbon emission indicators
proposed in this paper can well characterize the carbon emission level of the regional
power grid, the carbon emission optimization model is accurate and reliable, and the
optimization strategy results can be used as an important reference for the carbon
emission reduction of power grid regulators.
Large-Scale EV Integrated Multi-Energy System Optimal Dispatch and Carbon
Flow Analysis
Hongyi Wei, Qihuan Dong, Peng Wang, Ye Wu, Shuyang Li, Ning Zhang
Presenter: Hongyi Wei, Tsinghua University, China

ES407
14:15 - 14:30

ES2007
14:30 - 14:45

Abstract: Electric Vehicles have been increasingly integrated into the power system and
would take a lager proportion of load in the future. This research examines the influences
of the large-scale EV on multi-energy system in terms of cost, renewable energy
accommodation and carbon emission reduction. The multi-energy system optimal
operation dispatch model is proposed to dispatch the different energy conversion devices
and energy storage devices considering EV integration. We establish the EV models
considering the controlled charging scheme and V2G scheme into the dispatch model.
The multi-energy system carbon emission flow theory is used to track carbon emissions
and allocate the carbon emission on end-use energy including EV. The results show that
the large-scale EV integration helps enhance system economic profits and effectively
reduce carbon emissions.
Research on energy storage type of uninterruptible power supply technology in
Internet Data Center
Peng Peng, Man Chen, Yuxuan Li, Yuxin Zhao, Ningning Li, Hao Liu, Bing Wang,
Yushu Sun, Xisheng Tang
Presenter: Xisheng Tang, Institute of Electrical Engineer, Chinese Academy of Sciences,
China
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Abstract: As the batteries of Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) in the Internet Data
Center (IDC) is only effective in the case of power failures, the large amounts of batteries
are idle during normal operation. To meet the efficient, green and reliable power supply
requirements of IDC, and activate the "sunk asset" of UPS batteries, the Energy storage
type of UPS (EUPS) architecture with bidirectional power regulation and active grid
support is proposed in this paper. The main target is to maximize the use of batteries in
UPS through the function upgrading from backup to energy storage. The topology and
control strategy of EUPS are analyzed first. And the cooperative mechanism of EUPS
participating in the grid fast frequency and voltage regulation, AGC, AVC, peak-valley
shaving and their combined is interpreted accordingly. Finally, the effectiveness of EUPS
and its control strategy are verified through simulation cases.
A Multi-Dimensional Division Decision Model of Power Grid Management Based on
Fuzzy Matching
Chenying Feng, Xiaodong Xu, Jinsong Jia, Chen Shen, Zehua Chen
Presenter: Zehua Chen, Southeast University, China

ES2631
14:45 - 15:00

ES18
15:00 - 15:15

Abstract: The power grid operation management process will produce a lot of text
information data. However, there is no direct and precise correspondence between the key
items in the textual records and the management sectors of the grid. Thus, the matching of
the textual data and the management sectors of power grid operation and management is
still mainly done by human resources. In order to improve the automation and efficiency
of power grid operation and management, a matching decision model for power grid
management sectors based on fuzzy matching is proposed. Firstly, a gravitational
coefficient matrix is constructed to reflect the degree of association between the text
keywords and each management sector of the power grid. Then, a scalar matrix is
constructed to reflect the keyword information of the text data, and then the scalar matrix
is multiplied with the mass matrix to obtain the fuzzy matching degree of the text data
and each power grid management sector. Finally, the matching power grid management
sector is selected according to the fuzzy matching degree matrix. In the case analysis part,
570 grid operation texts of a power company were taken as samples. The results show
that the proposed fuzzy theory-based power grid management sector matching decision
model has high matching accuracy and can achieve the management sector identification
of power grid operation management text data.
Grid Security Constraints based Bidding Strategy Using DDQN on Generation Side
Yun Li, Yu Gao, Yiyu Xia, Yuanzheng Hu, Hui Sun and Ru Jia
Presenter: Yiyu Xia, NARI, China
Abstract: Recently, Bidding algorithms on the generation side have become a research hot
point of the electricity spot market area and attracting by this, researchers proposed
reinforcement learning, StackeIberg and other game theory algorithms to solve this issue.
However, grid constraints with regard to clearing algorithms on bidding strategy are not
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given enough consideration, therefore security check is hard to pass and bidding result
effectiveness is affected. We present a bidding strategy, use DDQN to simulate the
generation side bidding, and study whether the power generation side can converge to an
equilibrium state. In this strategy, DDQN reinforcement learning algorithm selects the
quotation strategy that a node model considers optimal, and brings the quotation strategy
of all power generators into the SCUC algorithm. The power generation and revenue of
each power generator are calculated to realize the goal of maximizing the revenue. Then
the revenue results are fed back to the DDQN algorithm for training. After training, the
optimal strategy of each power generator can be obtained. We adopt the system marginal
price SMP (system marginal price) as the settlement mechanism. Meanwhile, the system
constraints, unit constraints and safety constraints in the unit combination UC (unit
commitment) are considered during clearing process. Yalmip and Cplex toolkits in
Matlab are called in our simulation. The results show that the Nash equilibrium state is
able to be reached while meeting all constraints.
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Influencing factors and mechanism of AC fault transient overvoltage in wind power
grid-connected system
Jiaying Yan, Xin Tian, Zhenhua Yuan
Presenter: Jiaying Yan, North China Electric Power University, China

ES21
13:30 - 13:45

Abstract: The new energy collecting system often presents the characteristics of weak
power grid, and double-fed induction generator (DFIG) is easily to produce transient
overvoltage at the time of fault clearing, presenting low and high voltage ride through,
which affects the safe operation of the power system. This paper focuses on the
influencing factors of terminal transient overvoltage. Firstly, the influence of external
voltage support strength on terminal transient overvoltage is quantized by using two
indexes of short circuit ratio and impedance ratio. The results show that the weak power
grid with high resistance is more likely to cause terminal transient overvoltage. Based on
the tracking accuracy of the PLL, the mechanism of voltage phase jump is studied, and
the influence of different fault locations on transient overvoltage is analyzed. The results
show that: the closer the fault point is to the main network, the larger the phase angle
jump variable, but the smaller the machine terminal voltage amplitude jump variable.
Application Prospects of Flexible Low-frequency AC Transmission in Offshore
Wind Power Integration
Yimu Fu, Wensheng Li, Mu Li, Zhenhua Yuan, Yuyue Zhang and Xiangfei Meng
Presenter: Yimu Fu, Economic & Technology Research Institute, State Grid Shandong
Electric Power Company, China

ES66
13:45 - 14:00

Abstract: Global offshore wind farm is developing towards large-scale, clustered and
long-distance deep offshore. The transmission and grid connection of large-scale offshore
wind farm with a distance greater than 100 km has become a major trend of offshore wind
energy development. Research shows that flexible low-frequency alternating current
(LFAC) transmission by reducing the frequency can not only realize the growth of the
ampacity of cable, but also significantly reduce the charging current in the AC cable.
Taking practical engineering as an example, this paper makes a technical and economic
analysis of 3 grid connection modes: high voltage alternating current (HVAC)
transmission, voltage source converter-high voltage direct current (VSC-HVDC)
transmission and LFAC transmission. The demonstration shows that LFAC has both
technical and economic advantages on large-scale and middle-long distance offshore
wind farm transmission and connection system with the transmission distance of LFAC
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increasing.
A novel control strategy for the PMSG wind turbine integration with battery
storage system
Decai Li, Yalou Li, Yiying Zhu, Guangheng Pang, Shangjin Yang, Tao Hu
Presenter: Decai Li, China Electric Power Research Institute, China

ES406
14:00 - 14:15

Abstract: In order to improve wind turbines grid connection stability, this paper proposes
a novel control strategy for the hybrid system with a permanent magnet synchronous
generator (PMSG) wind turbine and battery storage system. The control strategy contains
three parts: machine-side converter (MSC) control, grid-side converter (GSC) control and
battery converter control. MSC control achieves wind turbines maximum power point
tracking (MPPT) algorithm, and GSC control is used to control the wind turbine output
power, while the DC-link voltage is maintained by the battery DC-DC converter. In this
way, the proposed control strategy could decouple the DC-link voltage and output power
of the wind turbine. Therefore, the disturbance of DC-link voltage will not affect the
normal operation of GSC, and then wind turbine grid connection stability can be
improved. The time-domain modelling and simulations are carried out in MATLAB
software and demonstrate that the proposed system can operate in the weak grid.
Coordinated voltage control for offshore wind farm equipped with SVG and energy
storage
Lin Li, Chun Yang, Hui Xu, Quanchun Yan, Shuwei Zhou, Hongyu Yang
Presenter: Quanchun Yan, Jiangsu Frontier Electric Power Technology Co., Ltd., China

ES61
14:15 - 14:30
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14:30 - 14:45

Abstract: In the power system integrated with offshore wind farm, energy storage is
utilized for active power balance and voltage stability. This paper proposes a coordinated
voltage control method for offshore wind farm with three types of reactive power sources.
The detailed mathematical model of offshore wind farm with SVG and energy storage is
established. By means of reactive power requirement calculation of point of
interconnection (POI), the proposed method can compensate reactive power with
comprehensive utilization of reactive power sources containing offshore wind farm, static
var generator (SVG) system and energy storage. The compensation priority of each
reactive power source is determined according to voltage variation conditions, and the
reactive power support capability of the wind farm is improved by de-loading control.
Based on real offshore wind farm in Jiangsu Province, the effectiveness of proposed
voltage control method is verified in PSCAD.
A Data Driven Method for Wind Power Curve Simulation Under Typhoon Influence
in Large Power Grid
Xun Lu, Qihang Zhou, Jiayang Wang, Zhihua Gao, Xinmiao Liu and Yuxuan Tang
Presenter: Qihang Zhou, South China University of Technology, China
Abstract: Generation of the wind farm is highly sensitive to changes in weather
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conditions, especially to the extreme weather events such as typhoons, in comparison
with the traditional power sources and loads. For a power system with increasing wind
power installation, it is important to evaluate the safety and reliability of the system
against the impact of extreme meteorological event like typhoon. In this paper, a data
driven model to simulate the power sequence of wind farms during typhoon events are
proposed, which is helpful for the reliability evaluation of a planned power system with
high wind power penetration. Firstly, the basic shape segments are identified and
collected from the historical wind power curves during typhoons. Then power curves are
coded into segment sequence to form the typhoon-related wind power curve library.
Finally, simulation on the new typhoon events and new wind farms can be carried out by
random sampling in above model library according to the typhoon intensity and path.
Historical data of wind farms in Guangdong, China is applied to verify the model. The
results show that the wind power sequences generated by the proposed method well
reflect the statistical and time-domain characteristics of the wind power during the
typhoon event.
GPR-based Wind Power Probabilistic Prediction Model Considering Multiple
Meteorological Factors
Song Cheng, Jing Ren, Xin Zhou, Min Gao, Meilun Guo, Peng Kou
Presenter: Meilun Guo, Xi’an Jiaotong University, China

ES426
14:45 - 15:00

Abstract: Nowadays, the accurate prediction of wind power has been a topical and
challenging issue. Due to the random and intermittent nature of wind power, traditional
models are not sufficient to achieve accurate prediction. Therefore, this paper proposed a
wind power probabilistic prediction model considering multiple meteorological factors
based on Gaussian process regression (GPR). First, suitable meteorological factors are
selected based on correlation analysis between historical meteorological factors and wind
power data. Then, GPR model with suitable meteorological factors and historical wind
power data as input is used to make probabilistic prediction. The simulation results and
error analysis show that the model proposed in this paper is feasible and can effectively
improve wind power prediction accuracy.
Optimal dispatch of CHP units at the plant level with wind power access
Hong Hu, Libin Wen, Jun Li, Zhiyuan Sun, Kun Zheng, Jinzhao Li
Presenter: Hong Hu, Electric Power Research Institute of Guangxi Power Grid Co., Ltd,
China

ES385
15:00 - 15:15

Abstract: After the thermal power unit is transformed to CHP, it is affected by "heat
fixation", and the operating output range becomes smaller, and it is impossible to provide
sufficient regulation capacity for the power grid. To this end, a CHP unit power
preservation and plant level optimization scheduling method is proposed. According to
the steam-power supply output curve of the CHP unit, the plant level optimization
dispatching model is established, and the power generation output and steam flow of each
CHP unit are determined. This method can improve the flexibility of CHP units, and
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optimize the output regulation performance of the whole plant in order to provide more
up-regulation and down-adjustment of standby capacity for the power grid, and alleviate
the peak regulation problem of the power grid.
Wind power cluster probability prediction based on statistical up-scaling method
and neural network
Chen Xinyi, Liu Lu, Peng Xiaosheng, Cai Yizhu
Presenter: Chen Xinyi, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, China

ES395
15:15 - 15:30

Abstract: In the context of the "double carbon target", the new energy grid integration has
become the future development direction of the power system. The overall probability
prediction of wind power clusters is important for the optimal scheduling of regional
wind power, and the traditional cumulative method encounters great difficulties in
achieving probability prediction due to a large number of sites within the cluster and the
influence of some sites with low prediction accuracy on the results. In this study, a wind
power cluster probability prediction method based on the statistical up-scaling method is
proposed. This method simplifies cluster data and improves the speed of probability
prediction calculation by extracting representative data from a large amount of data
instead of all data. In this paper, using the LSTM neural network as an example, a
comparison between the results of the statistical up-scaling method with those of the
traditional cumulative method was proposed. It is concluded that the statistical up-scaling
method based on the probability prediction of wind power clusters has significant
advantages in terms of computing speed and result accuracy compared with the traditional
cumulative method, and has good practical value.
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Real-time operation of energy storage assisting utilization of offshore wind power:
Improving the Lyapunov policy via DDPG
Yinguo Yang, Mingxuan Li, Qiuyu Lu, Pingping Xie, Wei Wei
Presenter: Mingxuan Li, Tsinghua University, China

ES441
13:30 - 13:45

Abstract: The uncertainty of wind power output and real-time electricity price poses
challenges for the online operation of wind-storage integrated systems (WSIS). This
paper proposes an advanced online dispatch algorithm for WSIS that combines Lyapunov
Optimization (LO) and the Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient algorithm (DDPG). LO
policy is regarded as the base policy, while DDPG provides an improved policy that is
trained with LO operation data. A policy switching criterion is proposed to determine
when to replace the LO policy with the DDPG policy for real-time operation. Case
studies verify the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Frequency Regulation Control Strategy for Combined Wind-Storage System
Considering Full Wind Speed
Baoqiao Chen, Jiandong Duan, Jianhua Wang, Bo Qin , Zhifan Li
Presenter: Baoqiao Chen, Xi’an University of Technology, China

ES427
13:45 - 14:00

Abstract: Energy storage (ES) has a flexible regulation performance to improve the
frequency stability of the wind turbine system. However, the doubly-fed induction
generator (DFIG) has different frequency regulation capabilities operating at different
wind speeds, and how to collaborate the operation of DFIG with ES for frequency
regulation is a very critical problem. A combined wind-storage frequency regulation
control strategy considering full wind speed is proposed in this paper. Firstly, the
equivalent model of the combined wind-storage system is established, and the virtual
inertia control of DFIG and the droop control of ES are analyzed for the system frequency
regulation. Secondly, propose the combined wind-storage frequency regulation control
strategy based on the operation characteristics of the DFIG in different wind speed zones.
At low wind speed, the frequency regulation capability of DFIG is fully considered, and
ES is allowed to start first for frequency regulation. Improving frequency fluctuations at
medium wind speeds using a combined wind-storage system operating in concert. In
order to allow DFIG to operate safely at high wind speeds only frequency regulation is
performed by ES. Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed strategy is verified by
simulating the sudden increase of system load under different wind speed zones on
MATLAB/Simulink platform. The results indicate that the strategy has better frequency
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regulation effect and effectively improves the stability of the system frequency.
Optimization Configuration of Shared Energy Storage Users Considering Demand
Response Based on Blockchain
Yifan Sun, Lin Wang, Yaoxian Jiang, Ziyun Xu, Wenbin Xu
Presenter: Shi Haojie, Zhejiang University, China

ES374
14:00 - 14:15

Abstract: In order to reduce the risks of high investment cost, centralized operation and
opacity of centralized investment energy storage equipment, this paper proposes a
peer-to-peer control and trade method which can realize decentralized peer-to-peer
sharing for distributed energy storage equipment based on the blockchain technology.
Then, the optimal optimization method of shared energy storage users considering
demand response is proposed. Finally, this method is applied to the typical daily load in
different seasons and solved by CPLEX. The results show that the optimal optimization
method can help users smooth load curve by considering demand response
Optimal Operating for Battery Energy Storage System in Both Energy Market and
Regulation Market
Qianli Ma, Huaihua Zheng, Weijie Qian, Wei Wei
Presenter: Qianli Ma, Tsinghua University, China

ES401
14:15 - 14:30

ES2154
14:30 - 14:45

Abstract: The power system faces more challenges with the development of human
society. The battery energy storage system (BESS) can provide more flexibility to power
systems and it can participate in multiple services in the power market to gain more
profits. We focus on the problem that the BESS participating in both the energy and
regulation markets. The BESS needs to determine how to respond to the automatic
generation control (AGC) signal in the fine timescale and decide the capacity offering in
the energy and regulation markets in the coarse timescale. We propose a two-timescale
framework to solve this problem. We use an online method for regulation service while
considering the battery’s cycle life. And the simulation results of the regulation service
are used to estimate the regulation revenue for each hour. Then stochastic dynamic
programming (SDP) is used to calculate the capacity in the energy and regulation
markets. We validate our method in the case study. It shows that the BESS can gain more
profits by participating in both the energy and regulation markets.
Research on key technologies of large-scale lithium battery energy storage power
station
Weihong Kuang, Yu Zhou, Gangxin Zhuo, Wei Zhang, Lingdian Zhang, Shanzhu Xu,
Jinglin Zhou, Hai Pan and Huijin Lin
Presenter: Weihong Kuang, China Energy Engineering Group Guangdong Electric Power
Design Institute CO., LTD, China
Abstract: This paper focuses on the research and analysis of key technical difficulties
such as energy storage safety technology and harmonic control for large-scale lithium
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battery energy storage power stations. Combined with the battery technology in the
current market, the design key points of large-scale energy storage power stations are
proposed from the topology of the energy storage system, booster station and other
aspects, and the levelized kilowatt hour cost analysis of the whole life cycle of the energy
storage power station is carried out to provide guidance for the design of large-scale
energy storage power station.
A
SOC-based
fast
charging
optimization
strategy
with
coupled
electro-thermal-aging model for lithium-ion batteries
Wenxin Chen, Jinyu Chen, Zihan Chen, Hanxing Lin
Presenter: Wenxin Chen, Power Economic Research Institute of State Grid Fujian
Electric Power Company, China

ES394
14:45 - 15:00

Abstract: Enabling fast charging of lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) may accelerate the
commercial application of electric vehicles (EVs). This paper proposes a SOC-based fast
charging optimization strategy with the coupled electro-thermal-aging model. The state of
charge (SOC), instead of charge cut-off voltage Ut,max, is employed to govern the
multi-stage constant current (MSCC) charging process. The optimal charging current
sequence of MSCC is determined by the dynamic programming (DP). And the Pareto
curve is used to evaluate the performance of the proposed strategy. Considering the
tradeoff between optimization effect and computational complexity, the optimal number
of charging stages is selected as 4. The Pareto curve illustrates that the proposed
SOC-based fast charging strategy dominates the equivalent CCCV charging method in
shortening the charging time, reducing the energy loss and capacity loss. Moreover, the
impacts of maximum charging voltage and aging on the optimization results are analysed
in detail.
Rapid Assessment of Lithium-ion Batteries’ SOH Based on the Segment of
Charge/Discharge Voltage Curve Using Convolutional Neural Networks
Zhukui Tan, Bin Liu, Junwei Zhang, Yong Zhu and Zhaoting Ren
Presenter: Bin Liu, Electric Power Research Institute of Guizhou Power Grid Co., Ltd.,
China

ES380
15:00 - 15:15

Abstract: An essential part of lithium-ion battery management is the assessment of state
of health (SOH), which is the key to accurate estimation of the state of charge and the
remaining useful life. The majority of recent studies on SOH evaluation make use of the
whole charging or discharging curves, first mining the variables with a strong correlation
to SOH, and then building the projection to SOH using data-driven methods. However,
this kind of method is difficult to achieve rapid assessment of SOH and the generalization
of the mined features is poor. Therefore, we propose a rapid SOH assessment method
based on the segment of charge/discharge voltage curve by using the powerful feature
extraction ability of 1D-CNN. The results on the Oxford and NASA datasets demonstrate
that the proposed method has a small prediction error and better generalization
performance. In particular, the absolute error in SOH assessment for the Oxford dataset is
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below 5% with only 10s of voltage data.
Operating performance evaluation and improvement method of reconfigurable
battery energy storage system
Helin Xu, Lin Cheng, Shengming Xu, Caiqiu Liu, Daniyaer Paizulamu
Presenter: Helin Xu, Tsinghua University, China

ES434
15:15 - 15:30

Abstract: Battery energy storage system (BESS) has the advantages of highly flexible
production and installation, good cycle life, and fast power response. It is widely used in
power system. In BESS, a large number of single cells are connected in series or parallel.
The traditional topology of BESS is the fixed series-parallel connection which means that
the failure of any single cell may cause system-level failures. Besides the increase of
battery difference will seriously affect the service life and efficiency of the BESS.
Therefore, in this paper, the operating reliability evaluation and improvement theory is
applied to the battery energy storage system. We analyze the working state and failure
mechanism of the system components concerning with the real-time operating mode and
the external working environment changes. The operating strategy is proposed based on
the reconfigurable battery network, in order to avoid the weak link battery from
participating in charging and discharging. The model and strategy are demonstrated in
case studies based on the reconfigurable BESS. The operating life of battery system is
extended to 3612 days, and the reliability is 96.18%. Test results of the BESS show the
superiority and effects of this method.
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Research on the influence of low-voltage ride-through strategy of distributed
photovoltaic power supply on the relay setting Calculation of distribution network
Yang Yuan, Han Wu, Xiaolong He, Chao Wu, Fenghao Wang, Xincheng Tian
Presenter: Yang Yuan, State Power Rixin Technology Co., Ltd. , China

ES2562
15:45 - 16:00

Abstract: With the rapid development of distributed photovoltaic power supply industry,
its impact on the distribution network rectification calculation is also increasing. In the
traditional calculation mode, the influence of the LVRT strategy of distributed PV power
supply on the fault current is not considered, which may lead to the calculation result of
the calibration being larger than the actual value, and then affect the action effect of the
protection device. In order to improve the accuracy of the calibration calculation of
distribution networks, this paper studies the specifications and standards of the LVRT
strategy of distributed photovoltaic power supplies and its influence on the fault current
calculation, and points out that under its influence, the fault current required for the relay
protection calculation will change from a static value to a time-varying value, thus
making the calibration value smaller. A time-varying model of LVRT strategy
considering distributed photovoltaic power sources is proposed, and the matrix
calculation method is used to divide the fault current into several time periods for
multiple calculations according to different time definite values, which effectively
improves the accuracy of the distribution network rectification calculation.
Optimal Design of Household Electricity Consumption with Distributed
Photovoltaic System based on User Demand Response
Hanjun Deng, Xing He, Rui Huang, Mingqi Yu, Yeqin Ma, Wenwei Zeng, Suihan Zhang,
Rui Ma, Jiale Li
Presenter: Jiale Li, Changsha University of Science & Technology, China

ES1002
16:00 - 16:15

Abstract: With the rapid development of economy and technology, there is a increasing
demand for electricity. In order to make the clean energy fully absorbed, different types
of load are divided and modeled from the home users with photovoltaic power generation
system. On this basis, a multi-objective optimization model based on power consumption
and user comfort index was established, and then a household electricity optimization
scheme based on user demand response was proposed. Finally, the effectiveness of the
scheme was verified by simulation. While effectively saving electricity costs for users, we
can better consume photovoltaic power generation and achieve peak cutting and valley
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filling.
Impact Analysis of High Proportion of PV Access on Distribution Network
Zhizhuo He, Ying Zhang, Gang Zheng, Fang Zheng and Wenguang Jin
Presenter: Wenguang Jin, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, China

ES2625
16:15 - 16:30

Abstract: The access of a high proportion of distributed photovoltaics (PV) increases the
uncertainty factors of the distribution network. In this paper, the correlation between
distributed PV power and load power is considered, and the method of combining genetic
algorithm (GA) and Latin hypercubic sampling (LHS) is used to obtain distributed PV
power and load power sampling data that are relatively similar to the rank correlation
coefficient of historical data. Then, combined with the data obtained from sampling and
the related distribution network topology and line parameters, Newton Raphson's method
is used to calculate the power flow of the distribution network, and then the probability
power flow calculation method is evaluated. On this basis, the changes of various
electrical indicators such as power flow in the distribution network with the access of
distributed photovoltaic units and the probability exceeding the specified range are further
analyzed.
Long short-term memory network PV power prediction incorporating extreme
gradient boosting algorithm
Xingnian Chen, Yalian Wu, Xieen He
Presenter: Xingnian Chen, Xiangtan University, China

ES2594
16:30 - 16:45

ES2560
16:45 - 17:00

Abstract: The proportion of photovoltaic (PV) power generation to the total global power
generation is increasing.Accurate prediction of PV power generation is crucial to the
real-time dispatch of PV power generation. In response to the problems that traditional
prediction modeling methods can
overfit the situation and also have low prediction accuracy for complex and
high-dimensional data, an long short-term memory (LSTM) PV power prediction model
incorporating extreme gradient boosting (XGBoost) and attention mechanism is
proposed. Firstly, the XGBoost and Pearson correlation coefficient method are used to
feature select the data to remove the redundant and unimportant features; secondly, the
attention mechanism is set to increase the weight of important features to enhance the
model's understanding of features and feature values. The XGBoost-LSTM model is
obtained for PV power prediction using trial-and-error method and cyclic selection
method, and the experimental results show that the PV power prediction by this method is
more efficient and accurate than the traditional LSTM and support vector machine
methods.
Research on meteorological modeling point selection method for distributed PV
power prediction
Han Wu, Liping Zhang, Zehan Lu, Chao Wu, Ling Zhou, Xincheng Tian
Presenter: Han Wu, State Power Rixin Technology Co., Ltd. , China
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Abstract: This paper has proposed a distributed PV meteorological modeling point
selection method based on geographic grid division, aiming to improve the distributed PV
power prediction accuracy. Firstly, the geographic grid division is carried out, and data
such as installed capacity distribution, light resource assessment and geographic
topography are input. Then the geographic grid grouping aggregation algorithm is
designed to establish the aggregation relationship on power prediction for distributed
power plants. Finally, the meteorological modeling point location is determined
according to the evaluation score in the clustering group, and the meteorological and
algorithmic modeling for distributed PV power prediction are carried out.
Prediction of Distributed Photovoltaic Users’ Electric Energy Data based on BP
Neural Network Algorithm
Yu Xiao, Xing He, Rui Huang, Yuping Su, Suihan Zhang, Mouhai Liu, Wenwei Zeng,
Ruixian Wang
Presenter: Ruixian Wang, Changsha University of Science and Technology, China

ES1003
17:00 - 17:15

Abstract: In order to predict the power data of distributed photovoltaic users, in this
paper, the BP neural network algorithm model is used to predict the user data. One
month's positive active power and voltage data of photovoltaic users are collected. The
data was collected every hour. So, 24 data were collected every day. Then a BP neural
network algorithm training model are established, taking the first 20 days’ data as the
training data, and the last 10 days’ data as the test data. Through the simulation
experiment, the graph of predicted value and actual value of the positive active power and
voltage of distributed photovoltaic users are obtained. It is concluded that the BP neural
network algorithm model is an accurate model in predicting photovoltaic users’ data, and
the model is more accurate in predicting voltage than in predicting positive active power.
The BP neural network algorithm model can be used as an effective model for short-term
prediction of the output of local small distributed photovoltaic power plants, and has
certain significance for the power management department to formulate energy
management and dispatching schemes to ensure the stability and security of the large grid
after photovoltaic grid connection.
Grid-connected Photovoltaic LVRT Strategy Based on Improved DDSRF-PLL and
Reactive Power Control
Wanshuo Ma, Houlei Gao, Haoran Song, Yunchi Zhang
Presenter: Wanshuo Ma, Shandong University, China

ES409
17:15 - 17:30

Abstract: When the grid voltage contains high harmonics, decouple double synchronous
reference frame phase lock loop (DDSRF-PLL) will not extract the synchronizing
information accurately. And conventional grid-connected control strategy makes
insufficient use of photovoltaic (PV) inverter's reactive power output capacity when grid
is faulty. For above problem, this paper proposes a low voltage riding through control
strategy based on improved DDSRF-PLL and reactive current control. After analyzing
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the structure of DDSRF-PLL module, high-order harmonic filters are introduced before
decoupling calculation, so that the module can extract grid synchronizing information and
positive/negative sequence value more accurately. Furthermore, by establishing
relationship between voltage drop and output reactive current, PV inverter can provide
reactive power support required from grid during LVRT, and provide active power as
much as possible. When bus capacitor voltage rises due to power imbalance between
front and rear stage of system, the crowbar circuit is used to ensure DC voltage stability.
Finally, A simulation model is build in MATLAB/simulink to verify the effectiveness of
this LVRT strategy.
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Research on flexible control technology of photovoltaic and energy storage system
Hu Jinhao, Zhang Kun
Presenter: Hu Jinhao, State Grid Hunan Electric Power Corporation Research Institute,
China

ES2622
15:30 - 15:45

Abstract: A novel circuit topology and control method for flexible grid connection of
photovoltaic and energy storage systems is proposed. First, a three port circuit topology is
designed, and then a virtual synchronization control strategy is proposed for the grid
connected end to provide inertia and damping for the grid. The photovoltaic end uses
MPPT control to track the maximum photovoltaic output, and the energy storage end
ensures flexible power control. Finally, an
experimental model is built in the simulation system, and the effectiveness of the
proposed circuit topology and control method for photovoltaic energy storage system is
verified through the operation analysis.
Assessment method of new energy real-time accommodation capacity considering
uncertainty and power system security constraints
Guannan Wang, Tian Zhou, Taishan Xu, Shaofeng Liu, Jun Zhang, Kang Chang, Haitao
Liu, Maxiang Wang, Haotian Zhang
Presenter: Tian Zhou, NARI Group Corporation (State Grid Electric Power Research
Institute), China

ES27
15:45 - 16:00

Abstract: With the increasing penetration rate of new energy in power grid, the
uncertainty of new energy has a certain impact on power grid dispatching operation.
Therefore, some new requirements are put forward for scheduling operation control
technology. In order to directly express the real-time accommodation capacity of new
energy in the power grid, and guide the maximized accommodation of new energy and
the stable operation of the power grid, the main factors affecting the accommodation of
new energy are analyzed in this paper firstly. On this basis, an optimization model of new
energy real-time accommodation capacity considering the security constraints of network
and sources is established. At the same time, an assessment method of new energy
real-time accommodation capacity considering the uncertainty of new energy is proposed
as well. The results of example show that the proposed method can reduce the influence
of new energy uncertainty effectively and evaluate the maximum real-time
accommodation capacity of new energy reasonably on the premise of ensuring the safe
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operation of power grid.
Research on Quantitative Comprehensive Evaluation Method of Regulation Ability
of Low-voltage Distributed Renewable Energy Aggregators
Jinrong Chen, Xiang Li, Guozhang Li, Feijin Peng, Jingyao Zeng
Presenter: Guozhang Li, South China University of Technology, China

ES26
16:00 - 16:15

Abstract: Facing the massive low-voltage distributed energy access to the distribution
network, aiming at the flexible regulation of the distribution network, and taking the
participation of distributed resource aggregators in the power auxiliary service market as
the background, a multi-level comprehensive evaluation index for the regulation
capability and quality of Distributed Renewable Energy aggregators including "Target
layer - Criterion / Index layer- Sub criteria / Index layer - Scheme layer" is established,
and it is integrated with the matter-element extension evaluation through AHP (Analytic
Hierarchy Process), The quantitative comprehensive evaluation of indicators has been
completed. Finally, the operation data of two resource aggregators are evaluated, and the
effectiveness of the proposed method is verified by comparing with the traditional fuzzy
comprehensive evaluation method.
Ultra short term distributed photovoltaic power prediction based on satellite cloud
images considering spatiotemporal correlation
Ma Yuan, Ding Ran, Yao Yiming, Geng Yan, Shao Yinchi, Wang Xiaoxiao
Presenter: Ma Yuan, State Grid Jibei Electric Power Research Institute, China

ES2601
16:15 - 16:30

ES35
16:30 - 16:45

Abstract: With the advancement of China's carbon peaking and carbon neutrality goals
and the development of photovoltaic power generation technology, a large scale of
distributed photovoltaics are connected to the rural distribution network in recent years.
Photovoltaic power generation features high randomness and uncertainty, Accurate
prediction of distributed PV power on ultra-short-term time scale (0-4h) is of great
significance to the safe and stable operation of distribution network. This paper proposes
a prediction algorithm based on satellite cloud images considering spatiotemporal
correlation between solar stations nearby. Firstly, correlation between adjacent power
plants are sorted, corresponding prediction models based on LSTM are built using
historical power and NWP data, then satellite images are used to choose suitable
prediction models for prediction when forecasting. With the actual dataset of photovoltaic
power station in northeast China, The proposed algorithm is verified, the test results show
that the proposed algorithm proposed in this paper is generally at a better accuracy level
compared with other well-established benchmarks in terms of power curve and statistical
error.
The Grid Voltage Sensorless VSG Control Strategy Based on Static Coordinate
System
Chunsong Liu, Ruixun Ma, Bing Li and Xueguang Zhang
Presenter: Ruixun Ma, Harbin Insititute of Technology, China
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Abstract: When the virtual synchronous control is adopted, the voltage of power grid may
exist non-ideal factors such as voltage sag and distortion, which affect the stability of
distributed generation system. Therefore, the voltage sensorless virtual synchronization
control strategy in static coordinate system is proposed. Firstly, establish the VSG control
state space model in the static coordinate system, and use the root locus method to
analyze the stability of the system so as to reveal the influence of control parameters on
system stability. Then the flux linkage observer is constructed by using stator current, DC
bus voltage and control signal, and the network voltage is reconstructed in order to reduce
the influence of non-ideal grid voltage on grid-connected system and improve the
stability of inverter in weak grid. Finally, the accuracy of the model and the effectiveness
of the improved control strategy are verified by simulation and experiment.
Research on influence and parameter optimization of voltage ride through control
strategies of energy storage in renewable energy power sending system
Wu Junling, Su Lining, Dai Hanyang
Presenter: Wu Junling, China Electric Power Research Institute, China

ES2608
16:45 - 17:00

ES2591
17:00 - 17:15

Abstract: Energy storage is an effective means to ensure the consumption of renewable
energy and the supply to power consumers in the new power system, which will be
widely applied. As energy storage is also a kind of power electronic equipment, its
low/high voltage ride through (LVRT/HVRT) transient characteristics will have positive
or negative impacts on the safety of power grid, especially on the transient stability and
temporary overvoltage (TOV) problems. In order to make full use of the flexible
regulation ability of energy storage and make it play a positive role to the safety of power
grid, this paper sorted out the typical power transmission mode of large scale renewable
energy bases in China and constructed a typical model of wind-solar-thermal-storage
combined system. On this basis, the principle of the influence of the LVRT/HVRT
transient characteristics of the energy storage on the transient stability of the sending end
system and the TOV of renewable energy generation unit is analyzed. Then, the
optimization direction of the key control parameters for LVRT/HVRT of energy storage
was studied through simulation by PSD-BPA. Finally, the differentiated technical
requirements were proposed.
Research on new energy probability prediction technology based on ensemble
weather forecast
Han Wu, Yang Yuan, Wei Yu, Chao Wu, Hao Huang, Annan Dong
Presenter: Han Wu, State Power Rixin Technology Co., Ltd., China
Abstract: In this paper, a ensemble weather forecasting method based on multi-initial
value, multi-mode and multi-physical process, with multiple algorithm perturbations, and
BMA+EMOS statistical modeling is proposed. Based on the ensemble weather
forecasting method, a new energy probabilistic power prediction method combining taboo
algorithm and BP neural network algorithm is proposed. Through the design example
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analysis, the proposed method can effectively reduce the prediction bias, reduce the upper
and lower limit bandwidth of probability prediction by 25%, and overcome the power
distribution fat tail and multimodal anomalies, making the power prediction results more
stable and accurate.
Statistical Analysis on the Power Energy Adequacy of the PV Generation in South
China
Hongtao Liu, Bingying Lin, Huifan Xie, Ligang Zhao, Hongyue Zhen and Xiaowei Song
Presenter: Bingying Lin, South China University of Technology, China

ES440
17:15 - 17:30

Abstract: Statistical models to evaluate the electricity supply ability of the PV power is
important for the planning of the generation resources and storages in the new power
system. In this paper, statistical analysis is carried on the operation data of PV stations in
south China from different time scales. The means and variances of the PV Daily
Maximum Power Generation Utilization Hours (D-MPUH) in each month, as well as the
distributions of the Hourly Electricity Output (HEO) in the year are established. Based on
analysis of the statistic relationship, a parameter estimation method for the daily
electricity supply curves of PV stations considering the regional correlation with the
latitude is proposed and verified by the historical samples of the PV stations.
A Coordinated Control Scheme of Wind-Storage Combined Unit for Frequency
Support
Tianxia Jia, Yunyi Wu, Lei Chen, Fangzheng Wang, Yong Min, Yong Sun, Fei Xu,
Xuyan Zhou
Presenter: Jia Tianxia, Tsinghua University, China

ES378
17:30 - 17:45

Abstract: It has become a trend that the wind power should participate in frequency
regulation, and adding extra energy storage for frequency support is an effective way. For
a wind-storage combined unit (WSCU) composed of wind turbine generator (WTG) and
energy storage (ES), both the energy in the ES and the rotor kinetic energy of WTG can
be used for frequency support, and coordination between WTG and ES can reduce the
cost and improve the performance. The character of ES and WTG is considered and a
scheme of wind-storage coordination is proposed. ES participates preferentially in
frequency support, and when its power limit is reached, WTG provides temporary
frequency support utilizing rotor kinetic energy. Through coordination between WTG and
ES, the expected frequency support power of WSCU is realized, while the capacity
requirement on the ES is reduced and the WTG can return smoothly to the normal
maximum power point. The detailed control scheme is designed, and the method of
parameter setting is proposed. The parameters of control strategy vary according to the
operation condition of WTG to make full use of its rotor kinetic energy and avoid rotor
speed encountering limit. Finally, the validity and the effectiveness of coordinated control
scheme is verified with detailed electromagnetic simulations.
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Optimal Scheduling of Electricity-Gas Integrated Energy System based on
Conditional Value at Risk Theory
Qinxing Tian, Jiandong Duan, Fan Liu
Presenter: Qinxing Tian, Xi’an University of Technology, China
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Abstract: With the large-scale grid connection of wind power with strong uncertainty, the
output of power generation side is uncontrollable, which affects the reliable operation of
power system and reduces the social benefits of renewable energy generation. In order to
effectively reduce the adverse impact of wind power consumption on power grid, an
optimal dispatching model of electricity-gas integrated energy system (EGIES)
considering the uncertainty of wind power output is established. Firstly, based on the
mathematical model of power grid, natural gas network and coupling equipment, the
economic dispatch of integrated energy system (IES) is studied. In addition, the
conditional value at risk (CVaR) theory is used to describe the risk loss faced by wind
power uncertainty, and the risk loss function evaluated by CVaR theory is introduced into
the objective function. Finally, taking IEEE33-24 as an example, it is verified that
introducing CVaR into IES scheduling model can effectively reduce the running cost of
the system and improve the running security. At the same time, the simulation results also
show the influence of the change of confidence level and risk coefficient on IES.
Ammonia as an Alternative Fuel: Ignition Delay Characterization
Methane/Ammonia Fuel Blends
Ziyu Wang, Hua Xiao, Yuhong Nie, Junbiao Liu, Aiguo Chen , Zhenwei Zhou
Presenter: Ziyu Wang, Guangzhou Maritime University Guangzhou, China
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Abstract: Ammonia as an alternative fuel has raised more and more attention in recent
years. To utilize ammonia co-firing with methane as potential fuel for power generation,
studies need to be conducted for further industrial implementation. In this paper, the
ignition delay time characteristics of ammonia as a fuel is studied. Different factors that
affect the ignition delay time are investigated. Numerical simulations are carried out
using detailed chemical kinetics mechanism. The influence of ammonia cracking rate,
ammonia substitution rate and equivalence ratio on the ignition delay time are studied on
methane/ammonia mixed fuel under wide range of conditions. The results can provide
fundamental data for methane/ammonia combustions utilization.
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Probabilistic Production Simulation of Multi-Energy System and Practice in
Transnational Energy System
Runzhao Lu, Qian Dai, Dian Chen, Libo Zhang
Presenter: Runzhao Lu, China Electric Power Research Institute, China
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Abstract: Probabilistic production simulation is a powerful tool for power system
planning and operation analysis. With the development of multi-energy systems, it has
become an important way for energy supply to meet various types of loads (electrical,
heating, cooling, etc.) from various types of power sources (thermal power, renewable
energy, etc.). To adapt to this development trend, this paper extends the framework of
probabilistic production simulation for single or interconnected multi-energy system. And
then the framework is tested on self-built system and a real transnational energy system,
the results demonstrate the effectiveness of the framework in electric energy arrangement
and reliability evaluation.
Evaluation of minimum safety inertia of new energy power system considering rate
of change of frequency
Weiguo Xia, Zhengfeng Wang, Jiwen Wang, Jialin Guo, Kaipeng Wang, Pingping Han
Presenter: Jialin Guo, Hefei University of Technology, China
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Abstract: Due to the rapid development of the new energy power system, the increase of
new energy permeability, and the grid-connected new energy inverter does not have the
inertia support ability, so the frequency stability of the system is seriously affected, and
the frequency indicators are gradually close to the safety boundary. In order to solve this
problem, this paper first summarizes the inertia index of conventional units, and combs
out the effective calculation method of inertia of conventional units. Secondly, this
method is extended to the inertia estimation of the new energy power system to evaluate
the inertia of the new energy power system. Then, considering the minimum safety inertia
evaluation of new energy power system constrained by the rate of change of frequency,
the minimum safety inertia coefficient of new energy is defined and taken as the
evaluation index. Finally, the IEEE 10-machine 39-node New England Power system
model is used to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method.
The Optimal Allocation Strategy of Pumped Storage for Boosting Wind/Solar Local
Consumption
Wenru Liang, Linwei Sang, Xiaolin Luo, Xin Sui, Yong Luo, Hengyu Gan, Li Huang and
Yinliang Xu
Presenter: Wenru Liang, Tsinghua University, China
Abstract: With the continuous increasing penetration of renewable energy sources, the
fluctuation and instability of the power system have become more prominent. Because of
the advantages of flexible start-stop flexibility, quick response, pollution-free
characteristic, hydropower could effectively complement the local consumption of wind
and photovoltaic generation. A capacity allocation method that aims at minimizing the
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investment cost of pumped storage and satisfies each typical operating scenario is
proposed in this paper. A capacity allocation ratio planning strategy considering that
hydropower assists in local consumption of renewable energy sources is suggested.
Considering the uncertainty of wind and photovoltaic, the wind-solar-pumped-storage
hybrid energy system capacity allocation model is simulated and analyzed based on the
collected data. The results show that the method proposed in this paper can effectively
improve the local consumption of renewable energy sources, which has practical
engineering value.
Experimental study on solar air water extraction
Kui Wang, Huizhong Zhao
Presenter: Kui Wang, Shanghai Maritime University, China
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Abstract: Solar air water intake is a feasible method to solve water shortage in inland
areas, which has potential value of research and application. The adsorption and
desorption capacity of the composite adsorbent, activated alumina – [CaCl]_2 was
studied in this paper. In this experiment, calcium chloride solutions of 10%, 20% and
30% mass concentration were prepared and impregnated with activated alumina to obtain
composite adsorbent. It was found that under the same experimental conditions, the
adsorption capacity of the composite adsorbent was enhanced with the increase of salt
concentration. Under the standard conditions of 25℃ and 50% relative humidity, the
adsorption capacity of activated alumina combined with 30% mass concentration salt
solution was increased by 105% compared with that of traditional solid adsorbent. After
that, the solar air water intake test bench was built in the experiment, and the adsorption
bed was filled with AA-C30 adsorbent due to the strongest adsorption capacity for the
experimental study under actual external environmental conditions. During the day, the
water extraction capacity of a single solar water intake pipe is 137ml, and the desorption
capacity is 0.137g/g. When 24 solar water intake pipes are installed in a row, the daily
water extraction capacity can reach 3.3L.
Configuration and optimization of energy storage capacity of zero carbon big data
park with multi-power supply coordination
Yi Zhou, Hao Yue, Bingqing Wu, Ruixue Fan, Zhonghua Liu, Yong Fang
Presenter: Yong Fang, Beijing University of Chemical, China
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Abstract: The optimization of energy storage capacity is an effective measure to reduce
the construction cost for the zero-carbon big data park powered by renewable energy.
This study first analyzes the characteristics of the power source and grid network of the
zero-carbon big data park. Then Comprehensively considering the investment cost,
operation, and maintenance cost, carbon processing cost, and the electricity purchase and
sale strategy of time-sharing electricity price, we put forth a collaborative
source-network-load-storage system structure with the minimum annual total cost as the
objective function, and the model can be solved by using particle swarm optimization
method. Taking the Zhangbei Miaotan Big Data Industrial Park as an example, the
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simulation analysis using Matlab shows that the optimization scheme proposed is superior
to the traditional electric power balance method in terms of the capacity and power of
energy storage. It provides a reference configuration for the collaborative
source-network-load-storage for the zero-carbon big data industrial park.
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A bi-level planning method of distributed renewable energy based on cluster
division
Xiang Li , Gaoming Li, Zefu Wang , Zijia Kuang, Tingwei Chen, Tianlun Wang
Presenter: Zefu Wang, School of Electric Power Engineering South China University of
Technology, China
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Abstract: Aiming at the problem of optimal planning of large-scale distributed
renewable energy resources and loads, a distributed renewable energy bi-level planning
method based on cluster division was proposed to maximize the overall benefits of
distributed renewable energy clusters. The upper layer takes the energy exchange between
clusters and the optimal stability and reliability of the system as the guiding principle, and
establishes a comprehensive performance index with cluster resemblance and active
power balance as the core to obtain the optimal cluster division result. The lower layer
takes economy and reliability as the goal. Each cluster is regarded as a new planning unit,
and the integrated planning method is used for capacity allocation and grid design, and
the optimization results are fed back to the upper cluster division. Cross iteration between
two layers forms a closed-loop planning and design method for distributed renewable
energy cluster planning. The example shows that the proposed method effectively reduces
the energy storage capacity configuration of distributed renewable energy cluster and
improves its economy and reliability.
Economic Analysis Approach for Energy Supply System Considering Load
Characteristics
Wei Liu, XiaoLi Meng, Zhijie Yuan, Yuanhong Liu, Xihai Zhang, Hong Liu
Presenter: Xihai Zhang, Tianjin University, P.R.China
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Abstract: Economic analysis of the energy supply systems is of great significance to
improve energy utilization efficiency and meet the demand for regionally integrated
energy systems. In this paper, a life-cycle-cost (LCC) model is proposed to evaluate the
economic prospect of different types of energy-dominant supply systems under different
load characteristics. Considering the dominant energy imported types, the energy supply
system is divided into electricity-based, gas-based, or electricity-gas-joint based. Then,
the LCC model is given with the consideration of initial investment cost, annual
exogenous cost, and salvage cost during the service life. Finally, the proposed LCC
model is evaluated on a real residential-commercial mixed area in China. The case study
shows that there is no universal energy supply system for any load scenario in the view of
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economics. The electricity-gas-joint-based energy supply system always performs well
when the commercial load is more than 12%.
Optimal configuration of hybrid energy storage system catered for low-carbon
smart industrial park
Yifan Sun, Lin Wang, Cenyu Yang, Ye Zhu, Yi Jin and Weijie Dong
Presenter: Yang Cenyu, China Electric Power Research Institute Co., Ltd. Beijing, China
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Abstract: Due to the driven of green development and continuous innovation in
information technology, Chinese industrial park is striving to achieve "zero emission" of
pollutants through various measures such as waste exchange, recycling, integrated energy
utilization, cleaner and smart production, etc. For zero-carbon operation of energy
utilization in industrial park, this paper studies the optimal configuration of hybrid energy
storage system (ESS) in integrated energy utilization. Firstly, the energy flowing model is
analyzed to adapt to the zero-carbon development. Then, considering uncertainties of
renewable resources and load, three objectives with various constraints are constructed
from investment cost, peak-load shifting and annual carbon emission. Also, the improved
non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA) is employed to solve it. Simulations on
IEEE 33 bus with different green energy demonstrate that the constructed optimization
models can achieve the balance of the investment and environmental protection. The
proposed improved solving method may raise the convergence of solving nonlinear
multiobjective under constrained condition.
Deep Reinforcement Learning based Approach for Real-time Dispatch of Integrated
Energy System with Hydrogen Energy Utilization
Yi Han, Yuxian Zhang, Likui Qiao
Presenter: Likui Qiao, Shenyang University of Technology, China
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Abstract: Integrated energy system (IES) with multi-energy coupling can improve energy
utilization efficiency and reduce carbon emissions, and therefore have received
widespread attention. With a large number of renewable energy sources and multi-energy
loads connected to the integrated energy system, the uncertainty at the supply side and
demand side poses a great challenge to the optimal dispatch of IES. To cope with the gap,
a real-time optimal dispatch method based on deep deterministic policy gradient (DDPG)
is proposed to solve the optimal dispatch of IES considering hydrogen energy utilization.
The mathematical model of the problem is established and modeled as a Markov decision
process (MDP). Based on this, a deep reinforcement learning (DRL) framework is
established and the DDPG algorithm is used to train the agent offline. The trained agent
enables online real-time dispatch decisions. The proposed method has advantages in
terms of operating cost and decision time. In addition, the advantages brought by the
hydrogen utilization device for system operation are verified.
Multi-objective Capacity Determination Method of Energy Storage for Smelting
Enterprises Considering Wind/Photovoltaic Uncertainty and Clean, Low-carbon,
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Economic Indicators
Wenguang Zhu, Wei Wang, Bin Ouyang, Hua Zhang and Xin Wang
Presenter: Bin Ouyang, Changsha University of Science and Technology, China
Abstract: On the basis of considering the uncertainty of new energy and the carbon
emissions of users, a multi-objective optimization and constant volume method of energy
storage for electrolytic aluminum enterprises was proposed considering the uncertainty of
scenery and clean and low-carbon economy. Optimize the energy storage configuration
and operation of electrolytic aluminum industrial users who have or plan to install new
energy generation. The optimization strategy of energy storage is given, aiming at the
maximum economic benefit, the minimum cost and the minimum total carbon emission
of users and the optimal capacity of energy storage is obtained. Finally, taking a real
electrolytic aluminum user as an example, based on its load characteristics, and then
connected with different proportions of wind and light new energy, the energy storage
optimization method proposed in this paper was used to optimize them respectively, and
the effectiveness of the proposed optimization method was verified.
Deep reinforcement earning based energy system optimization management
Jianming Li and Guixue Cheng
Presenter: Jianming Li, Shanghai University of Electric Power, China
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Abstract: Energy coupling technology and collaborative optimization theory play a key
role in achieving optimal management of energy systems. As a large number of new
energy sources are connected to the energy system, the randomness of their output and
the uncertainty of the load bring many difficulties to the optimal management of the
energy system. To address the above problems, an optimization scheme for
electric-thermal energy systems based on a twin delayed deep deterministic policy
gradient algorithm is proposed. Firstly, an electric-thermal energy system model is
established with system economic cost as the objective function and equipment operation
parameters as the constraints; secondly, according to the Markov decision principle,
appropriate environmental states, scheduling actions and reward functions are selected to
learn the optimal scheduling strategy interactively; finally, the effectiveness is verified
using an actual microgrid algorithm in a university, and the results show that the proposed
algorithm improves 50.2%, 21.3%, and 3.9% over the stochastic strategy, CPLEX, and
deep deterministic strategy gradient algorithms(DDPG), respectively.
Research on key technology of Digital Twin and its application in Integrated Energy
Qi Zhao, Sheng Chen, Xinying Wang, Jie Tian and Rixiao Zhao
Presenter: Qi Zhao, China Electric Power Research Institute, China
Abstract: Integrated Energy System (IES) can effectively improve energy utilization
efficiency through multi-energy coupling. However, the mechanism is unclear and the
randomness of the system is strong, which is difficult for system modeling and operation
optimization. Digital twin (DT) can built the twin model in digital space that change
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synchronously with the physical object, and carry out behavior prediction and intelligent
decision-making, which is an effective way to solve the above problems of IES. Focusing
on DT, this paper firstly analyzes the development mode of DT system, including
symbiosis, evolution and optimization, and puts forward key technology on fusion
modeling, neural network optimization and intelligent decision making. Secondly, from
the view of source, network, load and storage, this paper deeply summarizes and refines
the current methods of the DT model building in IES. Finally, the symbiosis framework
of DT model building in IES is proposed, which enables the accurate description and
mapping of the system characteristic, and provides accurate model support for the
operation optimization in IES.
Distributed renewable energy cluster configuration based on improved bare-bones
multi-objective particle swarm optimization
Jinrong Chen, Bo Li, Weinian Ouyang, Tianlun Wang, Tingwei Chen
Presenter: Wang Tianlun, South China University of Technology, China
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Abstract: A bi-level optimal allocation model of renewable energy cluster planning and
operation is established in order to maximize the consumption of renewable energy based
on the security and stability of the power system are ensured. The planning layer applied
the particle swarm optimization algorithm, and the results were used as the input of the
operation layer. The optimization model of the operation layer used the CVX toolbox,
and the output results are used to evaluate the planning results. An improved bare-bones
multi-objective particle swarm optimizer (IBB-MOPSO) algorithm is proposed to
overcome the shortcomings of traditional particle swarm optimization (PSO), including
the lack of diversity and easy to fall into local optimum. Building on the advantages of
the bare-bones particle swarm algorithm (BB-PSO) with high adaptability and few
control parameters, the global search and local exploitation capabilities are further
enhanced by improvements. The effectiveness of the optimization configuration model
and the solution algorithm is verified through the numerical simulations. The proposed
method is universal, as the appropriate optimal solution can be selected according to
specific demands for configuration in practical applications.
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